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New
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_Cont
and you can expect “colds” to become severe and disabling.
I have no patience for any
ized disease because you should have been taking your “stufY’. Further,
suppose that all our people have a reserve supply of colloids to counter the
OK, readers, “IT” is under way. The (‘flu” that turns into invaders at the doorway. If, however, you are sick and are treated without
meningitis is on the prowl. It is so contagious that the patients positive results, get onto colloids in heavy intake immediately. This organism is
with the diagnosed illness are being denied hospital stay or are sent forth to sensitize the public in general and if you make it through
being discharged (not shifted) as quickly as it is identified.
assaiult-the next one will be worse.
( Please see
This was an intentional “invasion” set up for the Christmas
Holiday season when people would be frantically running about
to visit, share, infect, cross-infect, etc. The disease is particuThe News
larly severe in the newly delivered mothers and pregnant.
Physicians are finding a lack of response of the illness to
antibiotics and even now to Vancomycin which was the LAST
antibiotic HOPE. The organisms are now global in distribution
1
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yourselves but it most certainly is NOW TIME TO
ATTEND THE POSSIBILITIES OF RIGHTNOW! THE
FULL “PLAN” IS FOR YOU TO AGAIN CROSSCONTAMINATE ON NEW YEAR’S AS YOU PARTY
AND MINGLE since, for most, the thought of staying
home and attending yourselves quietly and in protection is unacceptable-so,
luck.
LIMITED

Onset is rapid, symptoms become severe with high
fevers and SEVERE headaches. DO NOT PLAY WITH
THIS AS IT IS A COCCUS CROSSED WITH A GENETICALLY ALTERED VIRUS AND WILL BE TOTALLY DEVASTATING.
This will be a type of
RETRO-virus which will move within other cells to
preserve itself much like the HIV so itis imperative to
rid the body early on or the person becomes a “carrier”
and the illness will pop up when it pleases everafter. It is extremely contagious and, if you have been
exposed to ANYONE with acute symptoms or who,
after being close to you, has come down with acute
symptoms-take
a heavy course of colloids and plenty
of Gaiandriana to insure the viability of your IMMUNE
SYSTEM.
antibiotics
This is an ALERT and WARNING-THAT
THIS
IS SERIOUS TROUBLE ON THE MOVE. [See
I ask that we get a goodly supply of backup colloids
and Gaias ready because I fear that most of the regularly prepared silver colloid will quickly be of no more
value than the antibiotics. We will offer what we have
but obviously we cannot supply the world in need. We
won’t even make an effort to do so. This is why the
regular people who support us will have first run on the
products-for
we are not out to
anything.

This particular microbe HYBRID is
flourish in the compromised environment of alcohol users
and smokers as the virus utilizes both the by-products
of alcohol breakdown in
liver and tobacco processing ingredients in body breakdown of those products.
This of course is why
of symptoms will
become known as the “Holiday Syndrome”. It was set
for and released to coincide with the “Holiday Season”
to insure its ability,to spread widely and take hold
mutate in order to hold on and incubate or become an
indwelling viral-TYPE microbe.
Most people will get through this initial assault but
will be subsequently at serious risk. This microbe will
also seek out and become luggaged within parasites to
avoid the direct assault of any treatment modality.
Again, I cannot know what all is at stake here or even
exactly what is introduced into the larger populations-but
this is the beginning of the END for antibiotic-treatable disease. Each break-out will be greater
and deadlier than its antecedent. The microbe WILL
MUTATE with each HOST.

If you consider that I bring and teach FEAR-now

RESOURCES

All of you must also understand that there is no way
we can just give the “stuff’ away for it is expensive to
make and funds are simply not available to cover it and
stay open at all. Now it comes back to cause us to face
the damaging FACTS from those who used, abused and
thieved from us for we are LIMITED in ability to
produce in quantity large enough to serve the needs of
the “whole” but we will pour back into product all that
we receive in purchases.
No, other places DO NOT have what we have and,
in addition, I must have you understand the ongoing
is the time to assume that I certainly MEAN TO OFFER need of Gaiandriana to get the other things, i.e. colloids, into those cells within your bodies.
I realize that a lot of you assume that because you
know me and I know you that protection will somehow
Even in this early form the symptoms will linger for a just rub off onto you. NO IT WILL NOT! I CAN ONLY
very long time and recur at random. Use your head and SUGGEST AND OFFER, NO LESS AND CERTAINLY
treat yourself WELL with rest and good fluid intake and I HAVE NO WISH OR RIGHT TO DO MORE.
TAKE YOUR AVAILABLE TOOLS FOR GOOD
HEALTH. DO NOT PLAY GAMES WITH THE BABIES-GET THEIR COLLOIDS AND OTHER GAIAS
INTO THEM WHETHER THEY LIKE IT OR NOTTHEIR VERY LIVES DEPEND ON PARENTAL INTELLIGENCE
I DON’T CARE IF YOU LIKE
ME OR HATE ME-YOU
I WILL NOT ALLOW MY PEOPLE TO CONFRONT REGULATORS FOR YOUR FOOLISH ACTIONS SHOULD YOU CHOOSE TO UNWISELY
Now is the time to get a spray bottle of silver colloid ADVERTISE ORTOUT ANYTHING WE OFFER. SO,
and USE IT UP THE NOSE AND FRE- I REPEAT: WE ARE NOT IN THE BUSINESS OF
QUENTLY WASH OUT THE MOUTH WITH IT AND MEDICINES. DRUGS. CURES. TREATMENTS OR
ON ANY OF THE
ALWAYS BEFORE BEING IN A CROWD OR MEET- LEGAL OUESTIONABILITY
ING SOMEONE YOU KNOW TO BE, OR HAS BEEN, ABOVE. We have some products available which may
help you have a better feeling of well-being and provide
ILL.
some enhancement of better health. We do not “advertise” anything other than this. These products have
The good part is that with THIS spread the microbe been researched and found by others to be a positive
does not remain viable on surfaces exposed to air for a addition and are totally natural in every way and totally
compatible with any and all “medicavery long period of time.
I suggest a wipe-off of harmonious
drinking glasses rims and, if you can do so, use dispos- tions” as medically prescribed. S+ cr colloid was the
able cups and simply burn in the fireplace. Wipe off medical treatment of cho+ for infections prior to the
It does not
areas of contamination frequently with a bit of spray-on presentation of the ;..,,.ern antibiotics.
build allowance for “resistance” EXCEPT THAT THE
colloid or dampen a paper-towel and wipe.
Other cleansing procedures are to simply apply CURRENT VIRUSES AND BACTERIA ARE UPcommercial
grade hydrogen
peroxide
as a de- GRADED IN STRENGTH DUE TO THEIR GENETIC
contaminant-and
add [35%] food-grade hydrogen per- STRUCTURING WHICHREQUIRES AHIGHER‘FREORDINARY
oxide to drinking water. I also suggest that dishes, and QI’ENCY”
foods which are washed and especially uncooked, be PRODUCTION PROCEDURES OF COLLOIDALIZING
immersed in a hydrogen peroxide bath. The microbes SILVER.
Readers and listeners: Please, we are not interested
might not last long but they are made to adhere tenawould wish
ciously to surfaces and since they come with flu and in serving even the greater “masses”.
we could do that but we cannot so please take care in
cold symptoms-the
hands are always contaminated
your own advertising.
will try to serve any who ask
from the mouth, nose, etc.
Supply your family members with items, give them but we do have some limitations until we can upscale
a written outline and then, so be it, for I can’t have (which is a rather measured capability for us). By this
Dharma, E.J., etc., out treating or mingling with the caution, I mean that we have no intention of highsick lest we have no contact with me. It is time for profile advertising in major med. or press. Nobody
parents and people to get RESPONSIBLE.
I am not else has what we offer or ability to make what we have
and we intend it to remain exactly that way. Salu.
interested in your “druthers” or your lazy habits-take
care of your children for God is not going to do so FOR
YOU. We offer the “way” -you will do it or it will not
be done!
I ask that Brent please put the above onto the
Telephone Hotline. I am not in the product businessbut I am into the responsibility of telling you how it IS.
What YOU & is none of my business!
We are NOT in the business of medicine. We may
offer you a :&eat? but we
You do whatever you want about
3
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for weeks.
Many schools in both countries have been shut,
hospitals are under quarantine and federal health offscials have warned that every tram, subway and bus has
(One year closer to Global Agenda 20001)
become the perfect vessel for transmitting the virus. In
both countries, officials were quick to point out that the
flu virus, while unusually virulent this year, was not the
The December 28 issue of the Los Angeles
paired up two stories with these headlines:
only reason for the rapid spread of the epidemic. The
WORLD POPULATION UP 100 MILLION DURING health systems of virtually all former republics of the
years.
1995 and FLU SICKENS MILLIONS IN RUSSIA, Soviet Union have fared badly in the past
UKRAINE. The connection is obvious if you are famil- “Social changes and the deterioration of living condiiar with the material lately presented by Rick Martin in tions have’ lowered the general resistance of the nahis series of articles on Depopulation (see page 17). tion,” Yuri Solodovnikov, a researcher at Moscow’s
epidemiological
center, told the weekly newspaper
The first is put out by the Associated Press, [quoting:]
WASHINGTON-The
world’s population grew this
year by 100 million people, to 5.75 billion, the largest
-are
number one on
increase ever, a population research group said Wednesday. Ninety percent of the growth is in poor countries
“already terribly torn by civil strife and social unrest
and where all too many people live in brutal poverty,”
said Werner Fornos of the Population Institute.
From the December 1 issue of
[quoting:]
LONDON (Reuter)-A United Nations agency said
yesterday the U.N. economic sanctions against Iraq
have been responsible for the death of more than 560,000
The second article is reprinted from
[quoting:]
children since the Persian Gulf War ended in 1991.
MOSCOW-The
most severe flu epidemic in deA study by the Food and Agriculture
cades is sweeping Russia and Ukraine, with as many as a
200,000 people falling ill each day, according to health Organization found that severe malnutrition is wideofficials. Nearly 1 million people have been infected in spread among children in Baghdad,
It blamed the
MOSCOW
alone. and it is nearly impossible to find a .sanctions imposed against Iraq as punishment for its
family that has been spared. In Ukraine, at least 2 1990 invasion of Kuwait [You
million people already have gotten sick and health
officials there said the number could triple in the next
a
two weeks. So far, only a few deaths have been reported
”
U.S.
a
officially...but
the experience of past flu epidemics
makes it likely that the number of fatalities is actually
much higher than reported. Doctors here also say that
“In the present study, the under-5 mortality inrespiratory complications from the illness can persist creased fivefold,” Dr. Mary Smith Fawzi ofthe Harvard
School of Public Health wrote
in the
medical journal. In addition, she said,
infant deaths doubled during
the Gulf War and this high
rate remained, even though
the war ended four years ago.

a drink reputed to prevent cancer, relieve arthritis,
cure insomnia and make hair grow, could
pose a serious health risk, the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention warns.
a
The CDC
of Atlanta said an Iowa woman died earlier this year
and another woman became seriously ill after they
drank the tea every day for two months. The beverage
is made by fermenting yeasts and bacteria in black tea
and sugar. Even though it is not made from mushrooms, the drink is also called Kargasok tea, tea fungus, and Manchurian mushroom tea. The two women
developed severe lactic acidosis, in which their blood
had excessive levels of the acid found in sour milk.
Proponents of the tea say its use dates as far back as
China’s Tsung Dynasty in 22 1 B.C.

The “official” story is that “you can’t get AIDS
from kissing", yet the latest test for HIV uses saliva’?!
appeared

in the I&em&r

27 issue of the Los Angeles
[quoting:]
WASHINGTON-A
confirming test for HIV that
uses saliva and other oral fluids instead of blood is
nearing approval by the Food and Drug Administration, a company that makes the test announced Tuesday. The company, Epitope Inc., said that it had
received a letter from the FDA announcing that the
firm’s application
to market the HIV test
“approvable”.
An FDA spokesman declined to verify
that such a letter had been sent to Epitope, but explained that in the normal process of agency action,
such a letter was “tantamount to approval, provided the
company meets the requests contained in the approvable
letter.”
Epitope last year received approval to market an
oral-specimen HIV test through health-care providers.
That test uses a treated cotton pad placed between the
gum
pad is then
placed into a container with a preservative and sent to
a
immunosorbent assay, or ELISA test, with can detect antibodies to HIV.
The
the
HIV
is not found in saliva.
a

this

”

Di-

mensions

”

CONTACT 5
17)] Positive results from the ELISA test are
confirmed with the more sensitive Western blot blood
test.
Now Epitope is seeking permission to market a
Western blot test that also uses oral fluids instead of
blood. In its announcement, Epitope said the FDA was
asking for additional information and a facilities inThere is NO place for spection.
effective, natural health prac1992.1
titioners, products, or techniques in the NW0 depopulation program. The tactics
are ruthless:
confiscation,
arrest, harassment, and slanThose of you who are familiar with collodial silver
der. Here’s an example of will find this article a bit amusing. From the December
the latter, from the Decem- 21 issue of
[quoting:]
ber 17 issue of
The holidays are a worrisome time for the health[quot- conscious, what with all those calories and fat grams
ing:]
hidden in seasonal goodies. Not to mention heavy
Kombucha
mushroom
metal. That’s heavy metal, as in dragees (pronounced

sense,

.
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“drahj-ay”), those little silver balls that put the gleam
in the eye of gingerbread and the sparkle on the sugarcookie star. As it turns out, those little silver balls
contain, well, silver. And the Food and Drug Administration says don’t eat them. [Yeah.
Not that
anyone has actually gotten sick from downing dragees.
If eaten in small quantities,
FDA policy analyst
Catherine Bailey pronounces “we do not anticipate
Indeed, dragees are listed as nontoxic on
toxicity.”
Poisindex, a computer program used by state poisoncontrol centers nationwide. But the FDA won’t budge
in its disapproval, because it hasn’t run its own tests:
No one has yet petitioned the agency for the approval of
silver as a color additive.
With good reason. FDA
approval would involve animal studies using large
doses of the silver additive for long periods. Joseph
Charnowski, vice president of sales at QA Products in
Elk Grove, Ill., the country’s only dragee martuixturer, said the cost of the studies would be pi ohtbitive
given the small amount of dragees sold. Dragees, Mr.
Charnowski said, contain “minuscule” amounts of silver: about .0003 parts of silver per million, or 310billionths of each dragee.
Bah! Humbug! say the FDA Scrooges. They also
refuse to give their (gold?) seal of approval to other
forms of precious silver leaf used to decorate cakes, the
flecks of gold sparkling in the liqueur called Goldwasser,
and the metallic foil traditional on many Indian pastries. In most states, dragees are still sold in grocery
stores, but not as food. Mario S.K. Rinaldi, an importer
of French dragees for the glamorous Manhattan catering company Glorious Foods, laughs at the notion that
silver- or gold-coated dragees pose a health threat. “In
Europe, we have eaten them for centuries, and no one
is getting sick from the dragee,” he said.

Mr. Charnowski noted that dragees were popular
decorations on silver anniversary cakes, but the divorce
rate has cut into those sales. Soon, he said, “Dragees
will be as scarce as couples who are married for 25
years.”

a

0
into

do

Recently the News Desk featured an article about
how patients’ wishes were ignored by their doctors,
even when documented in a Living Will. This article,
from the December 17 issue of the Los Angeles
may be the other side of the coin, [quoting:]
After 16 months in a coma caused by injuries
received in an auto accident, Robert woke up and, until
recently, was receiving physical and speech therapy to
rehabilitate him. Robert appeared to be slowly improving. Indeed, he progressed so far inless than a year that
he can maneuver himself in a motorized wheelchair
through hospital corridors. Robert is the subject of a
bitter controversy. His wife, Rose Wendland, wants to
cut off the “medical treatment” of food and fluids
provided through a tube. Despite the fact that Robert is
conscious and interactive, Rose’s decision to cause
Robert’s death is supported unanimously by the Lodi
Memorial Hospital ethics committee. However, a close
look at the committee’s approval reveals some disturbing facts. As far as is known, no one argued on behalf
of saving Robert’s life. The nurses and therapists, the
very people who spend the most time with Robert, were
never asked to appear before the committee. Indeed,
the ombudsman, whose specific job is to advocate on
Robert’s behalf, wasn’t even aware that Robert was
able to manipulate a motorized wheel chair when she,
too, decided to support Rose’s plans.

a
a

are,
Robert’s case is not unique. In Florida, the brother
of 83-year-old stroke patient Marjorie Nighbert detided to cut off her tube feeding, allegedly because of
the terms contained in her advanced directive
a
a

Marjorie
was not unconscious. During her starvation, she specifically asked nurses
food. This was so upsetting
to one nurse that she blew the whistle. Enter the court,
where, after a hurried investigation, it was determined
that Marjorie was not medically competent to retract
her advanced directive (in other words, to ask for the
“treatment’* of food). Thus,
to be fed, the starvation was allowed to continue. Ms.
Nighbert died on April 5, 1995.
All over the country, in hospitals, nursing homes
and other facilities, conscious but cognitively disabled
and aged people are being denied adequate
and/or
are being starved and dehydrated
of patient autonomy, “quality of life” and “best interests of the patient” determinations.
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I would note here that Ed and Marilyn M. have
made it possible to get a tractor which is top-of-the-line
through a friend in Hemet attached to the fabrication
research program of the Institute into MOLDED cement and fabrication products for housing.
E.J.,
Charles, Dave, etc., were able to close that “operation”
.down and retrieve a big “lift”, bonding equipment,
presses for forming metal and thus and so as the person
in charge is no longer a part of our work. We are
grateful to Tom H. who made this acquisition possible
and for bringing his price for the tractor and disk
arrangement into a totally ridiculously low price so it
could be available. The disk alone is worth more than
the cost of the entire package. The drsk is so large and
heavy that it has to be blowtorch cut into at least three
pieces simply to get it moved. This ‘nother tractor is,
as of yesterday, at the farm and the rest will be forth:
coming. Almost all of the other equipment is relocated
also so our hearts are grateful this day. Our gratitude
to the ones who made this possible is beyond our ability
to express in any kind of language.
Rod took and then shipped off our plows and other
planting equipment but we can work one step at a time
and the neighbors have offered to do the plowing and
planting as necessary until we can get on our feet and
replace some of the items. With this new disk we can,
if necessary, give up the separate plowing for the disk
is so heavy as to have to be run with the hydraulic lift
in operation or it buries to its axles. This gives us
option of depth of our land-mulching and will allow for
dry ground disking. The tractor is “four wheel drive”
with two huge round feet on all four corners allowing
HEAVY duty use-anywhere.
It is for SERIOUS farm
tilling and, finally, we ARE SERIOUS.
Rod also sold or got rid of the landowner’s disk so
it is up toMr. Turner what he wants to do about THAT.
Rod Ence/Enz would have you believe he is the aggrieved party which only includes his indiscretions
with the farm and Ekker-Ekker Phoenix, according to
instructions from Green and “crew”. No, he took the
landowner’s property also, and that, readers, is totally
beyond reference to the local hated “catchers” of his
acts. Perhaps Mr. Turner can “reason” with the angry
man on a more objective basis.
I also recommend to you local participants in the
escapades at hand that you not believe a word Rod’s
cohorts say-they
are deceivers and it appears, likewise, liars from onset. They will plant lies to glean
information. Who needs the games? We will supply all
the informationFREE.
We don’t need games and tricks
to find the rotten apples-they
project their rot in every
direction from the central core. By the way, the LAST
thing desired in a community of apple-growers are
rotten apples! Ponder it.
Why don’t they go away? They can’t, for they have
made too many outlandish promises and big-talk. They
perceive that they will stay and be TOP DOGS. Will

[tenAround
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.
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IN

OUR

WRITINGS

In our writings we write of many things from mitt:
and men to churches and brothels.
Why? Because,
hidden within the unstable makeup by greedy men, the
terms become almost interchangeable.
Men have become as foolish as laboratory mice and rats and PROSTITUTION of self and souls is more prevalent in most
churches than in the brothels. This is indeed a sad state
of affairs. Is the acceptance of this state of affairs the
prevailing wish of mankind? NO! NO INDEED! Only
a tiny few set the controlling factors upon the masses
and, because you as a species are NOT base, crude, or
soul-less energy forms-you
have let the adversary take
the day. You can take it back-when
you want to.
Words and meanings are twisted to suit the PuppetMaster’s plan and you forget what to call a given
feeling, i.e., what means pity or friendship or compassion and on and on? When you can sort these feelings
from the reality of LIFE expression as cast upon you,
you CAN gain control of both you as the puppets AND
the Puppet-Masters
FOR THEY ONLY HAVE DEFENSE OF “THINGS” AND MIND-CONTROL.
IF
YOUR HEART INTENT AND MIND-SET IS WITHIN
GOD-THE
ENEMY CANNOT TOUCH YOU. Oh,
the old bad boy will try to “getcha” at every turn-but
he cannot do so. THAT is the PROMISE of GOD!
Compassion is that which allows feelings to make
allowances so that wisdom can be introduced into all
actions and thoughts. Then, in taking up the potential
of pity and friendship, you must also shift gears in
thought recognition.
Pity and friendship are passions
incompatible with each other-exactly
like militaryintelligence or Judeo-Christian. These are meanings of
total opposite definition.
Friendship is made up of
esteem and pleasure; pity is composed of sorrow and
contempt. Make sure YOU know that which you are
expressing for if you pretend to unconditionally love
those who wrong others, you JOIN with those adversaries. There must be CONDITIONS placed on those with
whom you share your intended JOURNEY. If YOU
have no “conditions” which are unacceptable to your
total love response-you
have JOINED your enemy and
he will “eat your lunch”! You, above all, MUST realize
the enemy of LIFE will twist word meanings and,
unless you look beyond the words into the TRUTH, you
shall surely perish with the enemy. When you HIDE
from TRUTH you are denying LIFE.
May you walk your way each day as if there is new
snow and every act, every step, will form the patterns
SEEN. You can clearly see in the new snow wherein a
puppy romped or a bloody body has been dragged.
Check carefully to see what imprints you leave in the
new snow of God’s landscape.
As we speak of churches you must simply retain
your objective outlook and KNOW that there is good,
bad and total indifference in all things. Select that
which is positive and put the other aside and do not be

a part of that which is negative or truthless. You do not
have to become the object to experience the object-any
object, thought, action or idea. However, if you run
with the pack and act with the pack-you will, right or
wrong, be accepted as being “one of the pack”. Actions
determine the discernment AND THE JUDGMENT for
words from a liar’s mouth mean only misperceivable
intentions.
I am both amused and saddened as rumors are
strewn about that Rod Ence/Enz is saying that E.J.
(Ekker) is being irrational, making terrible mistakes
and has totally emotionally “lost it”. Any one who
knows E.J. KNOWS the lie at expression for E.J. is not
even impressed by the likes of a Rod Ence/Enz. As
Rod’s eyes bug out and he blows and grows red with
hate-E.J.
just looks at him straight in the eye and
there is no mistaking the point being made. What silly
and foolish games a cornered mouse makes as he roars
and screeches, pretending to be a man-which, until he
matures, can never be for, as long as the child prevails,
ihe MAN is quite hidden and squashed.
The most remarkable thing we witness in these
days of holiday is the absolute and total desire by Rod
Ence/Enz for someone to put him in jail so he can
squawk, and wail and act the martyr in his foolish and
deceitful mind. But the ones being hurt are the family
and himself-for
nobody else gives a hoot about his
silly games except to be embarrassed for having represented or pleaded for his lies to be heard. Once the
realization is “lies” then the focus is even more dreadful as the newly deceived are more hurt than the ones
originally hurt.
We don’t even want these painful people to leave
our valley-for
we need the constant reminder of how
hard it is to keep in truth and integrity with the
gamesmen of our journey. If these will deceive YOU,
they WILL DECEIVE all who come their way and,
finally, NO ONE will either befriend or accept them.

5

6

they? Who cares? They will never be more than tiny
annoying pups in whatever position they hope to attain.
Evil intent cannot remain long in the presence of the
Light of Truth. You can, as suggested, see them put
Rod in charge of all the farming in the valley-but
they
will simply have worse results than the PROVEN failure shown. NONE OF THEM WANT TO
AND
THEREIN LIES THE SECRET OF THE FAILURE’S
SURETY-“everyone”
can’t be THE supervisor, for
somebody has to do the job! And, ones who don’t
WORK, don’t get successful jobs accomplished except
through deviant and immoral means. TALK IS JUST
AN EXPENSIVE COMMODITY WAITING TO EXPLODE AGAINST THE TALKERS.
ACTIONS IN
SUCCESSFUL REPRESENTATION AND PRESENTATION ARE THE REFLECTIONS OF SUCCESS. IT
IS QUITE EASY TO “CHECK IT OUT”.
There is no joy above that of joy in the heart-so let
the deceivers continue in their misery of “getcha” and
hold to that joy in TRUTH within our hearts and souls.
This is the greatest punishment a Man can be offeredfor his enemy to be able to rejoice in truth and flick his
silly prattlings and threats away like the chaff from the
gleaning floor. Don’t play into their stupid games and
let them rot within their own comrades and kind. If
those attached to such energies can see no further than
the moment in the lies-then
let them go their wayYOU DO NOT NEED GO WITH THEM. Neither GOD,
nor I, will forsake you or turn from you but we cannot
help it if you turn from us for it is your right and your
choice. We go nowhere “else” so if one is to goconsider your trip plans carefully!
As you move through the holiday season, rejoice in
that which is beautiful, fun and joyful. You do not need
become the adversary to live in the world and hold truth
in the LIGHT of living. You do not need to become the
drunken slob in the gutter to partake of the wine. Those
choices are YOURS. You do

2, 1966
dealing with “Swiss bank accounts” and Gray
computer operators. Just when you think things are
hopeless, or safe, whichever grabs you, SURPRISE!
Why do I choose excerpts from THIS particular
article? If the shoes fit-1 suggest you get on with
wearing them and start running in the right direction
immediately. If it is to simply protect any investments
you might have, so be it. If it is enlightening, so be it.
If it is simply boring to you, so be it.
The tale is supposedly about the Vince Foster Swiss
accounts-but
I have no interest in that. I note the
application of Super-computers, intrigue and management through networks. It does seem that some $2.73
million-was
wire-transferred out of Foster’s accounts,
by skilled computer hackers just prior to Foster’s death.
“...According to James R. Norman: ‘For months, a
small cadre of CIA computer hackers known as the
Fifth
armed with a Cray super computer,
had
monitoring....accounts.‘”
It seems they are
able to locate accounts and track the flow of money
from and to various locations and then remove it by
computer to their own special locations. In Foster’s
case, as in most cases, the tracking finds the flow from
Israeli government accounts as regards political figures and it was that Foster’s name showed up on the
Mossad files. The trackers could then snoop through
any system and find out all they needed, or need, to
know. Does it strike anyone as odd that all the conferences regarding Israel with ANYONE take place in the

Nnw as we
to other subjects please be aware of
the night-time movement of heavy military equipment
about your nations. There is MASSIVE movement of
HEAVY DUTY equipment in every direction-AND
NO, it is not, E.J., a “shortcut to Bosnia”. You simply
do not go through the Mojave Desert to get military
equipment overseas-so,
it is coming from “somewhere” with its new color-coding. You have to, also,
understand the U.N. white-and-blue against the NATO
military paint jobs. When you move military “drab”
about-you
are in combat readiness and seizure mode.
Check out the HOLDING FACILITIES for new action.
Why would guard towers be readied at facilities with
computer capability and “seeing eyes” of incredible
accuracy right now as security fences, razor wire and
other concentration camp preparations are being made?
Also for your consideration: With prison overcrowding
and needs growing for more facilities-are
FACILITIES being updated and revamped with NO INTENTION OF HOUSING PRISONERS FROM THE OTHER
OVERCROWDED PRISON FACILITIES? There is a
prime example right outside Lancaster, CA. It is near
an airport and next door to a NASA-type industrial
complex. How many of you right under the shadow of
it, noticed? The least visible facilities of .THAT FACILITY are underground and it is fully intentional that
YOU NOT SEE OR KNOW.
Friends, if YOU want to be on the “domestic terrorist” listing-go
right ahead-but leave us out of your
games. WE DO NOT FOR WE DO NOT IN ANY WAY
PLAY IN SUCH TRICKS AND COY GAMES WHICH
SET US UP FOR A TENURE IN YOUR CONCENTRATION CAMPS. We have no intent nor wish to participate in any kind of armed rebellion, revolution, subversion or overthrow of ANYTHING. If you can’t change
your direction by changing your direction and building-1 can promise you that destruction will simply
merit you greater destruction.
1
In the line of using “parables” to point out possibilities, I want to offer you a bit of a story from

1

$260.00

U.S.A.?
-Many high-level U.S. political figcres have had
their accounts raided and since the money is iliegitimate and feloniously gained, it is hardly ever reported.
Just from political figures alone there has been a “loss”
(or gain if you will) of well over $3 BILLION within
just a recent short period of “hacking”.
Indeed, it seems to be time that commitments made
to ME are kept, good buddies. I run low on patienceMr. Jackson. You are not indispensable to EITHER
SIDE! I would guess that when and if you get the
“pecking order” in full-view and acceptance, you will
have more success. I sincerely hope someone on the
other side calls to explain this to you-carefully.
It is
unwise to make commitments and promises to either
the Devil or the Angels which you do not keep!
By the way, it is noted that Mr. Newby runs your
rowboat? How interesting. Whatever is your intent and
whoever “you” might be-1 hope you understand that
loss of credibility is loss of help. Oh, it is sure that I
will get out of Mr. Newby’s way-but no thank you as
to moving out of Mr. Jackson’s FACE. You do not send
your trained lackeys to do your dirty work, no matter
WHO YOU ARE! You want to get militias on stand-by
for immediate action?
go-right ahead but this time
our people won’t be visiting or even writing to you.
Wisdom or foolishness is in the intent of the “doer” and
within the perception of the beholder; remember it most
carefully. Salu.
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The SevenSealsProphecie
AndOtherSignsOf TheTime
IN

THE

OF...

AS THE SEALS ARE OPENED AND THE TRUTH
OF THESE DAYS ARE LAID FORTH UPON THE
ALTARS OF MANKIND, THE SOULS BEAR FORTH
THE BEAUTY OF THE LIGHT WHILE THE ONES
WHO HAVE CHOSEN THEIR PATHWAY INTO THE
SHADOWS WEEP AND WAIL. THERE SHALL COME
A SILENCE UPON THE LANDS AND THEN SHALL
THE TRUMPET SOUND AND ALL SHALL KNOW
THAT IT IS THE TIME OF THE COMING OF THE
FATHER AND THE SON AND THE MOTHER, IN
PERFECTION.
What mean I of the ODened seals uuon the altars of
mankind? Ah, indeed, it means that the truth shall
be spread open before man and across those things
which man has worshipped; yea, even unto the evil
places and deeds shall the truth of man’s journey be
laid bare for ALL to see and hear-and
Man seeks his way among the thistles and obstacles strewn along his paths and roadways while he
has become blind and deaf to that which is truth,
goodly, moral and just. He has turned to join with
and within the entrapments of his distractions and
has fallen as he has become crushed by those things
of human physical sensing until he has no way to see
or hear truth, except as a lonely, screaming need for
peace and joy within his broken being. But soul
waits in impatience, longing for benediction of God
that it might find rest within its oneness within the
perfection of its birthing. No PHYSICAL “thing” fills
the need, the void, of that which IS Man for man is not
of the physical but of the essence of etheric coalescence
wherein naught but the body is physical. If a body be
broken and lost, the soul has no need to bind itself to the
broken body, but to rise with the Angels unto the
heights of the eagles and on into the universal Cosmos
with its own.
Sometimes, precious lambs, it comes that there is a
need of the body to be suppressed that the soul can find
its freedom and that it might assume its rightful place
as a leader of mankind, a torch of hope to others who
wallow in distraction and perception of being crippled
rather than handicapped in a binding of flesh and
broken things physical.
Sometimes the body has be
stilled that the soul can hear GOD our Creator, calling
out to us to “get up from thine cot and FOLLOW ME!”
If you are NOT stilled enough to listen, how can ye hope
to hear YOUR call? Will YOU miss your purpose in
journey because you could not silence self-AND
HEAR? Can you who do not walk, but could do so, fail
to heed the summons7 Can you not hold high your
lamp, rise to your feet (never mind if there are none)
and light the way for your brother that he might see that
“handicapped” is not “crippled”? To be “crippled” is a
perception of the mind for a totally intlrmed person can
be quite whole and certainly “UNcrippled” by whatever
might
his circumstances. I would ask you about the
definition of“paralyzed”, as a for instance. We have no
etheric meaning to the word for we have no need of

functioning OR non-functioning BODIES, and yet we
are whole and valid-why can you not rise beyond that
which is PERCEPTION and into the reality of LIVING? There are none so DEAD as those who walk and
breathe and live in a state of brain-dead existence while
there is not even “handicap” to consider. Mankind is
the limitation of CRIPPLED. Mankind is a species at
the brink of “mind”-loss and when the mind is so
enslaved as to find no alternative-the
soul withers and
passes.
How do you know when the time is upon a civilization and its days are numbered as the sheets of the
calendars’?
the SIGNS which are always present.
is not a tale of prophesy-it
is a tale of
MEMORY. The signs are always the same, the sequence identical, for Evil never has to change the play.

truly on the EVE of CHRIST’s DAY? I take no note of
religion or named messengers or teachers, masters or
students -1 speak of the LAW OF GOD which MAN
HAS FORGOTTEN or refused as he sought his own recreation in the things of passing physical presence.
You take your so-called Holy Books, and then, in
lack of understanding, you search for a seer to opinion
his edicts upon you for you do not comprehend meaning-but then, neither does he understand and babbles
his speakings as a sentence upon you.
Have you, actually, any real understanding of your
“timing of sequence” in your own play? Are you
entering the era of the seals? The bowls of Angels? The
four horsemen7 Or, have you bound Satan once and
now he is loosed for his final thrust and rule over the
Earth Shan? Are you to the end or the beginning ofyour
tribulation?
Will the millennium-bring a
return of and to God or do you move into the
PLAN of the Beast? Well, everything else
“How
do you know when the time is upon a
the beast tells you is false and a total liecivilization
and its days are numbered as the sheets of
so it would appear to me that perhaps we
the calendars? By the SIGNS which are always present.
should consider alternatives along about
is not a tale of prophesy-it
is a tale of
now.
If your assumption is according to the
MEMORY.
The signs are always the same, the
PLAN of the Beast, you would be given to
sequence identical, for Evil never has to change the
assume the Beast will come into total power
play. For the evil works every time without change.
according to his own Plan 2000. HOWEVER, think again, for if he is reaching the
YOU MUST CHANGE THE PLAY SCRIPT OR IT
end of his 1000 years of total rule upon the
SHALL NOT BE CHANGED. And indeed, YOU ARE
planet, having been allowed a “second”
THE ONE WHO CAN AND MUST DO IT!”
chance out of the pit-perchance
can there
be HOPE for a movement beyond the next
For the evil works every time without change. YOU “migration” and into a time of healing and rebirthing
MUST CHANGE THE PLAY SCRIPT OR IT SHALL within the Light of Creator/Creation’? The last century
NOT BE CHANGED. And indeed, YOU ARE THE in your counting has been about as out-of-control and
negative as you can get without totally destroying your
ONE WHO CAN AND MUST DO IT!
As we write and the visions flow past like the very life-structures.
Did the trumpet sound heard about
flickering of a motion picture film, a great sadness the world in your year of counting, 1987, be the first or
overfloods the scribe for, indeed, WE SEE that which the LAST? If you are “prepared”, does it matter which
shall come and hiding the eyes helps not for the vision it was or would be? If you responded to the call you are
and truth is burned into the very soul of infinite being. now prepared of SOUL for that recognition and have
The SOUL sees beyond that which is the moment and only to serve and await the interesting things which
shall come to pass around you. There will be some
into the very soul of living matter as it is transmuted
and translated and all things known upon the lands are pretty sensational things going on to write home about,
you don’t miss the
changed and hardly any living thing remains in that chelas-IF,
There is no “race” or “people of any group” who are
which WAS. Ah, but beyond this vision is the wonder
of rebirth on the other and distant side of the curtain culprits which have brought a planet to her knees-it is
which has blocked the view of our experiencing physi- out of the very bowels of evil that usurpers and socalled illumined ones have risen in conspiracy against
cal beings.
You of LIFE shall be given the ability to look back God’s people. These puppet-masters have come from
and see the journey into the infinite passages, but the every “so-called” race and formed a creed which nedead and dying will lay before your eyes as the terrible gates GOD CREATOR and thus is Anti-CHRIST for the
thing it became before its own passing. From out ofthe term “Christ” is not a label for A man-but a state of
very bowels of the Earth shall the weeping rise to blight being within the knowing and being of God (goodness).
I have been petitioned to share some spiritual “hope”
the very last breaths of death of that which WAS. And
our people will turn and move ever upward into the with you who read our speakings and writings but what
LIGHTED passage-ways of our Guardians sent to see us I find is that I must have something from your own
species to share with you or you fail to trust enough to
through this passage of death into LIFE.
HEAR and SEE.
This day is Christmas Eve and this, by definition,
I can, and have done so, go through the
means the eve before Christ Day. Is it? Will the
and question and answer for hours upon end
morrow be a day of Christ or a day of Satan (Santa)? Or,
may we look ever forward and recognize that we are only to have the SAME inquiries raised again from the
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same inquiring minds. Therefore, as I see presentations with which I concur, I like to share THEM so that
it does not appear I am a psychic nit-wit or some other
dastardly ghost running around scaring your pants off
you.
I am constantly accused of being nothing but a
“fear-monger” and that I fail to give positive motivation and on and on as ones chastise me for my indiscretions and incapabilities ACCORDING TO THEIR OWN
LEARNED WISDOM. I am amused to note that these
“teachers” and would-be “instructors” have not solved
the problems of your world or your species but can most
certainly redirect their “druthers” onto me for utilization AFTER I have failed to act upon some idiot foolishness of someone who claims some type of leadership
position to which no one save self appointed him/her.
If you simply replace one slave-master with another of
the same ilk (which is obviously going to happen by the
definition of the term) you have worsened youx position. There are no MORAL wars and there are no
HOLY wars-WARS
ARE OF EVIL INTENT AND
CONTENT. Therefore the “offended” lash out in excuses and explanations when in actuality I have no
cause to be offended nor do I heed “excuses” when the
real reason (lack of understanding) would be sufficient
to explain foolish outcry. I see a world in downhill
snowballing, sliding into destruction and you would
have me attend somebody’s injured ego-trap? No thank
you. I am not in the business of selling papers or books
or anything. I AM SENT TO TELL YOU THE TRUTH,
BLOW THOSE HORNS AND SOUND THOSE
ALARMS, AND THEN OFFER SOME HELPFUL DIRECTIONS-NO
MORE. AND NO LESS. AND IF WE
NEVER ACQUIRE EVEN ONE MORE READER, SO
BE IT. I always respect and revere your opinions,
perceptions
and gladly accept all input-but
the
“wishes” of the unknowing are not my responsibility to
tag along behind. My responsibility is to BRING YOU
TRUTH. I have the credentials and the qualifications
to KNOW and therefore, since you have made a nasty
mess of a perfect place-I shall not honor your prattlings
for I KNOW MY MISSION, MY STATUS AND STATURE AND WHO I AM. I NOTE THAT YOU DO NOT
KNOW ANY OF THESE.
What interests me? YOU. You in truth consumes
me. You as MAN have been the target of great conspiracies to “gather” souls, friends, and through the
conspiracies of men who have been able to fool you and
manipulate you, you have fallen into their traps wherein
you now become so entangled you cannot free selves
without Divine intervention and direction. Those who
first thought themselves so illumined as to run the
world called themselves exactly that, Illuminati.
Thousands of historical and valid information papers have been handed down to you of the NOW, but
still the argument goes on and the demands for your
death as souled beings is demanded on the altar of the
Evil Cartel. Worse yet, the very religions which were
claimed to offer truth and freedom feed you on lies and
false teachings. So you seep deeper into the mire of the
bog-pits.
CONSPIRACIES
How can you deny a global conspiracy of evil
conspirators when these have been the historical facts
of all time on your planet? Saying a thing is not so does
not make it not so-it only reflects the prattlings of a
fool when it exists and is covered by lies and false
shams infested with the parasites and bloodsuckers of
life itself. I suggest
heed the
and
take a look at possibilities on this Christmastime experience. We ALL know you are in the final changes of
something pretty
and every which way you turn on
your dangling string you are told what to do, how to do
:t, who really owns it, and thus and so. If there are
:-AXES attached to ANYTHING-you
own it not-you
1;re but a renter of it. THAT, readers, IS THROUGH
?3NSPIRACY of the controllers against YOU-THE-

PEOPLE.
I believe we can probably agree that you are somewhere about the time of the prophecy regarding the
seals and their meaningful experiences so let us take up

to

the words of the author here
I
you that
Savkmr

“What interests me? YOU. You in truth consumes me.
You as MAN have been the target of great conspiracies to
‘gather’ souls, friends, and through the conspiracies of
men who have been able to fool you and manipulate you,
you have fallen into their traps wherein you now become
so entangled you cannot free selves without Divine intervention and direction.
Those who first thought themselves so illumined as to run the world called themselves
exactly that, Illuminati.
“Thousands of historical and valid information papers
have been handed down to you of the NOW, but still the
argument goes on and the demands for your death as
souled beings is demanded on the altar of the Evil Cartel.
Worse yet, the very religions which were claimed to offer
truth and freedom feed you on lies and false teachings. So
you seep deeper into the mire of the bog-pits.”

ma-

again be coming among

This 20th century has been one
that has twice seen the entire world at
war. Earthquakes are increasing with
intensity and frequency. Government
and society have been universally debauched, and all organized ‘Christianity” has become or is rapidly
along about that sixth seal and focus on the possibilities
Violence and immorality has filled our streets and our
of meanings.
I am asked to NOT offer information about this cities have become war zones. The Justice Department
next resource so I will offer this directly as written as has become the “Just-us” Department with total
that is the request of the writers. I don’t believe I will gard for what is right. Yes, something has a
need make much commentary for I find a pretty good choke-hold on this nation of the United States, and yet
picture having emerged from the puzzle as put together there is no cry for help to the only one who
As we now examine this strangle-hold by the force
herein.
of the Illuminati, we must always bear in mind that the
choke hold will soon be broken by the Lord
[QUOTING:]
Christ has a divine schedule, and soon He will arrive
precisely on schedule, and that will be a day of weeping,
wailing and gnashing of teeth.
1 Cor. 14:8.
BREAKING
HOLD
OF

a

a
a

THE CHOKE
ILLUMINISM

THE
CHOKE
HOLD
OF
THE NEW
WORLD
ORDER
. . .I am highly sensitive to what the conspirators are
doing because I WAS so much a part of their world.
must attack the enemy with the full power of prayer and
then shine the floodlight on what is being done in the
dark conspiratorial chambers of the Illuminati!
There are many Illuminati-controlled
front men in
our country today on radio talk shows and in other
forms of media that are knocking themselves out trying
to convince people that there is no conspiracy. Here let
it be noted that Rush Limbaugh is one such man.
Limbaugh insinuates that only the “kooks” believe
there is a conspiracy. Limbaugh mentions many of the
problems in our nation but never exposes who or what
is doing the choking as our strangling nation gasps for
breath.

12-17.
We will focus on and examine the current strangle
or choke-hold that the Masterminds of the Great Conspiracy of the Illuminati have on the people of the
United States and the rest of the world. We are nearing
the end of 1995 and approaching the election year of
1996. We are only four years from the turn of the
decade, century and millennium. (Do not confuse this
are
with the millennial doctrine.) Thus, the odometer of
tjme will be turning over a one, ten, one-hundred and
Is there a conspiracy?
Consider
one-thousand.
The occultic conspirators, new agers
a
and otie world advocates believe that the “Age of quotes:
Aquarius” will then begin and will take until the year
2004 to be firmly in place. I have come to believe that
we who are now alive are the last generation, and that
President Woodrow Wilson).
the coming of our Saviour is at hand.

the following

(The

a

(The
FBI
director J. Edgar Hoover, whom the :. ?cdialater branded
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as a sex pervert, because he dared expose the conspiracy.)
No,
accurate-be

will. ” (The late and murdered Congressman
Louis T. McFadden, ex-Chairman of the House Committee on Banking and Currency).

THIS REALLY IS!], when the wizard said to the
scarecrow, “I can’t give you a brain, but I can give you
a diploma.” It was the Communist Vladimir Lenin who
said, “Give me your four-year-olds and in a generation
I will build a socialist state.* Here let it be noted that
the Federal Government runs a program called Operation Head Start, which was originally intended for fouryear-olds.
Lenin also said,
” The governmental schools are
very craftily accomplishing Lenin’s plan under the
umbrella of the UN ‘Right of the Child Program”.

Children are being taught tbe proper use of the condom,
and of course, they cannot apply what they have learned
without having sex. At this point, I must note that
number of years ago I pointed out and warned about the
dangers of condoms. When I published that newsletter,
I stated that the pores found in latex condoms are large
enough for the AIDS virus to get through.
Some
thought this to be incredible, but now, the University of
Wisconsin has handed out fliers to its students which
read, “A 5 micron hole, found in some latex condoms,
is 50 times larger than the HIV virus. The virus can

” (Almighty God in
[H: How

that

Almighty
the
ation.]
Yes! There is a conspiracy and the
agenda of this cabal is intensely evil. The
llluminati-controlled
government has numerous covens of witches and astrologers
advising them, just as the kings and emperors of Babylon, Greece and Rome, as
had all of the ancient empires. A simple
examination of the timing of planned
events reveals that the whole scheduled
agenda runs on astrology. A current example is the threat by President Clinton of
shutting down the government and sending 800,000 workers on furlough, because
the government will run out of money on
the 13th day of November, which is also
39
(three 13s) before the
witches’ high sabat of the winter solstice.
Whenever this happens, the interest rate
rises. Again, this is perfect satanic timing
on the part of the Clinton Administration.
[H:
the

..
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bankruptcy, the Clinton Administration
continues to force the UN One-World plan
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divide and conquer, which is why they are
pushing the “diversity” doctrine.
Our
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easily get through.” (1) The false safety of these sex
devices is spreading
plague of AIDS, creating an
epidemic of astounding proportions.
Another UN plot is the governmental requirement
in some areas for sensitivity training, or, as it is sometimes called, “Diversity Class”. According to a March
3 1st, 1995, New York
article, Representative
Frank R. Wold, a Republican from Virginia, held a
hearing to investigate charges that the Department of
Transportation
had sponsored training programs in
which “men were groped, women sobbed for hours, and
Blacks and Whites were urged to exchange epithets.”
The article went on to say, “Among ths many bizarre
instances documented by staff doing the investigation
were requirements that employees stare at lighted
candles for hours, be physically tied to co-workers for
hours, be required to strip down to their underwear in
front of co-workers
reveal deep-seated problems,
and list vulgar terms for women and minorities.” (2)
This is a classic example of how the Clinton Administration thinks and operates. We must remember that
such idiocy comes from the evil chambers of the United
Nations Beast which is a many-headed hydra monster
that is now flexing its muscles on the East River in the
city of “forbidden fruit” known as the

projected income from such a global tax is estimated
be 1.5 trillion dollars per year, which is slightly more
than the annual budget of the entire U.S. Government.
against
One can only wonder if someday the Internal Revenue
Service will give way to a Global Revenue Service.
2000 years YOU ARE STILL CRUCIPeople everywhere should write to their Congressmen
HIM-ON THE CROSS OF PAIN. In the
and demand that the U.S. get out of the U.N. and the Catholic
FIND THE MAN
U.N. be hurled out of the U.S. The U.S. should not be
paying the salaries of U.N officials, who receive 40°X
more in salary than U.S. officials.
TO TRUTH. In every itligion the “CROSS” is the
The question remains, why don’t people come fully major symbolic ritual tool.
awake and take action against such heinous activities
DoesitneveroamrtoyonasaspeciesthatUNTILYOU
by the masterminds of the Illuminati’s Great Conspiracy? Perhaps we can find the answer in the words
of well-known but deceased head of state. Consider the
following:

a

a

” These were
words of Adolf Hitler. We know that through prayer
and faithful service to the Almighty, we can make a
difference and cause havoc with the Illuminati plans.... REPRESENTS

a

WHICH

[END OF QUOTING]

WORLD
TAX?
GOD
FORBID!
Recently I was in New York City as the United
Nations was preparing to celebrate its 50th anniversary. The spirit of evil there was stifling, and the
reason why is becoming more obvious every passing
day. At the anniversary celebration, President Clinton
said, “We need to say yes to a brave, ambitious new
agenda... most of all, yes to the dream of the United
Nations.” What Clinton was referring to by the words
“ambitious new agenda” is the plan issued by the U.N.
Commission on Global Governance to impose Global
taxes on American citizens and citizens throughout
world. The title of the U.N. report outlining this big
new tax is, Our Global Neighborhood. The taxes would
be imposed on all multinational corporations, which
would raise the prices of
purchased. Other
things that would be taxed would be fishing and airline
tickets. (3) The Clinton Administration wants to go
even further by imposing global taxes on energy and
currency transactions.
(4) How heinously evil is this
plan? If currency transactions are globally taxed, it
will raid the pension funds and mutual funds and will
especially hit the elderly very, very hard. (5) It is a sad
fact that in 1995, 4 billion dollars of U.S. taxpayer
money flowed into the U.N. Furthermore, Clinton is
using our own U.S. defense budget to pay for the U.N.
peacekeeping missions. These so-called missions require that U.S. military personnel change into the U.N.
uniform and subordinate themselves to foreign military
leaders. Here let it be noted that Spec. Michael New, a
U.S. Army medic, is scheduled for a court-martial and
is beihg threatened with a dishonorable discharge and
jail time, because he has refused to put on the U.N.
uniform.
(6) Spec. New said that putting on that
uniform would be violation of his oath to uphold the
and for that he is now
threatened.
Referring back to the document mentioned before,
Our Global Neighborhood, we find the following written on page 344.

DEATH.
So what is the gift-giving
I suggest we close this writing now as it is time represent the toktni
to participate with family in the festivities of
It
Please, readers, as you think on these things may you physical
always realize that GOD is as near as your intact
MIND. This means, by its very statement, that if you
Do I expect you
allow your mind to warp or fragment-so
too shall you
lose your attachment to that foundation of all Creation,
a
our Creator.
May my gift to you at this time of
remembering goodness and sharing, be that of lighting
just one little brain-cell into understanding and recognition of the beast at your door.
Salu. God blesses you in your journey unto truth
and in the hollow of HIS hand shall He hold us unto
HIM. I bow unto HIS wisdom and seek always, HIS
a
GRACE and He rewards me with the Universe without
limitation and without hesitation in His giving and
a
regiving THAT I
And in the realization of between
TEND
that miracle of LIFE-so too can you become!

(7) Here let it be noted that the

a

a

PRE-

a
Is

a

.

On this memorial day celebration throughout the
world there is more intense joy, and/or pain,
any other day of the calendar year. Not even
celebration of the crucifixion, and ascension of an
accepted Christ (or a Jesus) accompanying
earlier celebration of Easter, fills the cup of sweet wine
or bitterness that accompanies Christmas.
IT
AN

ao,
a

IS

All in one package Christmas recognizes hope,
remorse, happiness, agony, ecstasy, disappointment, a
few moments of satisfaction and fulfillment, a loss, a
gain. . . . Every “feeling” of emotion is intensified and,
within that area of “hope” in the listing of expectation,
people even paddle off to churches and synagogues
(there is no difference) and give some attention to that
which is higher than themselves in either hope of I
growth or in the Satanic ritual, a prayer for further
control and affliction.
In WHICH rests truth? Neither and both. For again
the PROOF is in the individual intent of EACH-not
each religion, but rather, each individual.

Ttuth-not

CLEARING

DARK

ENERGIES
PROBLEM

”

expression.

12/25/95

TO
a

all about? It, the gifts,
DEAD!

Could “I” go within a Satanic church and clear out
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nix, rattle, prattle, fiddle and faddle.. .I” you say? Well,
that is none of their, or MY, business either. YOU will
not be counted in the body of God, 1 would assume, or
you would not separate yourself OUT and away from
TRUTH while moving into your world of cover-up and
hidden actions.
Don’t you just wish those actions
would remain hidden7 Well, the time is upon your
lands when the SEVENTH SEAL IS BROKEN, people,
and TRUTH IS GOING TO BECOME KNOWN!
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SHIP THAT WHICH IS “CREATED” AND TRY YOUR
BEST TO GET A CORNER ON THE MARKET OF
THOSE CREATED ITEMS WHICH HOLD YOUR
PERCEPTION OF VALUE.
While Dharma sighs in resignation of one more
wall of flak to be strewn in her path after this message,
Little Crow flaps his big white Eagle wings and smiles
and recites to himself that “we are finally getting
somewhere”!
So, soon now, he will polish up his
feather quill (pen) and sign his book and offer you truth
in his type of presentation about LIFE--THE

When US&P banned Dharma’s writings called
corrupted courts of (sic) sick law may
dedicated to Little CrowTHE SEVENTH BOOK
against truth and justice
the act IT WAS THE SIGN-OF
(SEAL), AND HAS FAR GREATER MEANING THAN
will
ANY OF YOU “OTHER” READERS WILL EVER
GOD HAS MADE HIS COME TO KNOW! The banning of the books on
PROMISES UNTO HIS PEOPLE-AND
GOD KEEPS LIGHT were the final physical important sign of the
end of the i>lay and the velvet curtain falling shortly
HIS PROMISES-EVERY
ONE!
upon this eon of experience. So, is Dharma hurt? Only
SEVENS
(7777777’1
her feelings!!
She can rest in the acknowledgement
that she has filled one of the most IMPORTANT roles
SIXES
(666)
on the face of your STAGE at any time-ANY WHERE.
But she doesn’t for she has absolutely NO way to relate
What means all the seven “things” as in
visions? Simply that there is Godliness in the “7s” of to such things. DOES LITTLE CROW KNOW?
meaningful signs and clues to “timing”, seasons and Little Crow White Eagle HAS ALWAYS KNOWN! He
HOMELAND! You numerologists are hung up on “9” is my son, my father, my brother and, above all, HE IS
being Godly and “6” being Ungodly. So be it, but seven MY FRIEND. I can give no higher honor to any MAN
is the number which means the most in knowing cir- OR SOUL. He has attended my scribe and my hands,
“8” is the sign of infinity or it simply my speaker and my love, he is the wind that blows her
cumstances.
means that 7 + 1 = 8. I don’t have a lot of patience with sails when the masts are broken and the rents are
your counting or your interpretations
but there are gaping. There needs to be no call except through the
thoughts, and when all of you come to KNOW this
great truths in the correct use of such “ac-countings”.
There is, however, even greater meaning in the fact truth, you shall be FREE! Remember that “freedom” is
that the six is beneath the seven and all things higher. but a thought as is every “thing” manifest or etheric.
No matter how the “chips fall” or the “cookie crumbles” We are the blessed THOUGHT of our CREATOR to
GOD CREATOR SOURCE WILL PREVAIL Ob%J’Z whom I offer reverence and RESPECT-I do not
ritualistic
symbol is hh*, or, 666). M/\ is a symbol of Sananda’s
alpha and omega. You have no way on your typesetter
to present the pattern correctly-but
this suffices.
I am always amused at the tiny little things which
CHRIST IS THE “ROOF” AND THE “FOUNDATION”.
intrigue you as in “numbers”, “words”, star signs, etc.
THREE (6s) may very well ADD UP TO “NINE”-BUT
So what might mean “dharma”? You pull a lady named
NEVER WILL IT ADD UP TO GOD.
“Doris”
to a frazzled and tattered being by your slings
Now, you who are going to tinker with this further-you
better check “out-there” wherever, and look and arrows while others mend the rents and rips and
for something which represents SEVEN and get with keep the sails billowed. But I wonder, what is in a
the program and stop prattling about “little gray aliens” word? Well, “dharma” simply means something to the
it is but an identiand turn unto the TRUTH of lineage of GOD’S troopers effect of “bringer of life truth”-so
on duty. If YOU are found within the tribes of God’s fication of her task as our scribe. Her name, alone, has
enemy troops in participation and intention-we
will meaning far beyond that which parents attached to a
tiny babe who was never secure or rooted. Doris Eloise
consider you to be
was her penned birth name, given to simply identify.
But let us consider the “THOUGHT” behind the presenBY THE
ABOUT
tation. Doris is “Dorian female” all tangled up with the
THOSE
“INDIANS”
SEVEN sea children of the Universal Sea. Eloise is a
name
which represents Ella which is “come in”, “come
First let us have a clear meaning for I DO NOT
mean Indians from India. I speak of the lineage of the forth”, welcome, etc., in Greek. There is also a term
ANCIENT ONES! OUR ANCESTORS, now presented used for a life-boat, dory, which is also a “clue” which
as aboriginal PEOPLE. THEY are the PEOPLE, liter- means the bringing forth of that which will “save your
ally. They are the basis of Human people! They always life” -or your everloving ass-ettes. So you end up with
were and shall always be and your “druthers” will make “welcome aboard the life-boat”. Interesting? I suppose
so. I can assure you of one thing: “Dharma” doesn’t
not one iota of difference in that FACT,
think it interesting because she has NO wish AT ALL
They have borne the truth in their oral traditional
teachings since the BEGINNING. And, good buddies, to be anybody’s life-boat as she claims her own is quite
it will sustain in the ENDING of that which you recog- sunk and riddled with holes. So we, with our great long
nize as the ongoing cycle changes. YOU ARE TO THE hands, encircle her and pull her from the mist over and
BIG MIGRATION, CHILDREN, AND I WONDER over again, breathe truth and, literally, life again into
HOW MANY OF YOU HAVE YOUR BAGS PACKED? the body that we might move on into the LIGHT of
She does not have to deal with your
The “indians” are not about hugging trees and realization.
her own. You have long ago lost the
kissing frogs; they are degraded and distracted EX- perceptions-only
ACTLY LIKE EVERYONE ELSE. THE BURDEN, truth in meaning ofyour teachers. We don’t come forth
to light stages for entertainment of “readings” for
THEREFORE,
OF TRUTH--FALLS
individuals who refuse to accept their own responsibilPlease don’t give me garbage about “Paganism” and ity. Ah, but there is personal recognition and attachworshiping of
false idols among the Indians. ment?? YES INDEED!! WE ARE ALL IN THIS LIFEBOAT PRAYING TO MAKE SHORE AND SAFETY.
WHAT DO YOU CHRISTIANS (OR ATHEISTS)
The more seals opened and broken, the more AnWORSHIP? NO, IT IS
WOR-

gel-bowls emptied upon the lands, and the louder the
trumpet blasts become-the
more we have to patch the
dory-holes, But, once TRUTH IS LOOSED UPON THE
LANDS-THE
WAR IS WON-AND
ONLY THE
DYING IS LEFT TO DO FOR THE LIVING ARE
ALREADY AT PEACE AND IN SAFETY. (You just
don’t know what “safety” represents.)

PLAYING

AND

MORE
GAME
COUNTING?

Alright, let us look at recent events and consider
prophecy and calculations.
Whether or not you can
ACTUALLY consider these “real” signs is not at issue
for the EVIL EMPIRE ALWAYS BUILDS ON THEIR
OWNNOTIONSOFSIGNSSOTHATTHElRGUARDS
AND TROOPS WILL KNOW WHAT IS HAPPENING
AND WHEN IT MUST HAPPEN.
So, let us first consider the prophecy and the ‘bowls
of “God’s Anger”.
[Quoting,
16:]
From the temple I heard a voice shout to the seven
angels, “Go and empty the seven bowls of God’s anger
on the Earth.”
The first angel emptied his bowl on the Earth. At
once ugly and painful sores broke out on everyone who
had the mark of the beast and worshiped the idol.
The second angel emptied his bowl on the
Right away the sea turned into blood like that of a dead
person, and every living thing in the sea died.
The third angel emptied his bowl into the rivers
At once they turned to blood. Then I
heard the angel, who has power over water, say,
‘You have always been,
you always will be the
You had the right to judge
They poured out the blood
and your prophets.
So you gave them blood to
as they deserve!”

holy
in this way.
of your people
drink,.

After this, I heard the altar shout,
“Yes, Lord God All-Powerful,
your judgments are honest and fair.”
The fourth angel emptied his bowl on the Sun, and
it began to scorch people like fire. Everyone was
scorched by its great heat, and all of them cursed the
name of God who had power over these terrible troubles.
But no one turned to God and praised him.
The fifth angel emptied his bowl on the throne of
the beast. At once darkness covered its kingdom, and
its people began biting their tongues in pain. And
because of their painful sores, they cursed the God who
rules in heaven. But still they did not stop doing evil
things.
The sixth angel emptied his bowl on the great

day of God’s
Remember that Christ
says,
a
”

Those armies came together in a place that in
Hebrew is called Armageddon.
soon as the seventh angel emptied his bowl in
the air, a loud voice from the throne in the temple
shouted, “It’s done!” There were flashes of lightning,
roars of thunder and the worst earthquake in all history.
The great city of Babylon split into three parts, and the
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cities of other nations fell. So God made Babylon drink
from the wine cup that was filled with his anger. Every
island ran away, and the mountains disappeared. Hailstones, weighing about a hundred pounds each, fell
from the sky on people. Finally, the people cursed God,
because the hail was so terrible.
Then, one of the seven angels who had emptied the
bowls came over and said to me, “Come on! I will show
you how God will punish that shameless prostitute who
sits on many oceans. Every king on Earth has slept with
her, and her shameless ways are like wine that has made
everyone on Earth drunk.”
With the help of the Spirit, the angel took me into
the desert, where I saw a woman sitting on a red beast.
The beast was covered with names that were an insult
to God, and it had seven heads and ten horns. The
woman was dressed in purple and scarlet robes, and she
wore jewelry made of gold, precious stones, and pearls.
In her hand she held a gold cup filled with the filthy and
nasty things she had done. On her forehead a mysterious name was written:
I AM THE GREAT
CITY OF BABYLON.
THE
MOTHER
OF EVERY
IMMORAL
AND
FILTHY
THING
ON EARTH
I could tell that the woman was drunk on the blood
of God’s people WHO HAD GIVEN THEIR LIVES
[H: Right here
FOR

This
sight amazed me, and the
angel said:
Why are you so amazed? I will explain the mystery
about this woman and about the beast she is sitting on,
with its seven heads and ten horns. The beast you saw
is one that used to be and no longer is. It will come back
from the deep pit, but only to be destroyed. Everyone
on Earth whose names were not written in the book of
LIFE before the time of creation will be amazed! They
will see this beast that used to be and no longer is, but
will be once more.
Anyone with wisdom can figure this out. The seven
heads that the woman is sitting on stand for seven hills.
These heads are also seven kings. Five of the kings are
dead. One is ruling now, and the other one has not yet
come. But when he does, he will rule for only a little while.
You also saw a beast that used to be and no longer
is. The beast is one of the seven kings who will return
as the eighth king, but only to be destroyed.
The ten horns that you saw are ten more kings, who
have not yet come into power, and they will rule with
the beast for only a short time. They all think alike and
will give their power and authority to the beast. These
kings will go to war against the “Lamb”. But He will
defeat them, because he is Lord over all lords and King
over all kings. His followers are chosen and special and
faithful.
The oceans that you saw the prostitute sitting on
crowds of people from all races and languages. The
ten horns and the beast will start hating the shameless
woman. They will strip off her clothes and leave her
naked. Then they will eat her flesh and throw the rest
of her body into a fire. God is the’one who made these
kings all think alike and decide to give their power over
to the beast. And they will do this UNTIL WHAT GOD
HAS SAID COMES TRUE.
THE WOMAN YOU SAW IS THE GREAT CITY
THAT RULES OVER ALL KINGS ON EARTH.
[END OF QUOTING]
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[QUOTING:]
[H:
On November 4th, 1995 Israeli Prime Minister
Yitzhak Rabin was shot
times and killed as the
gunman fired from only 5 feet away. The news media
everywhere stated that the killer was acting alone, but
from the time of the event, Mrs. Rabin said it was a
conspiracy. The conspirators wanted this man out of
the way, because his plans were interfering with activities that are planned for the Middle East in the near
future.
There is no doubt that the execution was
planned with occult timing, because it took place exactly 13 days from the October eclipse of the Sun and 33
days prior to the December full Moon. In ancient occult
teaching, an eclipse of the Sun indicates the death of a
world leader. Since the number 33 is the number most
sacred to Freemasonry, it is obvious that the Council of
33 or Grand Masters, issued the directives of the plot.
Here let it be noted that Freemasonry is based on
and the essence of Masonic
is the building of the Temple at Jerusalem.
Another interesting fact about this assassination is
that no one seems to know how the killer passed the
extremely tight security.
As questions were asked
about the security problems, the Israeli Security Chief
suddenly resigned.
[H:
to
case. Aside from the
fact that this is none oft&c
it is certain
that if “General Reno”, as she likes to be called, gets
into the picture, the truth will certainly be on the
scaffold. There are big plans for the Middle East, for
it is over that land that the
and false second
coming of Christ is planned. Here let it be noted that
there have been many Space Shuttle flights recently,
and the most recent one at the writing of this letter
(Nov. 11th) left Earth on the day before the
Now, another Shuttle was
scheduled originally to depart on November lOth, exactly 33 days after the October full Moon. This flight
was, however, delayed. Suffice it to say that there are
strange goings-on in space, and I do not know how far
the.Almighty will let them go. If these stellar activities
continue, this Earth is in for the greatest deception of all time.
[H:

accepted

BIG BROTHER
IS WATCHING
The words “Big Brother is watching you” were
taken from George Orwell’s book 2984. We should also
listen to another profound statement by Orwell as fol-

I would suggest that you readers go read Chapter 18
of
in addition to what we have shared here
for I don’t want to take the time to write, .HERE this
. .
morning, further on this focus.
We are living in a time
I would, in fact, like to pull your attention back to when privacy is almost non-existent, and this condition
yesterday’s writing and continue with the topic of:
is part of the choke-hold that Illuminism maintains
.

the unsuspecting and apathetic people. Here let it be
noted that the symbol of the Illuminati
a
called the
of Horns” by the ancient Egyptians,
because Horus was supposed to be the all-seeing son of
the Sun God. The eye was also called the “Utchat” and
was used to symbolize wealth and prosperity in ancient
Egypt. We know that this same symbol has appeared on
the United States dollar bill since the administration of
Franklin Roosevelt. The “all seeing eye” was intended
to intimidate people and leave the impression that there
was no place to hide from the power of the eye. The
evidence that the technologies and recent innovations
of the Illuminati scientists are now watching us is
I have in front of me an article from the
newspaper with headlines
that say,
Watching”.
The article
tells how the 7.9-million-dollar
Smart-Track system
watches every city bus from space and pinpoints the
locations of all units at ALL times. In addition to being
able to monitor people, buses, and cars for that matter,
the conspirators also seem to have the capability to
control the functioning of some vehicles. Numerous
reports have been made of incidents where automobiles
suddenly stopped running. One such incident was on
Monday, July 18th, 1994, on Interstate 15 in Utah.
Cars along the highway suddenly stopped running and
would not start. The only cars that would run were
models made
1984. After about one hour,
all the vehicles started to run again.
In addition to watching us as we travel, the conspirators are also watching our spending and other
money transactions. The latest credit and debit cards
being tested in certain locations project the image of
the users’ face on the monitor screen at the point-ofpurchase terminals. Thus, your photograph is in the
magnetic strip on the back of your card, and your image
is projected through the computer system. More of such
things are happening all of the time, and without a
doubt we are at the end of the world-AS WE KNOW IT.
[END OF QUOTING]
Yes indeed I know that you of GOD want to hear
more and more and more truth but the fingers are
weary. Too much to chew at one period of feeding is
hard on the total DIGESTION. Therefore, we must
always remember that our wish is not our DEMAND to
cram anything down another’s throat. GOD IS SORTING AND PERCHANCE GOD DOES NOT SEE UNCLE
“JOE” AS YOU MAY “WISH” HIM TO BE. WE
OFFER; WEEXTEND OURLOVE ANDOURHANDS;
WE SHALL DO NO MORE THAN THAT WHICH
GOD PRESENTS AS OUR ASSIGNMENT, RESPONSIBILITY AND ACCOUNT’ABILITY.
WE JUDGE
NOT BUT
LAY FORTH GOD’S
ACCORDING TO OUR OBLIGATION.
May you have a truthful “CHRIST”mas and not just
a Merry X-mas! The “mysteries” are being opened
before you-and you will find no “mystical mysticism
or
within our presentations for we come OF
LIFE
not of the walking DEAD. The way will be
made known to you if you choose to see and hear-AS
ACCORDING TO THE
Nobody
is going to DRAG YOU ALONG TO ANYWHEREWe are
the
SAFETY
OR OTHERWISE.
WAYSHOWERS-not
the bonded burden-bearers.
YOU may go on any pathway you prefer-but
if you
expect to go on
we set them. The avenues to heaven
or hell are yours to choose so I suggest you carefully
ponder (maybe even THINK) on these words and
thoughts offered here. Physical perception of TIME is
running out!
Salu, and may CHRIST rest HIS hand upon your
being this Christmas season instead of the sticky tingers of Satan Claws!
And who might I be’? I AM CALLED ‘ATON’!
Who
you?
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The C.I.A. Pipeline
p. 17,

It is widely known throughout the entire world,
that oil and natural gas are both the lifeline and bloodline of any country or nation on the Planet Earth.
Without these very precious high-priced commodities
nations would come to a halt; they would stall. Over the
past few decades the quest for oil and natural gas has
been a worldwide effort. Vast deposits have been found
in places so remote that even certain animal subspecies
cannot exist, yet modern man with his futuristic technology, computers, and satellite laser functioning has
found deposits so large that it’s truly hard to comprehend.
It was decided way back toward the early part of the
193Os, that the most powerful Elite families of the
world would take it upon themselves to rule over the
distribution of these highly prized substances, and
control a worldwide monopoly on them. These families
included the Bushes, the Rockefellers, Kennedys, Hunts
and Gettys. Not to mention the sultans and kings
throughout the Middle-Eastern
countries.
As time
advanced, so did the technology and physical aspects as
well as the understanding of how to go about harnessing Mother Nature’s black gold. The wealthy families
had foreseen a huge, profitable industry that was yet to
ripen and showed promise of untold fortunes. They
knew that the golden rule applied here, that being: he
who controlled the gold-the black, liquid gold-would
control the world.
As many of you who have been reading my personal
true story of the CIA. PIPELINE have come to learn,
the people that I was working for, the C.I.A., and also
the U.S. NAVAL INTELLIGENCE SERVICE, George
Bush and Oliver North, would stop at nothing to achieve
their ultimate goal which is total domination, power,
wealth and fame. I
told you about massive amounts
of both weapons and illegal drugs that were smuggled
into this country and exported to other countries. You
have seen the pattern that is a common denominator in
lust, greed, misfortune and death. There is no honor
among thieves, there never has been and there never
will be. What you are about to read within this chapter
is by far the most destructive, most unforgiving episode
that I have ever had personal knowledge of. Not only
did this operation, which was the doings and brainwork
of George Bush and his henchman of the CIA. and
Israeli “MOSSAD”, end in the deaths of some 46 men,
mostly Americans, but it also had lasting effects on
both the future life of hundreds of thousands, if not
millions of generations to come and also an entire
ecosystem of marine plant and animal life. The overall
catastrophic outcome of this single event should call
for the men who were behind this act to be put to death

themselves. I now will begin the true story of OPERATION ODESSA.
I was sleeping in my berth on
the
offshore oil rig that was involved in this massive
smuggling operation. The drill pipe had recently been
stuck deep within the hole as a result of too much torque
being applied to the nine-inch steel bit. Now that the
pipe had been freed I had time, or so I thought, to catch
up on some badly needed rest. 1 remember lying in my
bunk, as I do to this very day, recanting past missions,
relationships, experiences. I knew then that what I was
involved in was terribly wrong, that Satan controlled
much if not all of my life, as well as my fellow shipmates and operatives. Visions would often be blurred,
as the marijuana and booze that I ingested seemed to
numb my brain to a degree that I just didn’t care who or
what was really making this strange sensation that
overwhelmed me. that controlled me.
The oil rig’s belly holds were full, bulging with the
mystic white powder that was manufactured deep in the
Peruvian and Colombian jungles. It was this cocaine
that the people in other countries, especially America,
craved. By now, regular almost-daily trips from the
smaller shrimp trawler and oil field supply boats would
be coming to
to load their own hulls with the
poison destined for various ports through the Gulf
coastal region of the United States. Things were going
smoothly. If any foreign government inspectors would
board the
they would suspect nothing out of
the ordinary, just one of the hundreds of offshore
drilling operations that was at a peak throughout Central and South America during this period of time.
It is important to realize that the southern operations of the C.I.A. and the Bush Administration were,
in fact, not the only outlet for illegal drugs and weapons. Another very important logistical region was also
the North Sea, off the coasts of Newfoundland and
Labrador, even Ireland. It was through this region that
many weapons from the Middle East and Europe would
be funnelled, along with money and drugs that supplied
the I.R.A. movement in Northern Ireland. This area
has some of the most hostile, unforgiving seas on this
planet and also was a breeding ground for corruption at
high government levels. The C.I.A. knew that in order
to have total control of the U.S. and its coastal operations, they would have to have operational directives as
well as personnel in all regions that afford access to the
U.S. The North Atlantic has been a staging area ever
since WWII for intrigue and military as well as paramilitary operations and covert missions.
Thus, the Bush family had invested in several
offshore business ventures, which would give them
access to these regions throughout the world. The Bush
family also owns significant oil production throughout
Kuwait. Did you people think that the war in Kuwait,
“Operation DESERT STORM”, was a humanitarian
effort? Well think again, it was deployed to protect
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Bush’s family investments over there. Things like his
own ZAPATA OIL futures and even his two railroads.
Oh, I’m sorry, perhaps you did not know about this. It’s
quite true, though. The war was not deployed to protect
the poor innocent Middle-Eastern people from the evil
Saddam-it
was solely to protect Elite future and retirement monies, period. Don’t you think that our
troops could have taken out Saddam at any time? We
know right where he is at this very moment, but in steps
warped world politics! Look at the thwarted mission to
Somalia, Again, a very important strategical global
position near the world’s largest oil and gas fields.
better way to monitor and control movement about this
region. The Haiti mission-well
let’s just assume that
the rich and Elite
like their own good-tasting
marijuana with their cocktails!
Not to stray from the warm waters of the Caribbean
here, but I felt I had to point out these northern operations to you in order to get the full picture of what led
up to this business with the
rig. As I walked
about my duties on
a call came over the
corn-sac radio, via space satellite dish, or commonly
called our E.A.M., which stood for Emergency Action
Message recorder.
Upon receiving this coded message, it was clear
that I had my orders to fly by helicopter north into
Mexican waters and board the offshore drilling rig
The
had just been sailed up
named
to the state of Yucatan in southeastern Mexico just
months prior to the message. The
was an
older drilling rig with a history somewhat similar to
that to the ghost ship
A sister rig to the
was -a rig called the
Tha
was drilling in the North Atlantic and was
owned by the C.I.A. sub-company called Shamrock
Drilling, whose home base was in Ireland and also had
headquarters here in America.
Another investment business that the Bush family,
along with the Getty Oil company, was involved in was
the disposal of highly toxic. radioactive nuclear waste
of both solid and liquid form. There were at that time,
only a few licensed corporations in the U.S. that had
government contracts to dispose legally of this toxic
material. It was fed to the public that the strict govemment controls over the regulations that governed the
projects was constantly monitored, just like the supposed melting of the weapons that were diverted and
funnelled south of the border. The Bush and Getty oil
companies had the “luck of the draw” to win these
contracts, though some were also dispensed through
other corporations as well. Between the two major
holders of these awarded contracts, untold millionsand-millions
of dollars were made by the illegal
dumpings of the toxic waste in a method called: DEEPWELL DOWN-HOLE INJECTION.
To the average
person who is so busy scratching out a living only to pay
the corrupt government 50% of their earnings, such.
talk about toxic waste and deep-well down-hole injection sounds crazy, but let me assure you, this practice
continues to this very day, people. .
You see, after all the oil and gas is pumped out of
an underground oil and gas field, all that is left is one
huge cavity of porosity, sometimes as big as a city1
Normally, the cavities are sealed shut with tons of
concrete poured over and into the hole, but in this case,
the greed and lust for yet more money to be made was
fulfilled by another brainchild of George Bush and his
engineers. They had devised a way to pump the liquid
radioactive nuclear waste back down into the seemingly bottomless pits that had only held oil and gas, and
then at the very top of the remaining space within the
subterranean cavity, they would top this off with tens of
thousands of barrels of prime crude oil once again, and
then resell the lease! Practices like this had netted the
two families billions of dollars.
At the time, the
Mexican government officials who were in charge of
their countries’ environmental projects were paid off
and bribed with large sums of money and whatever it
would take for them to look the other way. The Bush
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and Getty families used their evil cunning to defraud
and deceive the friendly people of our neighboring
country to further their own power and wealth.
I was to fly to the
and review all cable transmissions and to shred any and all data pertaining to the operation.
Upon landing on the dirty old rig, it was plain to see that this
rig was in fact a “scum bucket” and had weathered many a
storm at
Unlike the 24
who’s bulkheads were
spit-shined and kept so well, it was obvious that this rig had
seen better times and was in a state of neglect. After walking
to the bridge to meet the commander and tool pushers, I once
again sensed hatred in the air. Call it intuition if you must, but
I did not like the feeling. It’s one of those feelings you might
get from a sixth sense; whatever, I couldn’t wait until my
duties were done on that floating garbage heap. The two
offtcers had given me the regular tour and rundown of the
situation and just what was taking place. Most of the crew was
American, with a few Mexicans and even a couple of Israelis
aboard, some 46 men in all. They had informed me tit they,
as well, had received a warning message that something big
was going to take place concerning a visit for Mexican
government environmental officials in the weeks to followperhaps a breach in the security and secret of the toxic waste
pumping but nothing was for certain. There were all types of
ship scuttle-butt talk in the air. On one deck, one might hear
that everyone was going to be placed under arrest, yet on
another deck one might hear that 01’ George Bush himself
sold the rig and so on. Rumors were everywhere, but nothing
was final or true, at least as far as I knew. All I knew for fact
was that I was ordered to go to the rig and perform the job that
I was sent to do. In the line of work that I was involved in, you
didn’t ask too many questions, you just did what you were told.
Perhaps a grave mistake on my part in the end.
I sensed a mutinous, unhappy crew. A crew that perhaps
hadbeenouttoseatoolongorevenacrewthatknewvetywell
what the outcome, the long range effects that this practice of
dumping highly toxic waste into the oceans oftheworldwould
ultimately have not only on them, but on future generations,
including the marine plant and animal life. The situation was
not a cheerful one, but one of gloom, definitely a dark-sided
aura.
The trick with deep-well down-hole injections is to run
the pumping day and night, night and day around the clock so
as to get it in the hole, top it off with high grade crude, and seal
the cavity then get the hell out of that lease area. Even if that
meant moving the rig a thousand miles to another couutry,
“get out of Dodge!” But in the
case, it was too late.
Something somewhere had gone very wrong. Something
already had triggered a decision to seal not only the hole that
the poisons were pumped into, but also to seal the fates of the
entire crew as well.
AtIer two days aboard the
boarded
by a team of French and U.S. Naval personnel. These
commandos were there under the guise of the ongoing missions throughout neighboring Nicaragua and the mining with
explosives of the ports down there. They claimed that they had
orders to lay low and use the
at the executive order
of the then president, Ronald Reagan another close friend of
George Bush and family. It was then that I had recognized an
old Naval aquaintance of mine, one Lt. Commauder Robert
Hunt, U.S. Navy Executive Gfficer-Seal Team Six. Hunt and
I did time in the Navy together up in Greenland in the ’70s at
a D.E.W. station, which stands for Distant Early Warning
tracking unit. This was the unit that I first learned my cable
communications monitoring at, and was code named Zebra
Station. This remote outpost in the barren ice fields of
northern Greenland on the 82nd parallel was one of America’s
first line of defense systems that would monitor and intercept
incoming intercontinental ballistic missiles from Russia.
Hunt and I shared many a frozen night together up there in the
past talking about everything from our high-school lovers, to
the latest war game tactics. Needless to say, Hunt’was a
welcome sight and a great break in the gloomy boredom that
overwhelmed the
Hunt was a dedicated Navy Seal, who was as fit as a fiddle
and sharp as a tack. This man, unlike Adams or his younger
companion Pena, had control of everything he came into
contact with. He was stealth ifthere ever stealth. When Hunt
and his team took on a mission, one could bet they would see

it through, one way or the other. By the way, a very good
background of Lt. Commander Robert Hunt canbe read in the
bookbyauthor Rodney Stich, titled
Hunt, along with myself, is featured in this book. A “must”
reading for those who demand the truth.
Hunt took the time to see that his team got the rest that
they needed very much, They all looked tired and weary, as
they had just come off of a mission deep behind hostile lines
down in Colombia doing some fecon work and infiltration of
After Hunt
the drug laboratories deep within the ju@es
settled his men down, he requested that he meet with me in
total privacy, as the information that he had to relay to me was
of the top secret status. I agreed to talk, but only after we drank
some good Mexican Tquila and I smoked my potent marijuana. Hunt was a non-drug user, however, he could bend a
hefty elbow when it came to the booze. Hunt then got that old
familiar, very serious type of look in his eyes, then he turned
to me and said “Mike, old friend, it’s not pretty; you must
leave this junk pile by 0800 hours. No ‘ifs’, ‘ands’, or ‘buts
about it Leave!” I then asked him just what the hell is really
going on here. I told him that I was ordered to shred all the
documents in the safe and radio room and retrieve the ship’s
log. I asked him if the crew was in danger of an uprising due
to Mexican politics. He told me that it was Earbeyond anything
like that, but much more serious. He then told me that I and
two others were to be flown off of the rig that very night, back
to Houston, Texas. Hunt then went on to tell me that this
operation involved a severe breach in security on a national
alert status, meaning that someone up in Washington gave the
ultimate order to terminate the operation. The leak in
whatever was really going on, had ties to the North Atlantic
RANGER-Zoperation and Shamrock Drilling. He also stated
that the IRA. was involved, thus the Frenchdivers that were
with him all had their orders as well. The more I questioned
Hunt, the blanker Hunt’s eyes grew. His only reply was,
Ybfike, leave this damn rig now, before it is too late”!
With the serious look in Hunt’s eyes and knowing the
man, I knew, I felt my face get beet-red and flush, full of
excitement, but yet full of fear. He warned me not to talk to any
of the others, that I should return to my cabin and remain there
until he alone came to put me on the boat that would take me
to yet another rig, then on a helicopter that would take me to
Houston, Texas. With these orders coming from a very
military type person, one could very well forget that we ever
even met. I obeyed his command and surrendered to the
comfort of my berth.
0800 hours, Friday morning. The hot tropical sun was
already on its way to making the day seemingly hostile. The
waters were as blue as the sky. I had been awakened by Hunt
himself and requested by him to join him for coffee up on the
bridge. Hunt was in a good mood, or so it seemed. He did,
however, have that determined look in his eyes. He had asked
meifIhadspokentoanyoneaboutanythinghehadmentioned
to me the night before; my reply was no, that I had retired to
my stateroom and fallen into a deep sleep. I asked him what
was going on that morning. He stated that two of his divers
had to make an emergency inspection of the pipe, deep below
the water line. I asked him just what the Navy had to do with
a civilian operation, but then assumed that it was ordered by
George Bush and some of his C.1.A buddies, and billed to the
U.S. Government, like so many other things we often did
throughout my career. Hunt told me that the driller had
monitored a pressme leak during the night while pumping the
toxic wastes downthe hole, injecting them. He said his divers,
a Frenchman and an American would photograph any cracks
or leads, then report the damage todamage control mainside
for proper fabrication. I, knowing nothing more, assumed that
this was what was actually taking place, not knowing that in
less that six more hours, the offshore drilling rig would cease
to exist and never be seen again by anyone, ever!
Hunt gave his goodbyes to me and told me where I could
reachhiminthefuture, Hiscareerwassky-rocketingasheand
Dick Marcinko, another Navy Seal Commander had their
work cut out for them. These were the men that would later
go into Grenada and even to the Middle East, into Baghdad
and plant the highly sensitive radio laser-guided beacon
transmitters that our pilots used during Desert Storm, when
the air strikes began. Hunt was also the first along with his
strike force to enter Panama during the invasion. Yes, people,

Hunt was also an assassin, but unlike Adams and Pena, Hunt
did not turn mercenary or ever kill for money, at least to my
knowledge. Now, if he was under orders such as with the
then he knew no better, as it is like the
things that I was involved in doing, were deemed in the best
interests of our government.
The boat arrived just as scheduled. A newer version of the
attack-torpedo style boats that the military now use. This boat
was fully manned and armed, and ready to evacuate the area,
I remember the look on the faces of the workers of the
It was as though they sensed sudden death waiting,
lurking in the shadows. But who was to say-not I, for I could
then only assume, or guess at what was to come. Hunt told me
that he would get in touch with me later down the line. With
these final words, I departed the
would never
see her again until the news media across the world broadcasted a new brief that re;sd: “Gff shore oil rig in Yucatan
waters explodes, all 46 aboard are believed to be dead or
missing” ! Iwasstum@people.
TherigthatIhadjustleft
that morning had been blown sky high and in the aftermath
a roaring hot oil and gas, mixed with only-God-knows what
type of poisonous toxic chemicals, burned out of control. In
fact, the fire was so intense, that it burned for fourteen days
thereafter, and the rig was finally burned and melted away to
the water’s edge. Then in a last ditch attempt to snuff the
stump of a rig out, six Hercules work-type helicopters introduced a massive cone made out of concrete that would be
placed over the remaining flames and suffocate them out. It
was a modem engineering feat, never attempted before.
In the days to follow, George Bush took to the air and TV
waves, stating just how tragic all of this was and how the
American govemmen t would launch a full investigation into
any possible terrorist activity-only later to be termed a
tilling accident due to a faulty blow-out-prevention system.
Iwasshocked,tosaytheleast;however,verythankRdforHunt
warning me and the two others to evacuate the rig. This one
single event in my life had left me with very deep emotional
scars, perhaps more than the average person can comprehend.
The thought of all those poisons going into the ecosystem and
oceans of the world, then the mass murders of everyone aboard
the rig isat times, still tothisday, hard for me to swallow. Why
have I never spoken about these events in the past? Probably
because I’m only human, and I have fears, day in and day out.
It is like a lot of people have told me, I’m very lucky that I did
not meet my maker, God, early in life. In a way, a very special
way, God must have wanted me to live to tell all of you about
this. There will always be nonbelievers. People and human
nature are often funny, yet unforgiving. I have noticed people
that I have come to know-yes, even some of you that are
reading this today-change.
What makes a person do the
things they do, or what makes them say the things that they
say. I have not the answers. 1, like a lot of you, am still
searching for the truth. Is there such a thing? Yes, I believe
in my heart that there is, and together we shall do our best to
expose all of this madness.
I’llleaveyoutodaywiththelegacyoftheOD%!%4andthe
peril of the men who died that day. I’ll also leave you with the
thought that the people you elect to the high command offices
may one day even deploy men such as Hunt and their strike
teams to terminate you or someone you may know. We who
are reading this are a rare breed of supreme animal. We must
understand that if we demand the ultimate out of what life has
to offer, then we must be willing and prepared to pay the
ultimate price. Remember that fear will cause one to hesitate,
and hesitation will cause one’s fears to come true.
I’m not one to go around and make promises that I cannot
keep, therefore the only promise I will make to those who will
accept me and the truth I deliver to them is that I will continue
to do my best at exposing the truth, and that’s the best that I
can do. Mother always told me that life was indeed like abox
of chocolates, that you never know what you are going to get,
andyouknowwhat,shewasright!
Andthat’salllhavetosay
about that!
In the next chapter we go back to the U.S., back to the
Mena, Arkansas area, then off to Newfoundland and Labrador. By the way, has anyone seen Malibu Bear7777
UNTIL LATER
THE KEEPER OF THE FLAME
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Now we have one more example worthy of “parable” use. Perhaps it becomes more and more apparent
why parables are so acceptable-for
they present examples of “points” in story-telling format.
What do YOU do on the day after Christmas? You
have had the warm-fuzzies, hugs and gifts and it has
lately become that most who can do so go forth into the
shops and get those “marked-down” items which are
and were actually “sometimes” needed. Please, readers, this is observation and not in any way discipline or
disagreement.
I enjoy your celebrations of light and
joy, giving and regiving, feasting and gathering-for
this is what abundant expression is all about, I can’t
say that I particularly enjoy even the, “I told you it was
like this,” of my own attitude as the PRICES are
juggled, the gains and losses calculated to the last
farthing and thus and so. However, some merchants
have only the holidays, and especially Christmas, to
foundation a living. Regardless of what will be told to
you, this year will have been a bad year and thousands
of small merchants will leave business in loss while the
monster-absorbers will merge and go on monopolizing
the rest of the market. No, again, I do not, certainly,
pick on the wholesale stores for therein lies the secret
to merchandizing
and allowing the MOST people to
“have”. These are simply the way things ARE and in
that realization we stop fighting and see what WE CAN
DO to both survive and prosper within such an environment-and
remain in total integrity.
Then, in the
mergings and the closures, MORE and MORE,people
will be without jobs and next year’s expectations will be
greater loss.
What of the hearth circle in your own immediate
homes? Is there joy as you now witness and hold the
things which before Christmas you poked, shook and
guessed about? Certainly TODAY it is easier to fill
your own wishes if wise gifters gave you what you really
wanted-a bit of funds to find that “thing” you wanted.
Again, herein lies every bit as wondrous a gift as the
before sampling of “I don’t know what to get”. For
children who already “get everything” I consider it
good backup sense to have that little “extra” to get
batteries, parts, cologne for the beautiful container and
on and on. So, readers, do not put me into a category
of being awet-blanket on your holiday spirit for I am in
no-wise such.
It may well be that the credit cards are most useful
as we move along for even though they get too stuffed
and “loaded” and explode on you in backfire, EACH
YEAR THAT PASSES PUTS THE BANKERS AT
GREATER RISK OF -HAVING ALL THAT INVESTMENT FALL APART LIKE AN ATOM BOMB. They
know as much and suck you in a bit deeper for every loss
they have later is a write-off and the seemingly big
losses will in actuality not amount to anything-except

more CONTROL BY THEM OVER YOU. However,
when there is a judgement against you in any way-the
loaner can capture your very bank-account assets just as
did the lawyers against Ekkers last Thursday and everything you had for LIVING EXPENSES is gone in one
WHOOSH and scribble of a pen. The ADVERSARY of
life is out to get ALL PROPERTY.
THIS INCLUDES YOU ALONG WITH YOUR
The point I would like to make here is that we go
right on going on-the
day after as well as the day
before, and use it to our best advantage. Regardless of
what you have been told-God doesn’t take a
day OFF. Neither does the opposing Satan. If, however, Satan can get YOU to consider taking days “off
and call it God’s wishes that you do so-look at what
hay he can bundle, of yours, in those days you are
“taking off’!
And perhaps a bigger point to share is in the humor
corner. Let us say you take your credit-card (CC) skis,
go in your CC car with family, take your new CC
‘snuggies and go to a wondrous CC resort. Fine so far?
Ah indeed, and you swoosh and swish down the beautiful mountains with the boulders buried on smooth and
icy slopes and STILL SO FAR SO GOOD. It is a “good
life” you will say and, “God is wonderful,” you will
shout to the trees and the wind. And BANG! !, into a
tree and bust your body. Ah, but this time perchance it
is not a broken nose-it is a broken neck! “Why did
God do this to me?” the next wailing screech and moan
will be. Now you have to consider HOW to get disability covered, “Workman’s Compensation” from an employer to cover your vacation sports (usually a paid
vacation or a CC few days off) and the cycle spins
wildly out of control-AGAIN.
I am not even “picking” at you about
these “things”; I just wonder when, if
ever, you will look upon GOD correctly7
GOD IS ABUNDANCE
AND IT
SHOULD BE THAT YOU HAVE ABUNDANCE-but
be most careful how you
TREAT that abundance or those lossesfor m
HAVE PHYSICAL RESPONSIBILITY FOR BOTH. A good rule of
thumb is that GOD OFFERS AND GIVES
ABUNDANCE-SATAN
IT.
YOU
CHOICESI In a split
second of “time” all can be taken or lives
changed or snuffed-out and then NOTHING is present but sorrow. It is especially painful when a family is burned
alive/dead(?) because a Christmas tree in
the living room explodes into flame,
which represented the joy of a wondrous
Season. (If, in addition to saving live
trees, is it not reason enough to save
lives, to get an artificial tree?) For this
above carelessness we also ask God how’
HE “could allow such a thing”?! GOD
ALLOWS EVERYTHING-YOU
DO
THE CHOOSING! And here I repeat:

Since prophecy only SEEMS to have to do with the
Churches of your land I want you to note that the topics
of Biblical outlay are NOT mostly about God and/or the
churches but about things happening, things which will
happen and a scribed hand-me-down of what to expect.
All topics are greatly misunderstood and mistranslated:
some by accident, most by intentional change.
There is a book which I have asked Mr. Moqrhead
to please make available through Phoenix Source Distributors to you readers. It is not because of more
“accuracy” that I ask it be available but because it is one
more volume representative of your so-called
The book itself bears a lot of comment regarding
content but I believe it has the best outlay of
of any version that I have noted. Is IT correct? It
is “as correct” as any other “version” and certainly it is
far easier to interpret. No versions of prophesy are
“correct” or are they “incorrect” for they are representative of a person’s (one man’s) VISION of that which
would come to pass in a time beyond his experience. To
literalize the
is proven, right here, to be a gross
For a Church Doctrine to demand that you
error.
believe EVERY WORD of “a book” (any book) is fraud
upon your mind and requires that you, to become a
“member”, must also become a non-thinking liar. YOU
cannot have John’s vision-ONLY
JOHN CAN HAVE
HIS VISION.
is offered as a copyrighted book,
1995, as a Contemporary English Version “of God’s
words in your words.” I assume that from what I have
read it is more “in your words” than in truth and
understanding but it suffices for my needs as we speak
of Church and CHANGE and the cycle ending times.
I believe we can offer you a copy of this book,
shortly, at as good a price as you can get elsewhere so
please be patient a few days until arrangements can be
made. I have a way of dropping little land-mines along
my writing path which cause the people trying to
arrange for my requests some amount of anxiety and
stress as everything to do must be attempted at the same
instant in most cases, I apologize to them and beg
patience of you readers. You can, of course, go get the
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book but I would appreciate it if you would wait and get
it from Phoenix Source because every bit of help gleaned
allows printing of journals. Thank you.

locked!
I know that you “sometimes” readers or new readers don’t like my method of presentation and have
questions upon questions. I’m sorry, readers, I will not
HOPI
PROPHECY
.
take time to go back and entertain arguments or to
restructure, for you, the contents of thousands of pages
A little short version of a Hopi prophecy for 1996 of information. YOU will have to do your own homeis offered here to remind you that somebody in white work and pick up the past issues, journals, etc. We
robes didn’t just dump a load on the back of John in can’t even afford to print the last 50 journals which
wait on the shelf-and those are your tickets to inforEven this is mistranslated and colored up to suit the mation HOME. So be it for if mankind wants his
“White-eyes” who rewrote it to fit the New Age concept instructions and his routings, he will see to it that we
and beat the old unconscious to death. There is NO can get these volumes before you, Our people are weary
UNconscious! There is sub-conscious and supra-conand buried in work while funds are stolen, sidetracked
acious and SLEEP. If the term “unconscious” appears and legal plagues are pushed off on us. And still, they
it does not mean “unconscious” so right off we have manage to get the words to print. If you don’t want the
errors and omissions but “Oh. . . .well!”
truth badly enough to get it to press and out, we can’t
help it further.
1996
The support of the faithful few is so incredible as to
sustain us through every step of our work and way-but
occur they are not even SUPPOSED to do it all for YOU.
(Lakota:“unci kunshi”) These faithful truth-sharers have already PROVEN
(maka sitomni)
their connections with us in these days and that is quite
sufficient FOR THEM-for
what yoU DO IS UP TO
(And just guess, please, who yoU ALONE.
those “holders” might be!?!)
A NOTE
ABOUT
FOCUS
(THOUGHT FORM)
a

I
”

The PROMISE is that if you hold the unci kunshi
together we will help you rebuild in respect and ORDER of LIFE, not the political “New World Order”. If
you choose to allow the blowing-up and dissolution of
the form of Earth into gas-form, we will encapsulate
you so that the order of your solar system is maintained
and impact is minimal upon the rest of the Galactic
systems. But, you don’t like this? Salu, for this is how
it will be and your likes or dislikes will have NOTHING
to do with it beyond “how” it will take shape or end

DEPOPULATION
I know that you would “rather not” read so much
about “depopulation” as is being presented by Mr.
Martin-but
this is offered only “through” this routing
for YOUR information.
It is known and RECOGNIZED that if the predominant THOUGHT-FORM of a
“remaining” population is that of enslavement and
total Puppet-Master control, then the remaining days
are totally limited and numbered as to a realization of
a physical capability of survival. It has happened to
every other planet in your orbiting circle. It behooves
you to keep enough souled and THINKING beings alive
on your planet to maintain strength of thought-form
high enough to sustain LIFE. However, IT IS UP TO
YOU! We can take our people off the orb and in that
recognition you also have ultimate “say” in your own
personal predicament-for
we take into security of our
placement only those who &ET THE CONDITIONS
LAID FORTH AS THE LAWS OF GOD CREATOR
FOR ALL OTHERS ARE CATEGORIZED AS DESTROYERS-GF
TRUTH. Why? If you abide in the
lie, foster the lie, further the lie then you shall be left
IN THE LIE. Since God does not abide in or within
THE LIE, HE shall take leave to return to the places of
TRUTH. HE WILL LEAVE THE LIE AND LIARS TO
THEIR REWARD-WHICH
IS THE ABSENCE OF
THAT MEANS IN DARKNESS
GOD OF LIGHT.
WITHOUT THE PRESENCE OF GOD WHICH IS
The old concept of Hell-fire and brimstone comes
from the recognition of the FACT that, if left out of
control, the evil-mongers will set the world afire and
those who “miss the boat” will surely be left land-

1 will comment here about something that is an
example so don’t read more into it than belongs there,
but I daily receive input from ones who have read three
or four papers, or three months of papers and want
personal instructions and personal input. This is natural, normal and expected. However, what we could do
when we had twenty readers and now that we have a
world audience are two different things. We cannot
walk each individual through the maze of questions and
answers which have to be experienced at best -left
unanswered at least. There is so little information left
unanswered if you have read all our presentation as to
amaze you. As we now write on topics and gather from
other authors we find that four or five years ago we
covered the topic in point. Therefore, we CANNOT
take time and space to go over and over and over already
presented information.
We do try to get to spending some writing just
responding to inquiries but it has to be where we can
cover many questions and offer, to all, the responses. If
you want PERSONAL, one to one responses, then YOU
must learn to listen and HEAR. Dharma has the
limitation, not me and yet I, too, have to attend my
Father’s business and cannot attend each
individual’s ponderings and wonderings
or even the wanderings. You would not
expect this from a University Professor so,
please, do not demand it from us simply
because we serve God.
I already have complaints about our
presentation of
along with objections about wasting time going back to (all the way back)
to 1991 to lay foundations for information
today. Readers, stop and look what you
do! This particular person gives me lessons on how to present EVERYTHING
and then ends up saying we simply plagiarize everything anyway. I make no effort
to give you fantasies and la-la-land revelation-THERE
IS NOTHING NEW AS
YOU DEMAND. TRUTH LIES IN THAT
WHICH IS ALREADY PRESENT AND
KNOWN-ALL
YOU NEED IS TO
GATHER IT TOGETHER AND GET INFORMED. What does please me is that
this person must be our most attentive
reader for he seems to know everything,
know better how to handle the information, and is always almost 180 degrees
from whatever we offer. I suggest that if

he just keeps up his study of what we offer he will
become very informed and begin to share instead of tear
down everything we do.
SWAMPED
HOW
TO

WITH
DOERS

We are also swamped with “how to’s”. We are told
every way in order to sell more papers, more journals,
more, more, and more. And, it usually entails softening
the message, motivation of people through easier language, less forthrightness and tugging instead of pushing. No thank you. You either want truth or you WANT
more lies. I may push you-1 will not drag youanywhere. Neither will I sanction (bless) someone’s
work JUST BECAUSE there are good INTENTIONS. I
do NOT feel that to do something WRONG is better
than doing nothing at all. And, further, you who get in
a big snit because I simply say a thing will not work as
offered, may do that which you will. I note that the
usual reaction is to “cut us off-as
if somehow your
sole ideas made us or will break us. I suggest that you
simply KNOW you are incorrect in the first place and
don’t wish to have any further input about the matters
you cover. I also note that only ONE in a group has to
decide same and ALL THE OTHERS INVOLVED also
cut the lines-even
if they were OUR LINES IN THE
FIRST PLACE.
WHEN PEOPLE PUT PLUGS IN
THEIR EARS TO PREVENT SOUND FROM ENTERING-SO BE IT FOR IT BECOMES SIMPLY ONE
LESS THING FOR OUR TEAM TO ATTEND. I FIND
FOR ONES WHO HAVE RECEIVED, BEEN ACTUALLY GIVEN FREEDOM THROUGH OUR READERS AND THUS, OUR TEAM, TO BE TOLD TO
“STICK IT WHERE THE SUN DON’T SHINE” IS
BOTH DEGRADING AND UNFORTUNATE, FOR
THOSE WHO OFFERTHEEPITHETS
IN SUCHMANNER ARE QUITE POSSIBLY UNWORTHY OF ANY
ATTENTION AT ALL. IT DOES NOT, HOWEVER,
RELIEVE THEM OF THE RESPONSIBILITY
OF
THE BIG
NOT USUALLY THE WISEST THING OR ACTION A PEOPLE
CAN DO TO ANYONE WITH WHOM THEY DISAGREE-IF THEY OFFERTHE KISS-OFF TO AVOID
PAYMENT OF COMMITMENTS!
IT ACTUALLY
IRRITATES THE CONTRACTEE QUITE CONSIDERABLY. TO FOLLOW THE WRONG “PIPER” JUST
BECAUSE HE BLOWS HIS HORN THE LOUDEST IS
NOT USUALLY THE WISEST TUNE TO WHICH TO
MARCH!
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In their book

RICK

percent more commercial energy than Soviet citizens,
(who nonetheless have caused even more havoc by
using it with minimum efficiency and virtually no
effort to prevent environmental damage). In terms of
per-capita energy use, only Canada, Luxembourg, and
a few oil producers are really in our league.
Viewed in this light, the United States is the world’s
CONTACT
most overpopulated nation. It is the world’s fourth
10
12/12/95 largest nation in population, now numbering more than
of a quarter-billion people, and the average American
consumes more of Earth’s riches than an average citizen of any of the other “big ten” nations... Because of
this combination of a huge population, great affluence,
MARTIN
and damaging technologies, the United States has the
largest impact of any nation on Earth’s fragile environment and limited resources. [End quoting.]
Paul and Anne

Ehrlich write:
“In this century, humanity has become a truly
planetary ecological force, its effects going far beyond
the transformation of the landscape to include altering
the composition of the atmosphere globally, interfering
with planetary nutrient cycles, modifying climate, and
exterminating other life forms. In historical perspective, the switch-from
a modest to an overwhelming
scale of impact, and from a positive to a negative
impact on carrying capacity-was almost instantaneous
and monumental: human activities now appear to be
lowering the long-term carrying capacity and incurring
risks on a scale unimaginable less than a lifetime ago.”
And, also, later in the book: “Controlling populaWe cannot emphasize too
tion growth is critical.
strongly that significant resources must be directed
into programs that limit population growth both in the
United States and abroad. Because of the built-in time
lags, unless the surge in human numbers is halted soon
1 and a gradual population
begun, there is no
hope of solving the problems discussed in this volume.”
From the environmental impact side of the discussion, the Ehrlichs write, [quoting:]
Measured by commercial energy use, each American, on average, causes some 70 times as much environmental damage as a Ugandan or Laotian, 20 times that
of an Indian, 10 times that of a Chinese, and roughly
twice that of citizens of Japan, the United Kingdom,
France, Sweden, or Australia. Americans useabout

In September 1991, as a preliminary to the United
Nations “Earth Summit” Conference held in Brazil in
1992, the United Nations Associations of the United
States, Canada, and Iowa sponsored a Midwest Public
Hearing in Des Moines, Iowa. At the Iowa Hearing,
held in co-operation with the Secretariat of the U.N.
Conference in Brazil, a rather startling document was
qirculated privately to some of the officials. It reveals
U.N. thinking on world population. [Quoting:]
A. The time is pressing. The Club of Rome was
founded in 1968,
was written in
1979, but insufficient progress has been made in population reduction.
B. Given global instabilities, including those in
the former Soviet bloc, the need for firm control of
world technology, weaponry, and natural resources is
now absolutely mandatory. The immediate reduction
of world population, according to the mid-1970s recommendations of the Draper Fund, must be immediately effected.
C. The present vast overpopulation, now far beyond the world-carrying capacity, cannot be answered
by future reductions in the*birth rate due to contraception, sterilization, abortion, but must be met in the
present by the reduction in the numbers presently existing.
be
whateve;

sary.
D. The issue is falsely debated between a political
and a cultural approach to population and resources,
when in fact, faced with st lbborn obstruction and dayto-day political expediency which make most of the
leaders of the most populous poor countries unreliable,
the issue is comnulsorv cooperation.
E. Compulsory cooperation is not debatablt with
166 nations, most of whose leaders are irresolute,
conditioned by localist cultures, and lacking appropriate notions of the New World Order. Debate means
delay and forfeiture of our goals and purpose.
This same document directs that the following
policy must be implemented:
A. The Security Council of the United Nations, led
by the Anglo-Saxon Major Nation powers, will decree
that hence forth the Security Council will inform all
nations that its sufferance on population has ended,
that all nations have quotas for reduction on a yearly
basis, which will be enforced by the Security Council by
selective or total embargo of credit, items of trade
including food and medicine, or bv militam force, when
required.
B. The Security Council of the U.N. will inform all
nations that outmoded notions of all national sovereignty will be discarded and that the Security Council
has complete legal, military, and economic jurisdiction
in any region in the world and that this will be enforced
by the Major Nations of the Security Council.
C. The Security Council of the U.N. will take
of all natural resources, including the watersheds and great forests, to be used and preserved for
the good of the Major Nations of the Security Council.
D. The Security Council of the U.N. will explain
that not all races and peoples are equal, nor should they
be. [Sounds remarkably similar to George Orwell’s
Those races proven superior by superior
achievements ought to rule the lesser races, caring for
them on sufferance that they cooperate with the Security Council. Decision making, including banking,
trade, currency rates, and economic development plans,
will be made in stewardship by the Major Nations.
E. All of the above constitute the New World
Order, in which Order, all nations, regions and races
will cooperate with the decisions of the Major Nations
of the Security Council.
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The purpose of this document is to demonstrate that
action delayed could well be fatal. All could be lost if
mere opposition by minor races is tolerated and the
unfortunate vacillations of our closest comrades is
cause for our hesitations.
Open declaration of intent
followed by decisive force is the final solution. This
must be done before any shock hits our financial markets, tarnishing our credibility and perhaps diminishing our force. [End quoting.]

On December 22, 1989, Resolution 44/228 titled
United Nations Conference On Environment and Development, was
This resolution called for the Earth Summit which was held in
Brazil in 1992, and called for Earth Day on June 5,
1992.
Let’s look at the contents of this tremendously
important, yet little known, U.N. resolution. [Note to
our readers-I realize that most “resolutions” are pretty
dry reading. Not so in this case-well,
maybe a little.
Read along and be surprised at the broad, sweeping
impact this has on everyone. Due to the importance and
scope of the resolution, I’ve decided to include most of
the document here.] [Quoting:]
Recalling its resolution 43/196 of 20 Dec. 1988 on
a United Nations conference on environment and development,
Taking note of decision 15/3 of 25 May 1989 of the
Governing Council of the United Nations Environment
Program */[A/44/25]
on a United Nations confereence on envtronment and development,
Taking note also of Economic and Social Council
resolution 1989/87 of 26 July 1989 on the convening of
a United Nations conference on environment and development,
Taking note of Economic and Social Council resqlution 1989/101 July 1989 entitled “Strengthening international co-operation on environment: pr,ovision of
additional financial resources to developing countries’*,
Recalling also General Assembly resolution 42/
186 of 11 Dec. 1987 on the Environmental Perspective
of the Year 2000 and Beyond, and resolution 42/187 of
11 Dec. 1987 on the report ofthe World Commission on
Environment and Development, 162/[A/42/427],
Taking note of the report of the Secretary-General
on the question of the convening of a United Nations
conference on environment and development, m/[Al
44/256/1989/66],
Mindful of the views expressed by Governments in
the plenary debate held at its forty-fourth session on the
convening of a United Nations conference on environment
development,
Recalling the Declaration of the United Nations
Conference on the Human Environment, m/,
Deeolv concerned by the continuing deterioration
of the state of the environment and the serious degradation of the global life-support systems, as well as by
trends that, if allowed to continue, could’ disrupt the
global ecological balance, jeopardize the life-sustaining qualities of the Earth and lead to an ecological
catastrophe, and recognizing that decisive, urgent and
global action is vital to protecting the ecological balante of the Earth,
Recoanizinq the importance for all countries of the
protection and enhancement of the environment,
Reconnizine also that the global character of environmental problems, including climate change, depletion of the ozone layer, transboundary air and water
pollution, the contamination of the oceans and seas and
degradation of land resources, including drought and
desertification requires actions at all levels, including
the global, regional and national levels and involving
the commitment and participation of all countries,
Gravelv concerned that the major cause of the
continuing deterioration of the global environment is
the unsustainable pattern of production and consump-
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tion, particularly in industrialized countries,
Stressing that poverty and environmental degradation are closely interrelated and that environmental
protection in developing countries must, in this context, be viewed as an integral part of the development
process and cannot be considered in isolation from it,
Recognizing that measures to be undertaken at the
international level for the protection and enhancement
of th, environment must take fully into account the
current imbalances in global patterns ofproduction and
consumption,
Affirming that the responsibility for containing,
reducing and eliminating global environmental damage must be borne by the countries causing such damage, must be in relation to the damage caused and must
be in accordance with their respective capabilities and
responsibilities, [based on Ehrlich’s statement above,
this sounds a lot like America will pay for it]
Recognizing the environmental impact of material
remnants of war and the need for further international
co-operation for their removal,
Stressing the importance for all countries to take
effective measures for the protection, restoration and
enhancement of the environment in accordance, inter
&, with their respective capabilities, while at the
same time acknowledging the efforts being made in all
countries in this regard, including international cooperation between developed and developing countries,
Stressing the need for effective international cooperation in the area of research, development and
application of environmentally sound technologies,
Conscious of the crucial role of science and technology in the field of environmental protection and of
the need of developing countries, in particular, conceming favorable access to environmentally sound technologies, processes, equipment and related research
and expertise through international co-operation designed to further global efforts for environmental protection, including the use of innovative and effective
means,
Recognizing that new and additional financial resources will have to be channelled to developing countries in order to ensure their full participation in global
efforts for environmental protection, [still quoting:]
I
1. Decides to convene a United National Conference on Environment and Development of two weeks’
duration and at the highest possible level of participation to coincide with World Environment Day, 5 June
1992;
2. AcceDts with deen annreciation the generous
offer of the Government of Brazil to host the Conference;
that the Conference should elaborate
strategies and measures to halt and reverse the effects
of environmental degradation in the context of strengthened national and international efforts to promote sustainable and environmentally sound development in all
countries;
4. Affirms that the protection and enhancement of
the environment are major issues that affect the wellbeing of peoples and economic development throughout the world;
5. Also affirms that the promotion of economic
growth in developing countries is essential to address
problems of environmental degradation;
6. Further affirms the importance of a supportive
international economic environment that would result
in sustained economic growth and development in all
countries for protection and sound management of the
environment;
7. Reaffirms that States have, in accordance with
the Charter of the United Nations and the applicable
principles of international law, the sovereign right to
exploit their own resources pursuant to their environmental policies, and also reaffirms their responsibility

to ensure that activities within their jurisdiction or
control do not cause damage to the environment of
other States or of areas beyond the limits of national
jurisdiction and the need for States to play their due
role in preserving and protecting the global and regional environment in accordance with their capacities
and specific responsibilities;
8. Afftrms the responsibility of States for the
damage to the environment and natural resources caused
by activities within their jurisdiction or control through
transboundary interference, in accordance with national legislation and applicable international law;
9. Notes that the largest part of the current emission of pollutants into the environment, including toxic
and hazardous wastes, originates in developed countries, and therefore recognizes that those countries
have the main responsibility for combating such pollution;
10. Stresses that large industrial enterprises, ineluding transnational corporations, are frequently the
repositories of scarce technical skills for the preservation and enhancement of the environment, conduct
activities in sectors that have an impact on the environment and, to that extent, have specific responsibilities
and that, in this context, efforts need to be encouraged
and mobilized to protect and enhance the environment
in all countries;
Il. Reaffirms that the serious external indebtedness of developing countries, and other countries with
serious debt-servicing problems, has to be addressed
efficiently and urgently in order to enable those countries to contribute fully and in accordance with their
capacities and responsibilities to global efforts to protect and enhance the environment;
12. Affirms that in the light of the above, the
following environmental issues, which are not listed in
any particular order of priority, are among those of
major concern in maintaining the quality of the Earth’s
environment and especially in achieving environmentally sound and sustainable development in all countries:
(a) Protection of the atmosphere by combating
climate change, depletion of the ozone layer and
transboundary air pollution;
(b) Protection of the quality and supply of freshwater resources;
(c) Protection of the oceans and all kinds of seas,
including enclosed and semi-enclosed seas, and of
coastal areas and the protection, rational use and development of their living resources;
(d) Protection and management of land resources
by, inter alia, combating deforestation, desertification
and drought;
(e) Conservation of biological diversity;
(f) Environmentally sound management of biotechnology;
(g) Environmentally sound management of wastes,
particularly hazardous wastes, and of toxic chemicals,
as well as prevention of illegal international traffic in
toxic and dangerous products and wastes;
(h) Improvement of the living and working environment of the poor in urban slums and rural areas,
through eradicating poverty, inter alia, by implementing integrated rural and urban development programs,
as well as taking other appropriate measures at all
levels necessary to stem the degradation of the environment;
(i) Protection of human health conditions and improvement of the quality of life;
13. Emnhasizes the need for strengthening international co-operation for the management of the environ’ment to ensure its protection and enhancement and
the need to explore the issue of benefits derived from
activities, including research and development, related
to the protection and development of biological diversity;
14. Reaffirms the need to strengthen international
co-operation, particularly between developed and developing countries, in research and development and
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the utilization of environmentally sound technologies;
15. Decides that the Conference, in addressing
environmental issues inthe development context, should
have the following objectives:
(a) To examine the state of the environment and
changes that have occurred since the 1972 United
Nations Conference on the Human Environment and
since the adoption of such international agreements as
the Plan of Action to Combat Desertification,
@/
[ 1977-AKonf.741361
the Vienna Convention for the
Protection of the Ozone Layer, adopted on 22 March
1985, and the Montreal Protocol on Substances that
Deplete the Ozone Layer, adopted on 16 September
1987, taking into account the actions taken by all
countries and intergovernmental organizations to protect and enhance the environment;
(b) To identify strategies to be coordinated regionally and globally, as appropriate, for concerted action
to deal with major environmental issues in the socioeconomic development processes of all countries within
a particular time-frame;
(c) To recommend measures to be taken at the
national and international levels to protect and enhance the environment, taking into account the specific
needs of developing countries, through the development and implementation of policies for sustainable
and environmentally
sound development with special
emphasis on incorporating environmental concerns in
the economic and social development process, and of
various sectorial policies and through, inter alia, preventive action at the sources of environmental degradation, clearly identifying the sources of such degradation and appropriate remedial measures, in all countries;
(d) To promote the further development of international environmental law, taking into account the Declaration of the United Nations Conference on Human
Environment, E/[U.N.
pub. sales no. E.73.11.A. 141
as well as the special needs and concerns of the developing countries, and to examine, in this context, the
feasibility of elaborating general rights and obligations
of States, as appropriate, in the field of the environment, also taking into account relevant existing international legal instruments;
(e) To examine ways and means further to improve
co-operation in the field of protection and enhancement of the environment between neighboring countries with a view to eliminating adverse environmental
effects;
(f) To examine strategies for national and international action with a view to arriving at specific agreements and commitments by Governments for defined
activities to deal with major environmental issues, in
order to restore the global ecological balance and to
prevent further deterioration of the environment, taking into account the fact that the largest part of the
current emission of pollutants into the environment,
including toxic and hazardous wastes, originates in
developed countries, and therefore recognizing that
those countries have the main responsibility for combating such pollution;
(g) To accord high priority to drought and desertiflcation control and to consider all means necessary,
including financial, scientific and technological resources, to halt and reverse the process of desertiflcation with a view to preserving the ecological balance of
the planet;
(h) To examine the relationship between environmental degradation and the structure of the international economic environment, with a view to ensuring
a more integrated approach to environment-and-development problems in relevant international forums without introducing new forms of conditionality;
(i) To examine strategies for national and international action with a view to arriving at specific agreements and commitments by Governments and by intergovernmental organizations for defined activities to
promote a supportive international economic environment that would result in sustained and environmen-
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tally sound development in all countries, with a view to
combating poverty and improving the quality of life,
and bearing in mind that the incorporation of environmental concerns and considerations in development
planning and policies should not be used to introduce
new forms of conditionality in aid or in development
financing and should not serve as a pretext for creating
unjustified barriers to trade;
(j) To identify ways and means to provide new and
additional financial resources, particularly to developing countries, for environmentally sound development
programs and projects in accordance with national development objectives, priorities and plans and to consider ways of establishing effective monitoring of the
implementation of the provision of such new and additional financial resources, particularly to developing
countries, so as to enable the international community
to take further appropriate action on the basis of accurate and reliable data;
(k) To identify ways and means to provide additional financial resources for measures directed towards
solving major environmental problems of global contern and especially to support those countries, in partitular developing countries, for whom the implementation of such measures would entail a special or abnorma1 burden, in particular owing to their lack of financial resources, expertise or technical capacity;
(1) To consider various funding mechanisms, ineluding voluntary ones, and to examine the possibility
of a special international fund and other innovative
approaches, with a view to ensuring the carrying out, on
a favorable basis, of the most effective and expeditious
transfer of environmentally sound technologies to developing countries;
(m) To examine with the view to recommending
effective modalities for favorable access to, and transfer
of, environmentally sound technologies, in particular to
the developing countries, including on concessional
and preferential terms, and for supporting all countries
in their efforts to create and develop their endogenous
technological capacities in scientific research and development, as well as in the acquisition of relevant
information, and, in this context, to explore the concept
of assured access for developing countries to environmentally sound technologies in its relation to proprietary rights with a view to developing effective responses to the needs of developing countries in this
area;
(n) To promote the development of human resources,
particularly in developing countries, for the protection
and enhancement of the environment;
(0) To recommend measures to Governments and
the relevant bodies of the United Nations system, with
a view to strengthening technical co-operation with the
developing countries to enable them to develop and
strengthen their capacity for identifying, analyzing,
monitoring, managing or preventing environmental
problems in accordance with their national development plans, objectives and priorities;
(p) To promote open and timely exchange of information on national environmental policies, situations
and accidents;
(q) To review and examine the role of the United
Nations system in dealing with the environment and
possible ways of improving it;
(r) To promote the development or strengthening of
appropriate institutions at the national, regional and
global levels to address environmental matters in the
context of the socioeconomic development processes of
all countries;
(s) To promote environmental education, especially
of the younger generation, as well as other measures to
increase awareness of the value of the environment;
(t) To promote international co-operation within
the United Nations system in monitoring, assessing and
anticipating environmental threats and in rendering
assistance in cases of environmental emergency;
(u) To specify the respective responsibilities of and
support to be given by the organs, organizations and

programs of the United Nations system for the implementation of the conclusion of the Conference;
(v) To quantify the financial requirements for the
successful implementation
of Conference decisions
and recommendations and to identify possible sources,
including innovative ones, of additional resources;
(w) To assess the capacity of the United Nations
system to assist in the prevention and settlement of
disputes in the environmental sphere and to recommend measures in this field, while respecting existing
bilateral and international agreements that provide for
the settlement of such disputes. [End quoting.]
Section II, the final section of the resolution, goes
on to outline the specific logistics from Committees to
participants and ways to co-ordinate the Conference
and future actions.

In the
edited by Daniel Sitarz, we find
[quoting:]
21 is, first and foremost, a document of
hope. Adopted at the Earth Summit in Brazil [ 19921 by
nations representing over 98% of the Earth’s population, it is the principal global plan to confront and
overcome the economic and ecological problems of the
late 20th century. It provides a comprehensive blueprint for humanity to use to forge its way into the next
century by proceeding more gently upon the Earth. As
its sweeping programs are implemented world-wide, it
will eventually impact on every human activity on our
planet. Deep and dramatic changes in human society
are proposed by this monumental historic agreement.
Understanding those changes is essential to guide us
all into the future on our fragile planet.
Humanity is at a crossroads of enormous consequence. Never before has civilization faced an array of
problems as critical as the ones now faced. As forbidding and portentous as it may sound, what is at stake is
nothing less than the global survival of humankind.
The effects of human impact upon the Earth have
been accelerating at a rate unforeseen even a handful of
decades ago, Where once nature seemed forever the
dominant force on Earth, evidence is rapidly accumulating that human influence over nature has reached a
point where natural forces may soon be overwhelmed.
Only very recently have the citizens of Earth begun to
appreciate the depth of the potential danger of human
impact on our planet. The equilibrium of the planet is
in jeopardy, as judged by forces as profound as the
global climate and the atmospheric protection from the
Sun’s damaging rays. Major changes in the ecological
balance of the world are occurring very rapidly, more
rapidly in many cases than humanity’s ability to assess
the dangers.
Despite perceived feelings of superiority over nature, humanity remains fully and totally dependent
upon the natural world. We need the bounty of nature
to survive on this planet. We need the fresh air to
breathe, the clean water to drink, the fertile soil to
provide our sustenance.
Human impact upon these
vital substances has reached the point of causing potentially irreversible damage. Scientists around the
world, in every country on Earth, are documenting the
hazards of ignoring our dependence upon the natural
world.
There is strong evidence from the world’s scientific community that humanity is very, very close to
crossing certain ecological thresholds for the support
of life on Earth. The Earth’s ozone layer, our only
protection from the harmful rays of the Sun is being
depleted. Massive erosion is causing a rapid loss in the
fertile soil of our planet and with it a potentially
drastic drop in the ability to produce food for the
world’s people. Vast destruction of the world’s forests
is contributing to the spread of the world’s deserts,
increasing the loss of biodiversity and hampering the
ability of the Earth’s atmosphere to cleanse itself. The
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planet’s vast oceans are losing their animal life at a
staggering rate and are fast reaching the limit of their
ability to absorb humanity’s waste. The land animals
aqd plants of our planet are experiencing a rate of
extinction unseen on Earth since the time of the dinosaurs; extinctions brought on not by cataclysmic events
of nature but by the impact of a single species:
The increasing pollution of air, water and
land by hazardous and toxic waste is causing widespread health problems that are only now beginning to
be understood. All of these problems are being intensified by the explosive grotih in the sheer numbers of
human beings in the last half of the 20th century.
For the first time in history, humanity must face the
risk of unintentionally destroying the foundation of life
on Earth. The global scientific consensus is that if the
current levels of environmental deterioration continue,
the delicate life-sustaining qualities of this planet will
collapse. It is a stark and frightening potential. To
prevent such a collapse is an awesome challenge for the
[Continuing to quote portions of
global community.
In December of 1989, the General Assembly of the
United Nations confronted this daunting task. The
urgency of the problems of development and environment prompted the nations of the world to call for an
unprecedented meeting-a
meeting of all of the nations
on Earth-an
Earth summit. The United Nations Conference on Environment and Development was set for
June of 1992 in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.
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participation by people throughout the world, at the
local, national and global levels. There are measures
that are directed at all levels of society -from international bodies such as the United Nations and the World
Bank to local groups and individuals. There are specific actions which are intended to be undertaken by
multinational corporations and entrepreneurs, by Iinancial institutions and individual investors, by hightech companies and indigenous people, by workers and
labor unions, by farmers and consumeis, by students
and schools, by governments and legislators, by scientists, by women, by children-in
short, by every person
on Earth.
The overall levels and patterns of human consumption and production must be compatible with the finite
capacities of the Earth. As the human population on
Earth increases, there will be ever greater pressure for
people throughout the world to attain a higher standard
of living. If the model lifestyle for this increasing
populace is based on the current excessive consumption
levels and inefficient production methods of the industrialized countries, the thresholds of economic and
environmental disaster will soon be reached. Sustainable patterns of consumption and efficient methods of
production must be developed and encouraged in all
societies.
One of the most important root causes of the intensifying human impact on our planet is the unprecedented growth in the sheer numbers of human beings
in the last 50 years. The world’s population is now
growing by nearly 100 million people every year. Population pressures are placing increasing stress on the
ecological systems of the planet. All countries must
improve their ability to assess the environmental impact of their population growth rates and develep and
implement appropriate policies to stabilize populations.
[Still quoting from
21, under the heading
we read:]
The spiraling growth of world population fuels the
growth of global production and consumption. Rapidly
increasing demands for natural resources, employment,
education and social services make any attempts to
protect natural resources and improve living standards
very difficult. There is an immediate need to develop
strategiesaimed atcontrollingworldpopulationgrowth.
There is an urgent demand to increase awareness among
decision-makers of the critical role that population
plays in environmental protection and development
issues.
[Then, under
find:]
Existing plans for sustainable development have
generally recognized that population is a vital factor
which influences consumption patterns, production,
lifestyles and long-term sustainability. Far more attention, however, must
given to the issue of population
in general policy formulation and the design of global
development plans. All nations of the world have to
improve their capacities to assess the implications of
their population patterns. The long term consequences
of human population growth must be fully grasped by
all nations. They must rapidly formulate and implement appropriate programs to cope with the inevitable
increase in population numbers. At the same time,
measures must be incorporated to bring about the stabilization of human population. The full consequences
of population growth must be understood and taken
into account at all levels of decision-making.
21 ends with:]

ture, what we buy, what we wear, how we travel, what
we eat, who we choose as leaders: these and a myriad of
other daily questions must begin to be answered with a
recognition that every single human action has an
impact upon both the environment and L$on all other
people. Humanity has reached the point in its history
when it must begin the difficult and demanding task of ,
taking responsibility for each and every one of its
actions. The sheer numbers of human beings are now
causing our collective actions to have an unprecedented
effect upon the planet.
As humanity approaches the end of this century, it
is poised at a crossroads of unmatched magnitude. The
very existence of human life on Earth may well depend
upon the direction which is taken in the next few years.
Without question, the character and quality of human
life on this planet is at stake. The potential for catastrophe is huge. However, the possibilities for success
are encouraging.
21 is itself a monument to the
ability of humanity to join together in a global effort to
solve the major problems of civilization. We each now
have the opportunity and responsibility to help shape
the future of life on our fragile planet. The consequences of our collective decisions will be our heritage.
[End quoting.]

In his book
Neil Miller (National Vaccine Information
Center) writes [quoting: ]
A brief review of the data presented in this book
indicates that:
1) Many of the vaccines were
the true cause of
a decline in the incidence of the disease. Increased
nutritional and sanitary measures probably deserve
credit. Some diseases may also have their own evolutionary cycles; the virulent nature of the virgin disease
21 is not a static document. It is a plan of
is transformed into a tame illness as members of the
action. It is meant to be a hands-on instrument to guide
population are exposed to it and gain “herd” immunity.
2) None of the vaccines can confer genuine immuthe development of the Earth in a sustainable manner.
kecognizing the global nature of the environmental
nity. Often the opposite is true; the vaccine
the chance of contracting the disease. (Published “vacproblems that face humanity, it is based on the premise
They are often
tine efficacy rates” are misleading.
that sustainable development of the Earth is not simply
an option: it is a requirement-a
requirement increasevaluated by measuring blood antibody levels-not
by
ingly imposed by the limits of nature to absorb the
comparing
infection
rates in vaccinated
and
punishment which humanity has inflicted upon it.
unvaccinated persons.)
3) All of the vaccines can produce side-effects.
21 is also based on the premise that sustainable
development of the Earth is entirely feasible.
The
Reactions range from soreness at the injection site to
transition to a global civilization in balance with nabrain damage and death.
4) The long-term effects of
vaccines are unture will be an exceedingly difficult task, but
21 is the collective global alert that there is no alternaknown. Particularly distressing are the implications
that vaccines can be devastating to the young child’s
tive. We must align human civilization with the natuStudies were presented
immature immune system.
ral equilibrium of our planet and we must do so very
showing impaired health protection following injecrapidly if we are to prevent an irreversible decline in
the quality of life on Earth.
tions. Lowered physical defenses may be responsible
The bold goal of
21 is to halt and reverse
for a new breed of autoimmune diseases. Other studies
showed damage to the brain and nervous system followthe environmental damage to our planet and to promote
ing shots-post-vaccinal
encephalitis.
This, in turn,
environmentally
and sustainable development in
causes large numbers of children to grow up with
all countries on Earth. It is a blueprint for action in all
physical, mental and emotional disabilities of varying
areas relating to the sustainable development of our
planet into the 2 1st century.
It calls for specific
degrees. All of these conditions affect the individual,
his or her family, and society as well.
changes in the activities of all people. It includes
5) Several of the vaccines can be especially dangerconcrete measures and incentives to reduce the enviComplex
ronmental impact of the industrialized nations, revitalous. Nevertheless, the Medical-Industrial
continues to maintain its deceptive practice of disreize development in developing nations, eliminate poverty world-wide and stabilize the level of human popugarding vaccine reactions. In fact, medical officials
lation.
recently suggested that they were justified in adminisEffective execution of
2f will require a
tering new and unproven vaccines by claiming it is
profound reorientation of all human society, unlike
unethical to withhold them!?
Meanwhile, creative
anything the world has ever experienced-a
major shift
propaganda on the merits of vaccinations remains a
For example, the AMA admits that
in the priorities of both governments and individuals
and an unprecedented
redeployment of human and level of society. A deep understanding of the rationale “adult vaccines need a gimmick.”
CDC physicians
financial resources.
suggest a catchy slogan, like ‘Vaccines are not just kid
This shift will demand that a behind the drive for sustainable global development
concern for the environmental consequences of every will enable every person to contribute to the success of stuff.” Our policy-makers have lobbied for laws against
human action be integrated into individual and collec21 programs. For the far-ranging programs of freedom of choice. Their patterns of coercion and
tive decision-making at every level.
21 to be successful, a concern for the environ- denial are notorious among the enlightened members of
The successful implementation of the far-ranging
ment must begin to be integrated into every human the population (parents who questionvaccines), though
actions proposed by
21 will require active action and every personal decision. What we manufac- sadly their awakenings may have cost them dearly-
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often the life or health of their own child.
quoting.]

In his book Murder &Injection-

[End

The Story
Eustace Mullins

writes [quoting:]
One of the few doctors who has dared to speak out
against
the Medical
Monopoly,
Dr. Robert S.
Mendelsohn, dramatized his stand against Modern
Medicine by defining it as a Church which has Four
Holy Waters. The first of these, he listed as Vaccination. Dr. Mendelsohn termed vaccination “of questionable safety.” However, other doctors have been more
It is notable that the Rockefeller interests
explicit.
have fought throughout the nineteenth century to make
these Four Holy Waters compulsory throughout the
United States, ignoring all the protests and warnings of
their dangers.
Of these four items, which might well be termed the
Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse, because they too are
known to bring death and destruction in their wake, the
most pernicious in its long-term effects may well be the
practice of immunization.
This practice goes directly
against the discovery of modern holistic medical experts that the body has a natural immune defense
against illness. The Churchof ModernMedicine claims
that we can only be absolved from the peril of infection
by the Holy Water of vaccination, injecting into the
system a foreign body of infection, which will then
perform a Medical Miracle, and will confer life-long
immunity, hence the term, “immunization.” The greatest heresy any physician can commit is to voice publicly
any doubt of any one of the Four Holy Waters, but the
most deeply entrenched in modern medical practice is
undoubtedly the numerous vaccination programs. They
are also the most consistently profitable operations of
the Medical Monopoly. Yet one physician, Dr. Henry
R. Bybee, of Norfolk, Virginia, has publicly stated,
“My honest opinion is that vaccine is the cause of more
disease and suffering than anything I could name. I
believe that suchdiseases as cancer, syphilis, cold sores
and many other disease conditions are the direct results
of vaccination.
Yet, in the state of Virginia, and in
many other states, parents are compelled to submit
their children to this procedure while the medical
profession not only receives its pay for this service, but
also makes splendid and prospective patients for the
future.”
From London comes an alarming observation from
a practitioner of excellent reputation and long experience. Dr. Herbert Snow, senior surgeon at the Cancer
Hospital of London, voiced his concern, “In recent
years many men and women in the prime of life have
dropped dead suddenly, often after attending a feast or
a banquet. I am convinced that some eighty percent of
these deaths are caused by the inoculation or vaccination they have undergone.
They are well known to
cause grave and permanent disease of the heart. The
coroner always hushes it up as “natural causes”.
You cannot find any such warning in any medical
textbook or popular book on health. In fact, this writer
was able to locate it in a small volume buried deep in the
stacks in the Library of Congress. Yet such an ominous
observation from an established medical practitioner
should be as widely circulated as possible, if only to be
attacked by those who can refute its premise. At least
it cannot be attacked by the Establishment as quackery,
c because Dr. Snow is not attempting to sell some substitute for vaccination, but merely warning of its dangers.
Another practitioner, Dr. W. B. Clarke of Indiana,
finds that “Cancer was practically unknown until compulsory vaccination with cowpox vaccine began to be
introduced. I have had to deal with at least two hundred
cases of cancer, and I never saw a case of cancer in an
unvaccinated person.”
At last, we have the breakthrough for which the
American Cancer Society has been searching, at such

great expense, and for so many years. Dr. Clarke has
never seen a case of cancer in an unvaccinated person.
Is not this a lead which should be explored?
In the land where freedom rings, or is supposed to
ring, it is even more surprising to find that every citizen
is compelled to submit to a compulsory vaccination
ritual. Here again, we are speaking of a civilization
which is now being visited by two plagues, the plague
of cancer and the plague of AIDS, yet compulsory
vaccination offers no protection against the plagues
which threaten us. It is goodbye whooping cough,
goodbye diptheria and hello AIDS. The Medical Monopoly is searching desperately for some type of “immunization” against these plagues, and no doubt will
eventually come up with some type of “vaccine” which
will be more dreadful than the disease. From the outset,
our most distinguished medical experts have proudly
informed us that AIDS is incurable, which is hardly the
approach we expect from those who demand that we
accept their infallibility in all things to do with meditine.
Another well known medical practitioner, Dr. J. M.
Peebles of San Francisco, has written a book on vactine, in which he says, “The vaccination practice,
pushed to the front on all occasions by the medical
profession through political connivance made compulsory by the state, has not only become the chief menace
and the greatest danger to the health of the rising
generation, but likewise the crowning outrage upon the
personal liberties of the American citizen; compulsory
vaccination, poisoning the crimson currents of the
human system with brute-extracted lymph under the
strange infatuation that it would prevent smallpox, was
one of the darkest blots that disfigured the last century.”
Dr. Peebles refers to the fact that cowpox vaccine
was one of the more peculiar “inventions or discoveries
of the Age of Enlightment.” However, as I have pointed
out in
the Age of Enlightenment
was merely the latest program of the Cult of Baa1 and
its rituals of child sacrifice, which, in one guise or
another, has now been with us for some live thousand
years. Because of this goal, the Medical Monopoly is
also known as “The Society for Crippling Children.”
Perhaps the most telling comment of Dr. Peebles’
criticism is his reference to “brute-extracted lymph.”
Could there be some connection between the injection
of this substance and the spread of a hitherto unknown
form of cancer, cancer of the lymph glands? This type
of cancer is not only one of the most commonly encountered versions of this disease; it is also one of the most
difficult to treat, because it rapidly spreads throughout
the entire system. A diagnosis of cancer of the lymph
glands now means a virtual death sentence.
In an article in Science, March 4, 1977, Jonas and
Darrell Salk warn that, “Live virus vaccines against
influenza or poliomyelitis may in each instance produce the disease it intended to prevent...the live virus
against measles and mumps may produce such side
effects as encephalitis (brain damage).”
If vaccines present such a clear and present danger
io children who are forced to submit to them, we must
examine the forces which demand that they submit. In
the United States, vaccines are actively and incessantly
promoted as the solution for all infectious diseases by
such government agencies as the Centers for Disease
Control in Georgia, by HEW, USPHS, FDA, AMA and
WHO. It is .of more than passing interest that the
federal agencies should be such passionate supporters
of compulsory use ofvaccines, and that they also should
go through the “revolving door” to the big drug firms
whose products they have so assiduously promoted,
throughout their years of service to the public. It is
these federal agents who have drafted the procedures
which forced the states to enact compulsory vaccination legislation which had been drafted by the attorneys
for the Medical Monopoly, to become “the law of the
land.”
Medical historians have finally c6me to the reluc-

tant conclusion that the great flu “epidemic” of 1918
was solely attributable to the widespread use of vaccines. It was the first war in which vaccination was
compulsory for all servicemen.
The
reported that forty-seven soldiers had been killed by
vaccination in one month. As a result, the military
hospitals were filled, not with wounded combat casualties, but with casualties of the vaccine. The epidemic
was called “the Spanish Influenza,” a deliberately misleading appellation, which was intended to conceal its
origin. This flu epidemic claimed twenty million victims; those who survived it were the ones who had
refused the vaccine. In recent years, annual recurring
epidemics of flu recalled “the Russian Flu.” For some
reason, the Russians never protest, perhaps because the
Rockefellers make regular trips to Moscow to lay down
the party line.
The perils of vaccination were already known.
magazine notes that “during the FrancoPrussian War, every German soldier was vaccinated.
The result was that 53,288 otherwise healthy men
developed smallpox. The death rate was high.”
In what is now known as “the Great Swine Flu
Massacre,” the President of the United States, Gerald
Ford, was enlisted to persuade the public to undergo a
national vaccination campaign.
The moving force
behind the scheme was a $135 million windfall profit
for the major drug manufacturers. They had a “swine
flu” vaccine which suspicious pig raisers had refused to
touch, fearful it might wipe out their crop. The manufacturers had only tried to get $80 million from the
swine breeders; balked in this sale, they turned to the
other market, humans. The impetus for the national
swine flu vaccine came directly from the Disease Control Center in Atlanta, Georgia. Perhaps coincidentally, Jimmy Carter, a member of the Trilateral Commission, was then plannircg his presidential campaign
in Georgia. The incuml.;nt President, Gerald Ford,
had all the advantages of a massive bureaucracy to aid
him in his election campaign, while the ineffectual and
little known Jimmy Carter offered no serious thveat to
the: election. Suddenly, out of Atlanta, came the Cen-
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ters for Disease Control plan for a national immunization campaign against “swine flu.” The f&t that there
was not a single known case of this flu in the United
States did not deter the Medical Monopoly from their
scheme. The swine breeders had been shocked by the
demonstrations of the vaccine on a few pigs, which had
collapsed and died. One can imagine the anxious
conferences in the headquarters of the great drug firms,
until one bright young man remarked, “Well, if the
swine breeders won’t inject it into their animals, our
only other market is to inject it into people.”
The Ford-sponsored
swine flu campaign almost
died an early death, when a conscientious public servant, Dr. Anthony Morris, formerly of HEW and then
active as director of the Virus Bureau of the Food and
Drug Administration, declared that there could be no
authentic swine flu vaccine, because there had never
been any cases of swine flu on which they could test it.
Dr. Morris then went public with his statement that “at
no point ‘Nere the swine flu vaccines effective.” He was
promptly fired, but the damage had been done. The
damage control consisted of that great humanitarian,
Walter Cronkite, and the President of the United States,
combining their forces to come to the rescue of the
Medical Monopoly.
Walter Cronkite had President
Ford appear on his news program to urge the American
people to submit to the inoculation with the swine flu
vaccine. CBS then or later could never find any reason
to air any analysis or scientific critique of the swine flu
vaccine, which was identified as containing many toxic
poisons, including alien viral protein particles, formaldehyde, theimorosal (a derivative of poisonous mercury), polysorbate and some eighty other substances.
Meanwhile, back at the virus laboratories, after Dr.
Anthony Morris has been summarily fired, a special
team of workers was rushed in to clean out the four
rooms in which he had conducted his scientific tests.
The laboratory was filled with animals whose records
verified his claims, representing some three years of
constant research. All of thr animals were immediately
destroyed, and Morris’ records were burned. They did
net go so far as to sow salt throughout the area, because
they believed their job was done.
On April 15,1976, Congress passed Public Law 94266, which provided $135 million of taxpayers’ funds
to pay for a national swine flu inoculation campaign.
HEW was to distribute the vaccine to state and local
health agencies on a national basis for inoculation, at
no charge. Insurance agencies then went public with
their warning that they would not insure drug firms
against possible studies from the results of swine flu
inoculation, because no studies had been carried out
which could predict its effects.
It was to foil the
insurance companies that CBS had Gerald Ford make
his impassioned appeal to 215,000,OOO Americans to
save themselves while there was still time, and to rush
down to the friendly local health department and get
the swine fluvaccination, at absolutely no charge. This
may have been CBS’ finest hour in its distinguished
career of “public service.”
Hardly had the swine flu campaign been completed
than the reports of the casualties began to pour in.
Within a few months, claims totaling $1.3 billion had
been filed by victims who had suffered paralysis from
the swine flu vaccine. The medical authorities proved
equal to the challenge; they leaped to the defense of the
Medical Monopoly by labeling the new epidemic,
“Guillain-Barre
Syndrome.”
There have since been
increasing speculations that the ensuing epidemic of
AIDS which began shortly after Gerald Ford’s public
assurances, were merely a viral variation of the swine
flu vaccine. And what of the perpetrator of the Great
Swine Flu Massacre, President Gerald Ford? As the
logical person to blame for the catastrophe, Ford had to
endure a torrent of public criticism, which quite naturally resulted in his defeat for election (he had previously been appointed when the agents of the international drug operations had ushered Richard Nixon out
of office). The unknown Jimmy Carter, familiar only to
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the supersecret fellow members of the Trilateral Cornmission, was swept into offtue by the outpouring of rage
against Gerald Ford. Carter proved to be almost as
serious a national disaster as the swine flu epidemic,
while Gerald Ford was retired from politics to life. Not
only did he lose the election, he was also sentenced to
spend his remaining years trudging wearily up and
down the hot sandy stretches of the Palm Springs Golf
course.
At the annual ACS Science Writers Seminar, Dr.
Robert W. Simpson, of Rutgers University, warned that
“immunization programs against flu, measles, mumps
and polio may actually be seeding humans with RNA to
form proviruses which will then become latent cells
throughout the body...they can then become activated
as a variety of diseases including lupus, cancer, rheumatism and arthritis.”
This was a remarkable verification of the earlier
warning delivered by Dr. Herbert Snow of London more
than fifty years earlier. He had observed that the longterm effects of the vaccine, lodging in the heart or other
parts of the body, would eventually result in fatal
damage to the heart. The vaccine becomes a time bomb
in the system, festering as what are known as “slow
viruses”, which may take ten to thirty years to become
virulent. When that time arrives, the victim is felled by
a fatal onslaught, often with no prior warning, whether
it is a heart attack or some other disease.
Herbert M. Shelton wrote in 1938 in his book,
that “Vaccine is puseither septic or inert-if inert it will not take-if septic
it produces infection.” This explains why some children have to go back and receive a second inoculation,
because the first one did not “taken-it was not sufficiently poisonous, and did not infect the body. Shelton
says that the inoculations cause sleeping sickness,
infantile paralysis, haemophlagia or tetanus.
The Surgeon General of the United States, Leonard
Scheele, pointed out to the annual AMA convention in
1955 that “No batch of vaccine can be proven safe
before it is given to children.” James R. Shannon of the
National Institute of Health declared that, “The only
safe vaccine is a vaccine that is never used.”
With the advent of Dr. Jonas Salk’s polio vaccine
in the 1950s American parents were assured that the
problem had been solved, and that their children were
now safe. The ensuing suits against the drug manufacturers received little publicity.
a
suit involving Type 3 Sabin Polio Vaccine, was judged
in favor of the plaintiff, David. A suit against Lederle
Lab involving Orimune Vaccine was settled in 1962 for
$10,000.
In two cases involving
Parke-Davis’
Quadrigen, the product was found to be defective. In
1962, Parke-Davis halted all production of Quadrigen.
The medical loner, Dr. William Koch, declared that
“The injection of any serum, vaccine, or even penicillin
has shown a very marked increase in the incidence of
polio, at lest by 400%.”
The Centers for Disease Control stayed out of sight
for some time after the Great Swine Flu Massacre, only
to emerge more stridently than ever with a new national
scare program on the dangers of another plague, which
was named “Legionnaires’ Disease” after an outbreak
at the Bellevue Stratford Hotel in Philadelphia.
[End
quoting.]

mote farm in Asia.
A human influenza virus and a swine virus somehow lodge near each other in the throat of a porker. The
two viruses exchange DNA, forming a unique genetic
combination. Suddenly a brand new form of influenza
is born.
With a simple snort by the pig, the new flu is ,
airborne and introduced into the world. Inhaled by the
farmer, it quickly reproduces by the millions and is
transported to town, passed around to other humans
and then hitches a ride to the city in the bronchial
passages of a traveler.
Within days, thousands of humans are hacking,
coughing and feverish from the new virus. The bug
continues to spread, to train stations, airports and
ships. In only a few weeks, a virus created by chance in
that remote pig pen is felling people on six continents
around the world.
That, many experts say, is how the next pandemicor worldwide epidemic-of
killer flu could happen.
Time after time, going back hundreds of years, new
forms of the flu bug have broken loose and killed
millions.
Now, say the experts, the world may be
overdue for that to happen yet again.
In an age of antibiotics and vaccines, most people
regard flu as dangerous only to the elderly, the very
young and those already ill. But, to experts, it lurks as
a constant threat to all.’
“Flu in the last decade has assumed something of a
secondary status,” said Dr. John LaMontagne of the
National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases.
“But we who have dealt with the infection recognize its
power.” The flu virus, he said, “is constantly changing
and dynamic and very resourceful.”
[End quoting.]

In Dr. Eva Snead’s
we read [quoting portions from several chapters:]

Under the title of “Bad Vaccines?“, a journal as
conservative as Newsweek expounds on the subject of
vaccine contamination with retroviral microbes. “Could
any of the world’s stock of vaccine be contaminated by
animal retroviruses similar to AIDS?“, it asks. It tells
of Jeremy Rifkin’s request that the World Health Organization test its smallpox vaccines for such contaminants.
In the case of Rifkin’s concern about the smallpox
vaccination, the main concern was to find possible
“BIV’ closely related to the human AIDS virus-and
people at high risk of exposure, such as meatpackers,
for BIV antibodies.

Humans have diverse blood groups, the most well
known are “A”, uB” and “0”. Blood groups determine
compatibility or lack thereof, in blood transfusions.
blood and tissues contain a substance that is
very similar to
Substances with a proteic structure, promote the
production of antibodies when injected. Some aspects
In a headline from the Dec. 18,1995 edition of the of this subject were discussed at the 1967 NC1 meeting
we read the following AP by Dr. J. P. Fox, who was intrigued about certain
myxoviruses which had surface antigens on them. He
story. [Quoting:]
wondered if they provoked antibody responses in recipients.
“The crude influenza vaccines we have been using
in the past do contain group
blood substance.. .This
Pig and human bugs joining
DNA may
substance also is found in chick embryo.
the
spawn
strain.
influenza virus has group
substance in it...or else
WASHINGTON-It
may start with a pig on a re- the vaccine carries some of the chick embryo with it.”
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“And I pointed out there is a lot of chick embryo
protein in finished influenza vaccine, and the group A
substance
comes from the chick embryo tissues; this can be eliminated as a significant problem IF
the influenza virus is grown in a
substrate or is
purified.
Certainly, the myxoviruses do carry over
some of the host protein.”
Again, the total lack of control of procedure, and
scientific accuracy is appalling. I think that a butcher
places more emphasis in properly dissecting a side of
beef, than a cell culture lab in supervising the accuracy
of such a dangerous undertaking.

A favorite cop-out used by virologists and other
“scientists” who wish to conceal their closet-skeletons,
is that inter-species infection with viruses is difficult.
They usually refer to single-virus tests, not the use of
viral systems. For instance, although human adenoviruses infect monkey kidneys rather poorly, if SV-40
is added, the human adenovirus infection becomes
strong and lytic (destructive) of the cells. According to
Fox and Baum, “The ability of SV-40 genetic material
to increase the yield of adenovirus by 100 or 1,000 fold
has been termed enhancement.”
On the other hand, stocks
and
of a certain
strain of
7) can induce the information
in
What
actually happens is that a new virus may form when an
adenovirus acquires new genetic material from the SV40 virus. These viral combinations were called
in 1965, whereas today they are referred to as
Since we have established this equivalence, we
must become aware, at this moment, that genetic engineering was alive and well long before anyone had used
that term, and in total absence of any containment
precautions or regulations. The impact this may have
had on the environment is probably just manifesting
with the plagues of the eighties and nineties.
Since SV-40 has such an
effect on
and
or what
of SV-40 and adenovirus are
found in monkey kidneys used in the process of vaccine
manufacturing, many virologists have researched other
such
other virus combinations. They found
several, including
40
+
SV-40 is like good rum, a great
mixer!
[And last, but certainly not least, from Dr.
Snead:]
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one mustbe exposed to
to acquire these viruses, most people assume they could
not be infected with these organisms in the daily course
of their lives. But the truth lies elsewhere. With the
usual hypocrisy so characteristic of bureaucracies, humans are, on the one hand, frequently warned of the
dangers inherent to the improper cooking of pork, and,
on the other, fed raw
ever since their birth,
by direct command of health authorities. Impossible?
All vaccines are treated with
raw stomach
extracts of swine. Insulin and other biologicals of
porcine origin are other sources. Those who dared to
suggest that AIDS could have some connection with
swine flu were violently chided by the powers of the
“health and illness monopoly”. The violent reaction of
the establishment against those who first found porcine
viruses in AIDS patients and then informed the public
is highly suspicious and may suggest that some coverup is under way. [End quoting.]

means necessary.
Already, medical experts say as
many as 30 million people in Africa have been infected
with the AIDS virus.
WHO, World Health Organization, was established
in 1948 with the help of Dr. John Rawlings Rees, the
psychological warfare expert whose notorious Tavistock
Institute and Clinic in London used brainwashing techniques as a means to carry out racial policies of genotide.
Since its inception, the WHO membership and
policies have overlapped those of the WFMH and
UNESCO, established in 1946 by British racialist Julian
Huxley, as a vehicle for wiping out 3rd World popuiations with a new “Dark Ages” of famine and pestilence.
Each of the organizations named were set up as a
project of the British “liberal” networks of Bertrand
Russell and company whose explicit, stated policies of
population control included Russell’s published call
for the “creation of a Black Death every 50 years” to
curb the black and yellow population.
The Club of Rome’s raison d’ etre is to wipe out half
the human race in this century.
Several top Secret recommendations were made by
Dr. Aurelio Peccei of the Club of Rome. He advocated
that a plague be introduced that would have the same
effect as the famous Black Death of history. The chief
recommendation was to develop a microbe which would
attack the auto-immune system and thus render the
development of a vaccine impossible. [End quoting.]

In a newspaper clipping with the above headline,
source unknown, sent to
which reads “excerpted from Dr. Aurelio Peccei of the Club of Rome’s
magazine from Jan. 2, 1995,” we see the
following, [quoting:]
Sir Julian Huxley said, “Overpopulation is, in my
opinion, the most serious threat to the whole future of
our species.” The project, called MK-NAOMI, was
PAST
PLAGUES
carried out at Fort Detrick, Maryland. AIDS was made
to reduce the population.
In Michael Tobias’ book
Specifically targeted were the black, Hispanic, and
homosexual populations.
The incurable disease AIDS has been spread with he writes [quoting:]
Until recently, human beings were very much a part
the willful aid of international agencies whose policies
call for a drastic reduction of the population, using any of this biological system of checks and balances, which

a

(ASFV)
Some “AIDS” patients harbor
viruses
similar to those found in certain specialized research
centers.
A scientist who worked in Uganda in 1985, reported to Senator Ted Kennedy about a civil war in that
country, which was accompanied by an epidemic of
African Swine Fever Virus. At the same time, AIDS
cases were being reported in alarming numbers. The
researcher noticed that swine were roaming freely in
people’s yards. This information was released in the
of Sept. 30, 1985,
These facts were not particularly appreciated by the
medical establishment, and those who dared pursue
this line of thinking were chided in more than one way.
Dr. C.L.V. Martins, who researched phenomena
occurring in swine, studied the behavior of one of the
cellular elements that protects the body: the
“Loss :,‘ macrophage function during infection
may be important in determining resistance or susceptibility of a host.” In all the studies performed by this
author, the macrophages not only had reduced function, but they also often kept the virus in a latent state.
These studies were done on swine, not humans. Since

a.

go
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seem to hold firm for all organisms.
Four primary Kain told the inquiry conducted by Mr. Justice Horace
Krever, who is probing the safety of Canada’s blood
inclemencies kept
in relative population
calm: high infant mortality, war, famine, and disease, system. [End quoting.]
all contributing to a meager life expectancy. The Black
Plague
was transmitted from the
Tibetan Silk Route to a harbor at Sicily in 1347.
Rodents account for 50 percent of all mammals, and it
was the friendly rat, carrier of the rat flea
In the Dec. 8, 1995 edition of the
that caused such demolition.
At least 30 we read [quoting:]
percent of the human population died out-50 percent
A winter respiratory virus that kills about 4,500
between Iceland and India. Boom and bust need oper- children a year in the United States has appeared once
ate according to food scarcities and resulting famine. again, with cases already being reported across the
Disease, acting upon a host, or dense network of hosts, country, federal health offtcials said today.
plays a similar role in the maintenance of populations.
The officials of the Centers for Disease Control and
Not unlike the moths and the lemmings, Europeans
Prevention here, said respiratoty syncytial virus, or
witnessed a spectacular revival of their populations
R.S.V., caused 90,000 infants and young children to be
within a century of the Plague, exceeding their pre- hospitalized each year with lower respiratory tract
Plague numbers.
disease.
A climatic
change
in eighteenth
century
Dr. Tom Torok, a medical epidemiologist at the
Scandinavia allegedly compelled the Norwegian gray agency’s National Center for Infectious Disease, said
rat (which does not carry the plague) to find passage the virus could also cause serious respiratory disease in
into western Europe, where it successfully ousted the the elderly and in people with weakened immune sysindigenous flea-carrying black rat, thus eliminating
terns.
the most incisive threat to human population.
“R.S.V. is underappreciated as a cause of respira“More than any single carrier, it is human en- tory disease in adults,” he said. “The actual magnitude
croachment that ultimately precipitates the emergence
has not been well studied.”
of killer viruses,” writes Stephen S. Morse. In Japan
During the last month, the virus has been found in
(Japanese encephalitis),
Argentina (hemorrhagic fe- all 44 states that report the results of tests for it.
ver), U.S. (Seoul virus in Baltimore), Panama (Venezu- Activity usually begins in early November, peaks beelan equine encephalomyelitis),
and in nearly every tween late January and mid-February and continues
other country, the connection between increasing eco- until April or early May.
logical destruction and the sudden exposure of humans
Dr. Torok said the virus was most difficult to
to long isolated or dormant bacteria, protozoans, fungi distinguish from influenza when it occurred in adults.
and viruses, has been identified.
“We don’t really know whether or not there are good
Never before has there been such an avid exchange clinical indicators of R. S.V. versus influenza,” he said.
of “information” between large species
Researchers are working on vaccines to protect
and microbes. Of the more than 100 zoonoses (animal against the respiratory virus and are studying the effect
infections transmittable to humans) and over 520 known of giving infants a serum laden with antibodies against
arthropod-born “a&&ruses”,
at least 100 have been it. [End quoting.]
shown to cause diseases in people. Some are among the
deadliest diseases every en:ountered.
In 1976 in Zaire
13,000 a day
HIV-One
and Sudan, as many as 90 percent of those infected with
virus lives in southeast Asia
Ebola virus died horribly within weeks.
The most recent incident of plague, caused by the
In the Dec. 1, 1995 edition of the Calgary
bacterium
occurred in India at the turn we read [quoting:]
of the twentieth century and killed more than 10 milAbout 13,000 people a day worldwide are infected
lion people. At the same time, a small outbreak among by the virus that causes AIDS, and southeast Asia is fast
Chinese occurred in San Francisco. Another outbreak becoming a main casualty zone for the disease, a leadof the magnitude of that in India has been postulated for ing U.S. expert said Thursday.
. .. .
the United States.
Jonathan Mann, director of the Global AIDS Policy
In 19 18 influenza A pandemic claimed 20 million ‘Coalition, an independent international research group
lives worldwide in less than a year. It is believed to .based at the Harvard School of Public Health, said one
have originated in the United States, went to France, out of five carriers of HIV lives in southeast Asia.
“We estimate that during 1995, about 4.7 million
then returned to the U.S. where it spread rapidly from
New York to California.
Since then there have.been people became newly infected with @V around the
serious global influenza outbreaks on at least five world.
occasions. [End quoting.]
“Ifitcontinuestogoasitis,it~wellbeinthe70%0
While I was working on this portion of the
million range by the year 2000.” [End quoting.]
story, Hatonn wrote “Disaster In Flu’s Clothing”.
Hatonn’s timely warning further emphasizes the immediate importance of this subject currently at hand. It is for this reason that I have
In an article from the Nov. 29, 1995 edition of The
chosen to somewhat exDand Part V to include many
current alarming headlines on the very subject of vi- Montreal Gazette, written by Laurie Goer@, we read [quotruses and current disease.
ing:]
Manaus, Brazil-It starts with a fever, like a hundred less
deadlyplagues. Thencomesagrowingwe&ness.
Theskin
tumsyellow. Intheabdomen,intemalbleedingbegins.
Soon
bloodpoursf?omthebody,throughtheeyesandintheendless
blackvomit. In nine out of ten cases, the liver dissolves and
the victini dies.
In a story from the Dec. 2, 1995 edition of The
It’s not Ebola. It’s Labrea black fever, just one of a halfwritten by Nick Pron, we read [quoting:] dozen deadly and little understood viral diseases, emerging
The spread of infectious diseases worldwide is from the rain forest ofLatin America.
reaching “crisis” levels, and no country is immune to
“People all the time are going to the jungle and coming
back with strange fevers no one knows about,” said Bedsy
the problem, a federal commission was told yesterday.
Canadians have to “stop thinking of ourselves in terms Dutary Thatcher, a malaria specialist at Brazil’s National
of isolation from the rest of the world” and get “tuned Institute for Amazon Research in Mamma “If we started
in to what’s happening around the planet,” Dr. Kevin lookingforthemwecouldisolateanewvarietyeveryweek.”
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Perhapsneverhasthebattleagainstdiseaselookedso
bleak as it does right now in Latin America and in much ofthe
ThirdWorld. Acrosstheplanet,newdisea&~areappear@
at a frightening pace, researchers say. Even more distmbing:
old scourges once thought relegated to history are making a
comeba& particularly in Latin America,
T~~sis,thoughtconqueredaftertheintroductonof
newdrugsinthe 1940s,hasroamdbackandisspreadingout’
of control. Malaria, one of the world’s oldest plagues, also is
making a comeback. Latin America reported more than a
million new cases last year, half of them in Brazil.
In Nicaragua and Honduras, a mystery illness chamcterized by chills, fever and severe bleeding in the lungs has been
tentatively identified as leptospirosis, an animal disease contracted throughcontactwithanimal waste. Theoutbreak has
killed 16 people and sickened more than 2,000 in the two
countries over the last two months. A similar outbreak in
Brazil killed more than 40 people in February.
In Columbia, what appears to have been an outbreak of
mosquito-borne equine encephalitis killed at least 26 people
and drove 13,000 others to seek treatment in September.
In Mexico and across much of Latin America dengue
fever, characterized by high fever and intense body pain, has
struck nearly 200,000 people this year and is threatening to
move into the United States. A deadly variant of the disease,
dengue hemorrhagic fever, has stricken another 3,500 people.
In Guyana, an unidentified illness chamcterized by high
fever, vomiting and convulsions killed five toddlers and
threatened eight others at an eastern Guyana hospital this
month.
“Communicablediseasesareresurgin&”saidDanEpstein,
a spokesman for the Pan American Health Organization,
based in Washington, D.C. “We’ve had a whole series of
hemorrhagic fevers, including dengue, and the problems
continue to increase.” [End quoting.]

In a newspaper clipping taxed to COM;QCT this we&
read the following AP story [quoting:]
Experts trying to contain an outbreak of the deadly Ebola
VimsinLiberia areinvestigatingreportsofdeaths ina second
location, a World Health Organization spokesman said.

In the Jan. 19% edition of Discover appears an article of
the above title. This article opens with, “Last Spring’s plague
movie,
to compete with a
an appearance, in Zaire, of the dread Ebola virus.”
C!ontainedwithin this article on Ebola, is another article
written by Sarah Richardson titled “Bmakbone Gutbreak”,
which opens with: While Zaire’s deadly Ebohi virus was
flaring up briefly, a far more widespread viral scourge was
threateningtlleAmericas. In 1995denguefever,nicknamed
breakbonefeverfortheterriblejointpainitcauses,reached
epidemicproportionsinLatinAmericaandCaribbeancouutries, sickening more than 140,000 and killing 38.”
Coincidence? Theysaidinoneptogmmthatitisn’taquestion
of if, it is question of y&&t
States. Also keep in mind what Peter Kawaja has said about
the Gulf War Illness-being a form of
a slow
acting form

Inaone-pageadappearingintheJan.

InanotherheadhneftheNov.
Monfreaf Gazette [quoting:]

11,19%editionof

29,1995editionofme
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Broken Hill, Australia-It
sounds like a script for a
horror film: a deadly virus escapes from a biohazard
lab. Corpses litter the landscape as a plague spreads
across a continent.
But rather than flee in terror, Australians are cheering a virus that is wiping out rabbits across the outback.
The real plague, people say,--is the rabbit population.
“It’s history, and we’ll look back on this month and
say what a wonderful thing it was,” said sheep-rancher
David Lord. [End quoting]
In a faxed newspaper article appearing in the Dec.
24, 1995 edition of the
written by
Kenan Heise, sent to
on Dec. 26,1995, with
a note written across the top which says, “This is how
they silence,..“, we read [quoting:]

25
dengue hemorrhagic fever epidemic that began in
Mexico and has crossed into the U.S., as well as of an
encephalitis epidemic in Michigan and an outbreak of
Lacrosse encephalitis in West Virginia. [End quoting.]

In an article from the Dec. 5, 1995 edition of the
of Harrison, Arkansas, written by AP
writer Peter James Spielmann, [quoting:]
Sydney, Australia-First
the horses lost their appetite, then they began to twitch.
That turned into
convulsions, the animals flailing against their stalls.
Within two weeks, their lungs hemorrhaged and they
drowned in their own blood, which gushed from their
mouths and nostrils.
Then the disease struck the horses’ handlers, eatGeorge B. Craig, Jr., 65, an entomologist and ing holes in their lungs until they choked to death.
professor of biology at the University of Notre Dame,
It was the first time in medical history that a virus
was a world-renowned expert on mosquitoes, particu- previously unknown to science suddenly appeared in
larly those that transmit such diseases as yellow and one mammal and then jumped to another with such
dengue fevers and encephalitis.
deadly effect, killing two horse handlers.
A resident of South Bend, lnd., he died Thursday at
The culprit: a type of morbillivirus, from the family
a meeting of the American Society of Entomologists in of viruses that include measles, canine distemper and
Las Vegas.
cattle plague.
Professor Craig has been outspoken in his criticism
But it is unclear why it suddenly became so viruof this country’s failure to control the spread of the lent, why it has adapted to killing humans and when it
Aedes albopictus, or Asian tiger mosquito. This spe- will strike again. [End quoting.]
cies, named for the stripes on the mosquitoes’ legs and
bodies, probably invaded the United States in a shipment of used tires sent to Houston from Japan in 1985.
Although rare in the North, the mosquitoes have been
In John Coleman’s new book titled,
seen in the Chicago area. They carry sometimes-fatal
we read [quoting:]
diseases such as dengue and several forms of encephaThe “surplus to requirements” population of the
litis.
world-and
this includes the United States-is already
Professor Craig co-wrote a report in a 1992 issue of being decimated by laboratory made mutant viruses
the journal
that established that the species had that are killing hundreds of thousands of people. This
carried a serious illness into this country-Eastern
urocess will be speeded uv in terms of the Cluh of
equine encephalitis.
In a 1992
interview, he Rome’s Global 2000 genocidal blueprint-after
the
reported that half of those who recover from the disease mobs have served their purpose.
The experiments
“have destroyed brains” and that “of all kinds of en- begun in Sierre Leone with Lassa fever and media visna
cephalitis, this is by far the worst.”
mutant viruses is being brought to perfection in the
Most recently, he had been directing research of the laboratories of Harvard University in August of 1994.

A new, even more deadly virus than AIDS is about to be
released.
Already released and working with deadly efftciency are the new flu viruses. These mutant flu viruses
are believed a 100 percent more effective than the
“Spanish flu” viruses tested on French Moroccan troops
in the fading days of WWI. Like the Lassa fever
viruses, the “Spanish flu” virus got out of control, and
in 1919, swept the world and killed more people than
the total military casualties of both sides in WWI.
There was no stopping it. Casualties in the United
States were horrendous. One out of every seven people
in big cities in America were swept away by “Spanish
People fell ill in the morning from fever and a
debilitating tiredness. Within one or two days, they
died-by the millions.
Who knows when the new flu mutant viruses will
strike?
In 1995 or perhaps the summer of 19967
Nobody knows. Also waiting in the wings is Ebola
fever, its proper title, “Ebola Zaire” named after the
African country of Zaire, where it first surfaced. Ebola
fever cannot be sttipped; it is a merciless killer, which
acts fast and leaves its victims horribly contorted and
bleeding from every opening in the body. Recently,
Ebola Zaire has surfaced in the United States, but the
news media and the Centers for Disease Control are
saying little about it. Research experiments have been
going on with Ebola viruses at the U.S. Army Medical
Research Institute involving this and other highly dangerous viruses.
What is the purpose behind unleashing these dreadful killer viruses? Population control is given as the
reason, and if we read the statements made by Lord
Bertrand Russell, Robert S. McNamara and H.G. Wells,
the new killer viruses are merely what these men said
was coming. In the eyes of the Committee of 300 and
the Socialist camarilla, there are just too many unwanted people on the Earth.
But that is not the whole story. The real reason
behind the planned global mass genocide is to create a
climate of instability. Destablize nations, set pt,ople’s
hearts fluttering with fear. War is part of that plan, and
in 1994, war is everywhere. There is no peace on Earth.
[End quoting.]
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WD,
Why, after all, camtot all Jews occupy an equal place in
the service of Ha-Shem?
Surely in the
of Gd

If you are trying to make points about a given topic it is
not sufiicient to simply talk ABOUT the issues in focus. It is
better to offer the very words, explanations, signs of action,
intent, and presentation of those INVOLVED in any given set
of circumstances. In this context we will, every time possible,
offer a sect’s, group’s, own outlay of information FOR YOU
to study. If we write on the topic of Jews, for instance, the best
underztanding should come from their own papers and selected rabbis and speakers. With this in mind I ask that the
computer be cleared of this writing so Editors are not delayed
and then we will move directly into
subject,
from
in
It
is
of
to which we will
refer to as Part 4.

Rabbi Shloime Gestetner in the
regarding “Discovering Torah”.

%-tin.] all people are equal because they are created in the
image of G-d.
Surely people are equally endowed with a divine soul.
The mystic sees that whatever su&ce differences we may
This
continues with Moses’ final words of
possess, on the inside people share a common gift.
rebuke and advice as he passes the mantle of leadership of the
Jewish people to Joshua.
The Israelites, poised to enter the Land of Israel, are
The ancient tear talk of the kohen having a predomi- readying themselves for the impending challenges which lie
nantly chesed-motivated
(one which
plays a ahead for any nation-buikling people: economic development,
major role). The Levite, these sources say, is more of the social welfare, national defense.
With so many enemy nations surrounding the Land it
by a sevexc nature.
It is not that a kohen is superior to a Levie, but that each was very possible that a devastating war was not far in the
has a different mission related to the soul’s disposition.
offing. Thus Moses highlights the commandments dealing
“when you go out” to
(Hebrew,
Judaism does not believe in castes. But it does respect
These laws pay special heed to wartime behavior and
different functions and destinies.
Men and women are different, Jews and Christians and motivations. Perhaps in part because of these laws, Jews have
never been known as a warrior nation.
Moslems are ditIerent.
by Calvin Buehrer
The point is that one does not become another.
Though each of three Jewish sovereign states, including
the present State of Israel, has been forged with the blood of
[QUOTING, PART 4:]
soldiers and civilians, the Jews developed not a culture of war
but one of learning and moral pursuit.
In fact, even the great Jewish leader Ring David, who
successllly defeated many of Israel’s enemies in legitimate
7, 1993.
not permitted by
What was the mission of the kohen? Through their GdtobuildtheFirstTernple“becausehishandswerecovered
service to Gd they were able to attain a high holiness level. in blood.”
Andbecauseofthat,theyhadtogofromtheTempleandteach
go out” to war.
the ways of Gd to the general populace (see e.g.
(Rabbi Gestetner is the
The
acknowledges that there are times when war
a
Director of Chabad of the Old City, Jerusalem.
is necessary. In contrast to the comparatively idyllic sojourn
in the wilderness, Moses mu@smr& that sovereignty means
distraught young man came to a rabbi with a strange
that the Jews must now live within the natural order: evil
request.
“Rabbi, I want to become a kohen!” he announced.
exists, and those enemies who seek to destroy you must be
“I’m sorry,” came the reply, “but that is not in my
repelled.
The theme of war contin~ in the closing portion of the
jurisdiction.”
“Rabbi, please,” the man pleaded. “I’ll make a $1,000
donation to the synagogue!”
“Remember what Amalek did to you on the way, how he
Buttherabbicouldonlyanswer,onceagain,thathecould
encountered you on the way and cut down weaklings trailing
not do so.
behind you while you were faint and exhausted... you are to
nation,
In desperation, the man asked: “How about a SlO,OOO
erase the memory of Amalek from beneath the heavens. Do
donation?”
not forget.”
Tell me, young maq” the rabbi finally said, “Why
What exactly does this
mean?
exactly do you want to become a kohen?’
Is the
telling us to be vengeful, to hold a grudge?
“It’s simple,” he answered. “My grandfather was a
Just because a former generation harmed the Jewish people in
kohen. Myfatherwasakohen. AndIwanttobeakohen,too!”
the desert, does that mean we must wipe out the descendants
of these evildoers today?
(Today the
is not applicable because it is incumportion opens with a detailed account of the law permining to
bent on the Ring. In addition, there is no discernible nation
of AmaIek since the time that “Sennacherib came and dispersed all the nations of the world”
1).
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vital-namely, to stand witness that absolute truth
exists, and that good and evil are concepts which cannot be
alteredbyfiat or hand-vote.
Therefore, when we remember Amalek and take action
against Amalek, we are not behaving like uncivilized brutes.
On the contrary: to remember that evil exists and to fight
against evil when it is unpopular to do so, is a Biblical
injunction, which is the root difference between humans and
the rest of the animal kingdom.
tells us that it does not matter how long ago the
injustice was done. If it happened we are responsible to
eradicate it.
Today, especially in light of the Demjanjuk
see that nearly all Westemgovemments-including Israel%There
is a “let bygones be bygones” attitude which has seized public
opinion, as if it is almost immoral to prosecute these old men
who

26b). In fact,
continues, Abraham
instituted the morning prayer and Jacob instituted the evening
prayer.
“Because the sun had set” refers to the darkness and
lonelinessthatapersonencountersinlife.
Therewasdarkness
in Jacob’s life. He was in danger, he was alone, the future was
uncertain. He cried out to G-d, it was the “evening service,”
prayers of
afflicted.
Even when one is in spiritual turmoil and lonely in spirit,
there is prayer. The eveningprayer is one of hope, faith and
trust in G-d.
Furthermore, Jacob perceived a future of trauma. He saw
the “sun setting”, the destruction of the Temple that will be
built in that very place and the subsequent exile
Prayer is vital-but not enough.
(v. 11). Inkabbalistic
literature this means that he gathered the sparks of Gdliness
that were latent within the mundane and ordinary. He began
the process of creating a temple, a place of holiness.
Suddenly Jacob realizes that “This is none other than the
abode of Gd and this is the gate ofHeaven” (v. 17). The efforts
of an individual can effect a dramatic change, for in fact
Heaven and
close
for we
don’t seek the nullification of matter but rather the sublimationof matter. It is not cessation of society, but its betterment.

This lack of commitment to prosecute crimes and destroy
evil, when it is not politically expedient, is the foundation for
Like the magnetization of iron,
axmption and the unraveling of the moral fabric of society. all an individual does is place a particular mbsmnce in a
certain position and induce motion. The irmate force in the
substande
atoms and the molecular stmctum of its
a
reality-arrange themselves in a new order (magnetization).
“And he took the stone” (v. 18), that is, a singular stone.
The stones he had collected earlier (v, 11) had coalesced into
November 19,1993, The
one stone
91b). The new arrangement is
“Discovering Torah”
one of unity, holiness and peace.
By Rabbi Shloime Gestetner:
The
a
the
one solemn Yom Kippur,
a sigh and painful cry escaped the mouth of one of the
worshippers.
that make you cry?”

August 5,1994, Rabbi Shloime Gestetner,

infhtenced by a great variety of factors, like
qualities of the chosen thing (taste, price,
etc.) together with various elements of your “external” self
(your upbringing your personality, your past experiences) all
conspire to
outcome of your choice. Although a
choice was made, it cannot be defined as true free choice.
However there is a “choice” where there are no identifiable factors, conscious or otherwise, that intluence your totally
arbitrary decision. The two objects or factors are equal, the
choice is super-rational-the uninhibited expression of one’s
quintessential self.
This type of “choice” is what the above verse emphasizes.
That particular mountain was not chosen because of its
unique spiritual qualities or its rich religious history; rather it
is described as any old “place”. It was simply “chosen”,
period.
Beyond any rationale, the choice was an expression of the
free, uninhibited Divine Will. A relationship was created; the
“place” was imbued with holiness.
This metaphysical concept
(legal) mmifications, as Maimonides notes in his Yad

The word ‘holy”
comes from the root word “to
be separate”. It implies apartness, an entity which is beyond
our gmp.
is infinite, immeasurably remote and
transcendent, canbe called “holy”. By Choosinga“place”, a
relationship with the Infinite Essence is created, dissemir@ing holiness in the world.
The holiness is man&s&d in a series of concentric
circles, extending farther into space and becoming fainter as
they recede-from the Holy of Holies to the Temple itself, to
the Holy City of Jerusalem to all of the Holy Land, and then
beyond.
When living in the “‘r&aceof the Kim?. there are greater
expectations and also privileges. However, whereve: Jews
pray it is towards the site of the Holy of Holies, the “place
which the L-rd your Gd has chosen”.

Colum-

nist.

[END QUOTING OF PART 41
and be returns

The “image in the pupil” burns deeply in the Jewish heart
and soul. Indeed, there is a long historical/religious connection to Jerusalem and the Holy Temple.
Various Midrashic texts connect this auspicious site to
historic biblical events: the place from which earth was
gathered to create
events of the
where Abraham was prepared to sacrifice his beloved son
Isaac; the very place where Jacob experienced the prophetic
dream of angels ascending and descending the ladder.
The “image in the pupil” describes a relationship: between Gd and the individual, between the celestial and the
corporeal; a place where “Heaven and Earth” meet.
The Temple (and all Jerusalem) is described not as good
or beautiful, but as
What is the nature of holiness? What
makes a particular place holy?

Existential
is part of the fabric of the human
experience. Amidst friends, luxury and unprecedented entertainment opportunities, it is still possible today to experience
loneliness and spiritual disillusionment.
“And Jacob departed from Beersheva
and went towards Hebron”
Jacob flees his revengeful brother who threatens to kill
him. He leaves Israel (Beer Sheba) to survive and journeys to
Haran to find a wife.
Jacob stands as a paradigm of the Jew in exile. He is
geographically, emotionally and spiritually alone. Furthermore, Jacob su%rs. Tragedies continue to challenge him at
every turn: Esau’s threats, Laban’s deceit, the untimely death
Inthisweek’sToruhportionMosesref~tothesiteofthe
, of his beloved wife Rachel, and the devastating kidnapping of
Temple: “There will be a place in which Gd your L-rd will
Joseph.
choosetocauseHisnametodwe11.
Itistherethatyouwill
bring... your offerings”

Please, as we move along with
ORDER, note that some of the dates, names and places are not
CURRENT. That is because with the assembly of information
you can only have krrent reference” to the date of the
compilation of the originai material for all else becomes
“forecast” or “fortune telling”. Please remember that this
material came only in February, 1995 so some information
will seem old and out of date. Please don’t ask me to change
anyThingfor if Mr. Buehrer wishes to “update” his writings to
include all of 1995, that is HIS PREROGATIVE, not ours.
As an outlay of activities are brought into a volume you
will find the material will span several to many years. AU
show a pattern of evolvement and action. I am a bit pickedupon for offering this material during the Christmas Season.
Readers, it is first the time of celebration of the Jews with the
several days of tradition which to suit needs is now recogn&d
asChanukah. ItisnevertraditionorcustomswithwhichItake
exception-it is the MISUSE of these things
aspect to otherwise goodly intentions. As with all

Itis,however,quitemmarkabletltatthereshouldbeneed

Thereisahaysshameaudlksina”Eabricatad”
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s
HIS-STORY. Be very carefol lest you
becomesodumbf~confbuudedandlmfoundedasto
missthepointofthe”changesntoamtrolyou.
Ifaman
d+arestheskytobepmpleandmakesaLAWthatrestricts
you in ding it %I~=, then you may ur&r&md the importance, for after a while of enforcement of that man’s law, you
will forget and the he of “purple” will prevail in the minds of
allbuttheoraltraditionsraditions.
Threegenerationslaterallwillhave
forgotfcnthattheskywasblueasitisacceptedasbeingpurple.
Perhapsamovevividexarnplewouldbetomaketheskygreen
butthechangewouldnotbesosubtleastofoolyouslowlyinto
accepma.
Youcandoanythingyouwanttodowith
%mguagem and ?vordC while wiping out all truth in the
P==si43.
Pleasenotethat$asintheabovewriting&whenyou
remove the “circle” or “whole” which is “+” (plus) in, for
&tancethespellingofGdorI&,youhaveonlyremaining
theabsenceofthewholeaudhavepmducedthe”-”(minus),
or absence of the Divinity of the Whole. Translations mean
EVERYTHING. Goforthandhideinthearguments,butnote
theTEACHINGSandthenlookatthewordsandseewhatis
present Ifyoureyesbebrown,formetocaRthemblueis
merelystupidoritmeansIamquiteblindastocolor.
Irestrict
neither stupidity or bhudness as each will move according to
his own direction--just please do not expect ME to follow the
foolish leader off the clift’s edge+xpe&lly
if the cliff is
some greater than two-feet in depth You can soundly break
your neck in a L-inch stumble. Or, try “one word” which is
missed, misstated or MISUNDERSTOOD.
People must respond to “meaning” in TRUTH and stop
the gaggling over language in concept and interpretation for
“actions speak far louder than words*. It is quite amusing in
fact,tostandnexttoamanandwatchhimmovingoutyour
equipment while he tells you he “isn’t” and shouts such as
“cult” any present Even “I” was under the impression that
by~~na”cult”musthavetwoormortparticipants(m).
If indeed we constitute a “cult” it is surely the most tiny little
grouponthe%ceoftheEar&withnomembersatall!
And,
~,ifthename~~claimsto~beenamembetofthe
cult.sobeit--forsurelvitwaracultafonbrONEcHIU
Here
there was rumored a cult started with followers of George
Green and much has been written about same. Perhaps there
is still that cult as we keep numing into members. Calling a
man whose name is Joe, “Tom”, does not a “Tom” make!
WhenyoupeopleLEARNasmuchyouwillnothavenearlyso
much heartburn over the B
If, however, Tom
introduces himselfto me as “Joe”, I shall surely call him Joeand still FACTS are not changed one iota. GOD, HOSTS OR
ANGELSNEvER,EVERCHANGEONEIOTAREGARDLESS OF WHAT YOU CHOOSE TO CALL THEM-AND
NEITHERDOTHEEVILENERGIESWHOCALLTHEMSELVES BY THE SACRED NAMES. IF YOU CALL
YOURSELF “CHRISTIAN” AND THEN LIE-YOU DEGRADE THE SELF-USE OF THE TERM-NOT EITHER
CHRIST ORTHE LABEL, for YOU have chosen the terms,
notthekts.
ItissadthatyaimustcomeinneedtoRE-leamthe
lessons of lRU+IH as offered by the great messengers, for it is
so~~ttocatchuptothethievesaadliarsandmovepast
them into valid presence. If you walk a crooked line for too
longyoUbfXomemOrecrodcedandconfusedthantheline
itself. When this happens, all ofthe gold, silver and diamonds
intheuniversecanuotsetyoutostraight-onlyTRUIHcan
accomplishthetask Howdoyouwalktoday? Howdo‘T’walk
today7 I don’t-i soar with Eagles and Angels! And, my
wish? Thatyoutoogainyourwings.
sahl.

I need to now move back to the ongoing %ggy” of
conspiracy in the worid which marches you right off the cliff
andintoaNewWorldChurchOrder.
Itmayseemlessthan
relevantat~glimpgebutthatisonlybecauseweareunable
to carry the thoughts through without
~beginto~tocatchuparleaveoffwithexplanationof
status other than to say, for instsnce, the following will be:
[QUOTING, PART S:]

.
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HewasdecoratedbytheBritishfor‘%rave$,buttheact
forwhichhewascommendedwastogundownanunarmed
mayorofaGermantownwhowasuyingtoarmngea
stumder, according to a British source who knew Maxwell
during this period.

have

MAXWELL

ONLY

TIP

OF

ICEBERG

was attached and
was to later
founding of Israel--followed Allied combat troops into Germany, seizing German scientiSc research
18,1991,by:MartinMannandLawrence
into physics, chemistry, aeronautics, astronomy and other
wilmot.
The mysterious ‘%xmination” of intemational media technical areas. They also scooped up German research into
magnate Robert Maxwell a
he was identified to the more arcane areas such as archeology, history, anthropology
world as an Israeli secret agent in a new book by investigative and other inquiries into
reporterSqrmourHershisonlythefirstofseveralblockbuster
into cash, the
scandals expected to erupt from a closer examination into his
origins and activities, diplomatic and intelligence sources say. latter was buried, never to be seen again.
Her& did not just cite Maxwell, a billionaire jeta
AN ISRAELI
“FIRST’
ctlebrity,asadeepooverassetoftheMossad,Israel’ssecret
service. In his book, The w
Hersh charges
In~~,Israelisthefirsttioninhistorytohavean
Maxwell used his position as owner of major British and U.S.
up the terrorist kidnapping of intelligence service before it had an actual country. Its
military and intelligence units were active worldwide years
Mordechai Vammu an Israeli nuclear whistle-blower.
Maxwell denied the accusations, but despite a brewing before the founding of Israel as part of the intemational
financial crisis he left his London office a day later and set out Zionist movement.
Hoch, later Maxwell, founded Oxford Pergamon Press,
to sea, the lone passenger aboard his princely personal yacht.
which translated and published the
scientific
OnthenightofNovember5,Maxwellvanishedfromhisship;
data. This was the basis of Maxwell’s fortune and the
nextmoming,hisnudebodywasfoundbySpanishfishermen,
beginning of his publishing empire.
floating in the Atlantic surf.
Ontheeveningo~~ember6,thecoIoneTatLasPalmas,
in the Canary Islands, announced a “preliminary finding
after examining the press lord’s corpse. Maxwell had apparently died from “natural causes”-that is, a “massive heart
attack”.
Ifso,howdidheplungeintotheocean?
Maxwell’sfamily
and close associates “doubt, in fact they dismiss the concluassociate,
sions of the Spanish official”, reported
AlistairFaulknerbytelephonefromLasPalmas.
“An extensive investigation has been launched to find out just
hard
handle
exactlywhat~who-killedthe~~~~megapublis~r,
whose properties included the New Yo& Dailv News.”
death may
In the consensus of senior diplomatic observers at UN
headquarters inNew York, the Maxwell scandal also raises a
new round of questions about Maxwell’s origins and singular
rise to power and intluence.
Far from being solidly structured, the media empire
controlled by Maxwell foundered in a sea of debt, according
to reports, of $3.8 billion worth of bank loans and promissory
notes.
[END QUOTING OF PART 51
“He&t’s book charges this global media mogul ended up
as an Israeli informer,” said Anthony Thayer, a London bond
AndcertainlythereISalotmoretocome.
Thankyouand
trader who monitors the tinances of publishing corporations.
“But the real question may be: How did this mystery financier good morning.
Sinceitisthroughpressandmediathattheworldreceives
beginhiscareer?
“ARer World War II, he was just another European exile, the information desired for comumption-it is worthy of
every minute spent showing you the STRUCI’URING of this
withdeepeTethnicandemotionaltiestoIsraelthantothe
CONTROLLED STATE OF INFORMATION PRESENTALondonbusinessworld,inwhichhesoonbecamearisingstar.
Who set him up in business? Who launched him on his road TION. It is through the control of i&rmation that all things
to power? These are the real questions. p: These same are brought about into new concepts and “order”. It all goes
right back to the
laid foal by the Elders of the
At least one senior UN diplomat with expert knowledge New World Order Zionists.
of Middle Eastern intelligence operations voiced a similar
view.
HIDDEN

SPONSORS

“Hersh maybe [scmtinizing] Maxwell through the wrong
of

1 (800) NEW-GALA
Maxwell, whose real name
He servedwithBritish
forces in World War during

(639-4242)
a
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present time, we are working at the other end of the
spectrum where light and IR [Infra Red] wavelengths
are micrometers or less long. If we are going to look at
“tuned” or resonant circuits in these regions, we need
to know the speed of light to a much greater degree of
accuracy.
If you look at a regular light bulb, the electrons that
make up the rays reaching your eyes are not marching
together in phase. They are all going out in different
directions, and at different times. The emitted electrons do not oscillate together in harmony. Waves that
do not march together are called incoherent waves, as
shown in the top of Figure 5. Waves that do march
together are called coherent waves (bottom of Figure

The
DST

WHEN YOU THOUGHT....

I know that just when you thought I was off on one
tangent, here I go back onto another “old” one. Why?
Because I have some “scientists” who are moving in the
wrong direction and I don’t want to just snatch them
back nor do I wish to relate the “how to” because I make
a lot of effort to protect my secretary. I can share most
openly by simply reminding you that you have information in great supply and, if you take what is offered and
LISTEN to instructions,
you will have no problem
working out the most dreary or magnificent things.
I note that you are tinkering with and pondering
some of Tesla’s circuits and pondering how to
capture frequencies of potentially unlimited structure
and move them into controlled and useful tools.
Since we have written so much on the man, Tesla,
I think I shall just start in the middle of what may seem,
to
being unnoteworthy, but it IS. We know all
about his alternating currents, etc., so let us just move
on and talk about “Tuned Circuits”.
I would like to again thank Bob James for offering
information inthe form of a book by Philip S. Callahan
I found when dealing with subjects such as
cells, we were as babes in the woods so I gave you a sortof “glossary” so that you could become a bit informed
as we offered input to our already educated engineers
and scientific personnel. I am going to bypass that very
important detail here because of Dharma’s time constraints and I need this information put to writing. If
we can find time to offer definitions we will try to do so
later.
ABOUT
MORE

CIRCUITS
NIKOLA
TESLA

TUNED

ON

[QUOTING Excerpts From
By Philip S. Callahan, 1975, The Devin-Adair
Company, Connecticut:]

Why is the invention of the tuned circuit by this
Nikola Tesla, so important? Let us
take a quick look at what a tuned circuit really is.
Resonant waves have been known ever since man invented the first stringed musical instrument.
Most
people seem to understand how sound resonance works,
but many apparently draw a complete blank when the
subject of electrical resonance is approached.
From
this standpoint, electrical resonance seems to have
suffered the same fate as Tesla himself-obscurity!
A wave, as you know, is

crests and troughs; this holds true for liquid waves,
sound waves, and electromagnetic waves-regardless
of how long or short they are. If, by some means,
mechanical or otherwise, waves are put in “phase”,
then the crest of one meets the crest of the other, and
waves march in unison and thus add together. If they
are 180 degrees out of phase-so that waves and troughs
are opposite each other-then
they cancel out, and the
result is no wave or 0. In the region of light (electromagnetic radiation) this is called constructive (addition) or destructive (cancellation) interference, Waves
in phase are said to resonate, or to be coherent. The
electromagnetic wave is called a
wave in electronic terminology.
One wavelength is equal to the
length of one whole crest and one whole dip.
A traveling train of waves has a frequency that
equals the number of its crests that pass a given point
per second. Thus, for
300-kilocycle station (1
kilocycle = 1,000 cycles) in Ireland, 300,000 cycles, or
sine waves, passed over a point on the surface of the
earth each second. Obviously, if wavelength = the
speed of light divided by the frequency, then the velocity (speed) of the wave equals wavelength times
frequency; or in the case of my radio range station in
Ireland, mentioned in the last chapter, velocity = 300
kilocycles x 1,000 meters = 300,000 kilometers per
second, or the speed of light. Now we see why it is so
important to have accurate measurements of the speed
of light.
In 1907, Albert Michelson was the first
American to receive a Nobel Prize in Science. He
received it for measuring very accurately the speed of
light with his Michelson interferometer. Today, scientists utilizing a hydrogen-cyanide laser are calculating
a light-speed constant that is loo-fold more accurate
than previous values.
They
are
t
looking at a
reproducibility of one
part
.
10,000 billl
lion (1 in
10”).
In the
spectral region of the
long waves
of my radio
range station, or of
Tesla’s
earth waves,
great accuracy is not
necessary;
i
but, at

In basic terms, we know what waves and frequency
are, but how does one get waves to march together like
soldiers? How does one put them in phase so that they
resonate? This problem was solved by Tesla for long
waves in 1897 with his “tuned circuit”. C.H. Towner
solved it for very short light waves in 1953 with his gas
laser.
There are some admirers of Tesla, and I am one,
who suspect that he invented the laser years ago and
destroyed it for fear it would become a tool of war.

such technology
Modern researchers may protest that Tesla never
ented a laser. They might maintain that he could not
have done so because Einstein hadn’t invented quantum mechanics at that period of science.

isn’t
Thomson discovered the electron before the theory of
quantum mechanics was developed. Thomson looked
on electrons as raisins buried in a big cake-the atom!
He did not have the concept of little packets of energy
orbiting around a nucleus, as we view electrons today.
There are many who believe however, that Tesla did
invent what he termed a “death ray”.
is a
Half of any great discovery is hypothesis
based on asking the right question. He was known to
have had a good grasp of gas discharge phenomena and
told of a death ray he invented that could cut through
solids! Let me quote from a lecture, “On Light and
Other High Frequency Phenomena”,
delivered at
Franklin Institute, Philadelphia (February 1893).

aa
run it when space is available.]
It is very likely that resonant vibration plays a
most important part in all manifestations of energy in
nature. Throughout space, all matter is vibrating, and
all rates of vibration are represented from the lowest
musical note to the highest pitch of the chemical rays;
a

light vibrations,

we realize the impossibility

possible means of

of pro-
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waves of light by electrical means and economically,
no way detracts from the genius of Townes, who accomthat is, to affect the molecules oratoms of a gas to CQUS~ plibued the same objective’in 1953.
We then must ask ourse!ves: how can free molecules or atoms be affected?
at
[Italics added.]
which
we
have

have
are

shall

The quotation is irrefutable proof that in 1893
Tesla asked the right question about resonating short
light waves. He knew that molecular “in-phase” waves
could not be attained with “apparatus of measurable
dimensions”; that is, with coils and condensers as used
in the radio region of the spectrum. One would have to
put the atoms in resonance to obtain what today we call
coherence.
The helium-neon laser, which puts out a coherent
in-phase red beam, works on the principle of what laser
physicists call “collisions of the second kind” between
two dissimilar gases. At any finite pressure, the lifetime of any radiation emi sion will be significantly
lengthened by light emitted from atoms being absorbed
and re-emitted by other atoms. This is a sort of chain
reaction system where re-emittance and reabsorption
occur in cycles until, after a number of such cycles, the
light escapes as radiation. The stimulus for the radiation from the gas is an electrical discharge, just as
Tesla suggested.
It is absolutely inconceivable that a man who knew
what Tesla did about gas discharges, light rays, and
resonating systems, would not attempt to resonate the
output of his gas tubes by some method such as is used
in present-day laser research. One would have to be of
an extremely selfish nature not to admit the possibility
that his “death ray” was a laser.

cut in lengths to match the same wave-length of oscillations being generated or received.
A resonant, or tuned, circuit may be a
a
circuit, and is used to electrically shorten or
lengthen the antenna. Parallel-tuned circuits (a condenser across a coil instead of at the end of the coil) are
There used in radio to couple resonant energy fromone circuit ,
are some who believe that the greatness of one scientist to another in the transmitter or receiver. For the sake
detracts from that of another. This is foolish thinking. of keeping things simple, however, we will discuss a
Because we show that Tesla was an electrical genius, series-tuned circuit.
Series-tuned circuits are often
does not make Townes, or Edison, any less so.
used to electrically “stretch” or ‘shorten” an antenna or
It is interesting that Tesla was experimenting with waveguide (transmission lines) so that the length of the
resonating light waves in gas tubes in 1893, but more to antenna or waveguide will match the length of the
the point that he did patent the first resonant “tuned”
wave. One would not want to cut or lengthen
circuit in the radio portion of the spectrum.
every time a different frequency station
In 1900, Tesla predicted radio as we know it today. was tuned to. To accomplish the electrical shortening
In an essay entitled, “The Problems of Increasing Hu- or lengthening, one places a coil and adjustable conman Energy”, he wrote the following:
denser in series with the antenna. The antenna then
becomes a series-tuned circuit. It might be necessary
That communication without wires to any
with a receiver, for instance, to “tune” the antenna
point of the globe is practical with such appaelectrically to fit waves from 4-inches to 33-feet-long,
ratus would need no demonstration, butthrough
as shown in Figure 6, or even, as in the case of my radio
a
range, from point-to-point frequencies a few feet long
- Popularly explained it is
exactly this: When we raise the voice
and hear an echo in reply, we know that
the sound of the voice must have reached
a distant wall, or boundary, and must
have been reflected from the same. Exactly as the sound, so an electrical wave
is reflected, and the same evidence
which is afforded by an echo is offered
by an electrical phenomenon known as
a “stationary” wave-that
is, a wave
with fixed nodal and ventral regions.
Instead of sending sound vibrations
toward a distant wall, I have sent electrical vibrations toward the remote
boundaries of the earth, and instead of
the wall the earth has replied. In place
of an echo I have obtained a stationary
electrical wave, a wave reflected from
afar. [Italics added.]
Tesla was not talking about the “makeand-break” telegraphy of Marconi, but
rather about the principle of coherent waves
in resonance or, as we say today,
on an antenna. As he states, it was a
discovery that he made, and it was the
single most important concept of what today we call the science of electronics or radio. Of
course Hertz, before 189 1, knew about standing waves
as is evident in his treatise, “Annalen der Physik and
Chemi”. His resonator transmitter, however, was a

to radio range signals half a mile long. Most antennas
are cut to half or quarter wavelengths, for the simple
reason that it takes less wire and still works for resonance.
If we look at Tesla’s 1897 patent (No. 649,62 1) we
see what looks like nothing more than a couple of coils
want to help-you
across an electric generator. Actually, his
For an oscillator (wave
Tesia never published in scientific journals, and
.producer), Tesla used the
generator that he insince he considered himself a practical inventor workvented. This, of course, sends out alternating current
ing for humanity, most of his writings are in the form
in the form of a sine wave. His transmitter consists of
of verbose Victorian essays that were presented before
a generator across a huge double-loop primary coil.
scientific societies. A careful reading of these essays
The
coil is made of many turns and is
will prove conclusively that he did work on the concept
grounded at one end. The other end extends upward as
of a laser. John O’Neill, in his biography, says, “Tesla
a loop antenna. The receiver on the right was a light
never gave the slightest hint concerning the principles
bulb. [see box
under which the device [death ray] operated.” O’Neill,
The drawing actually filed in the patent does not
however, was not a scientist, and besides, C.H. Townes
convey the enormity of this transmitter.
Reading the
had not invented the laser when O’Neill wrote his
patent does, however, because the loop antenna is of
biography of Tesla in 1944.
tremendous size, and according to the patent is to be
One cannot read Tesla’s lengthy essays in a critical
wrapped around a large balloon in the sky. In section
manner and not admit that, as early as 1893, he had the
85 of his patent, Tesla tells us that his secondary coil is
concept of the laser. Just as resonant circuits of coils
wound with 50 miles of wire. This includes the loop
and condensers put oscillations of long radio waves in
6
antenna around the balloon. Since the speed of light is
phase and produce coherence, so also do resonating
equal to 300,000 kilometers
per second, or apmolecules produce coherent light waves. We will
never know if, in his later years, Tesla produced a real small coil, loop antenna, and spark gap. Hertz never proximately 186,100 miles per second (we do not have
to be very accurate with such long waves), and since
laser (death ray). He claimed that he did. Whether or believed his system would be useful for long-distance
Tesla tells us his waves were 200 miles long, then We
I
shown
in
Figure
6,
antennas
are
not we prefer to believe that Tesla designed a laser, in communication.
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see his motor was putting out an AC sine wave at:

seem quite remote, but now that we know what a tuned laser is so intense that it would severely injure your eye
circuit is, let us take a closer look at how a laser works. if you looked directly at it. You could, of course, see the
186.000 = 930 cycles per second
Just as Tesla’s tuned circuit puts out gigantic 200-mile- beam as it gradually burned out your sensitive retina.
long waves in phase from an AC generator, so a laser Since coherent radiation is in phase, it is highly amplior a frequency of 930 (200 mile-long) waves per set- puts out tiny short waves in the visible and
tied.
from molecular oscillators.
small,
It may be likened to flipping three
ond. This means, in essence, that Tesla was maintaining 930 stationary waves,‘or sine waves, in his second- waves they might detect would have to be very short waves. jump ropes at another person holding the ropes at the
The word “laser” comes from the first initials of the other end. If you flip them one at a time so that a wave
ary coil. Since his waves are 200 miles long, and his
coil only 50, he has in effect a “tuned” quarter-wave
words
moves along each rope, the crests and dips will all
transmitting antenna.
you arrive at the person at different times,
force
At this point, Tesla still is not able to vary waveSince lasers work by stimulating mol- (mass) of the three ropes will be distributed over
lengths with his tuned transmitter.
Although it is a ecules to oscillate, and can be made to put out both certain time interval at the opposite end. If, however,
resonant system,
is fixed to wavelengths 200 miles visible or IR radiation, I prefer for my infrared work the you flip all three together at one time, the force (mass)
of the undulating wave will arrive at the other person’s
long, because his 50-mile-long coil and antenna wire term “maser”, which means
are cut to that fixed one-quarter length.
His next
That hand simultaneously, and the person holding the end
patent, No. 685,953 (filed June 24, 1899), is entitled, is why I use that term in this book: insects utilize will feel three times the force. That is exactly what
tuned radio antennas and lasers do: they “flip” the
“Method of Intensifying and Utilizing Effects Trans- micrometer radiation.
generated oscillations, from
mitted Through Natural Media”. [H:
gases in the case ofthe
idea
By
from the radio transmitnatural media, Tesla meant air. This second patent is
ter so that they all leave the
essentially a variable plate condenser utilized to tune
transmitter at the exact same
the coil and antenna of his transmitter.
When Tesla
time, and arrive at the replaced this condenser circuit in series with his coil in
ceiver at the same time.
the transmitter, he had produced a variable tuned cirIn case of the radio transcuit, and could resonate quite accurately to many wavemitter, the detector of the
lengths by varying the condenser in the circuit.
coherent radiation is your
In electronics, the term
means opposiradio receiver or TV set; in
tion to flow of current (the symbol is X).
the case of the helium-neon
(Xc) is opposition to current flow offered by
laser it is a photocell, or your
capacitors and
by coils. In a
eye-if one is so foolish! Of
tuned circuit, the inductive and capacitive reactance
course, ifyou get too close to
are oppositely affected by frequency.
In any series
a high-powered radar or TV
combination of capacitors and coils, there is one particuantenna, it could damage the
lar frequency where capacitive reactance equals inductissue of your
tive reactance (Xc = X,). The two factors cancel each
verely as the laser would your
other out and, at that frequency, for those values the
eye. The simple fact that
only resistance to the flow of current is that of the wire
your body would not detect
itself (Figure 7).
I
pay
the damage done from highenergy radio as quickly,
was
since you have no kullt-in
the
a
chain reaction and almost blew
the western
receiver for the long rvdio or
radar frequencies, but do for
the short light frequencies.

We see, then, that by making an adjustable coil or
condenser, one can change the values of Xc= X, to fit
any frequency and can thus tune the antenna to different wavelengths.
the
and for coupling from circuit to circuit in a transmitter
or a receiver. All that tubes or transistors do is control
the current from these tuned coupling circuits.
we shall see later, antennas that resonate to
short wave-lengths, below radio in the infrared and
visible regions of the spectrum, may be constructed
from insulative substances such as Plexiglass, instead
of metal. Such a substance is called a
material. They are cut to exact wavelengths, as our figure shows.
Hertz produced the first long radio waves, and
Marconi sent them across distances with his antenna,
but it was Tesla who made the whole system work by
demonstrating the method by which any wave could be
controlled at various frequencies. Of course, Tesla was
attempting to transmit AC power across space, not to
transmit radio signals. He succeeded, for he turned
light bulbs twenty-five miles away! The principles are
, the same for short or long waves in either case. Tesla
should share with Hertz and Marconi the credit for
modern electronics-this
apart from the fact that he is
the real fat! 7 of our AC power system. It would not
seem to me to diminish the genius of Hertz or Marconi
to give Tesla his due credit. In my opinion, Tesla’s
tuned circuit was the most elegant of the three basic
concepts of electronics.
What does the invention of the tuned circuit have to
do with insect antennae? At first, the connection may

As I pointed out before, an electrical discharge is
utilized to stimulate emission from a gas laser. Of
course, the stimulated emission is nothing more than a
form of fluorescence, and the light radiation from the
glowing tube is not in phase, and thus not coherent. To
attain coherent light from the end of a long glass tube
filled with
mirrors have to be spaced
exactly right so that the waves of light, or infrared, will
bounce back and forth between them and finally all “get
together” in resonance before shooting out the end as a
coherent “in-phase” beam.
can later look at fluorescence, but for now, suffice it to say that it takes a lot
of experimentation to figure out what mixture of gases
to use to produce the fluorescence. It also
rather
complex mathematics to arrive at the correct spacing of
the reflecting mirrors. Designing lasers is both an art
and a science.
The distance between the mirrors is like the distance along the length of the wire antenna: it

The question we must ask ourselves is: Since man
over the last few decades has learned to produce tuned
circuits that put out coherent radio, infrared, and visible light, and to detect the frequencies with receivers
which also incorporate tuned antennas to resonate
the wavelengths, can such a system already exist in
nature? If so, how does such a natural system work, and
in which part of the spectrum7 I am now certain that
such a natural system
exist, and that those mostsuccessful-of-all living organisms, the insects, have
evolved the organ for detecting these mysterious frequencies!
The paradox of this statement is that I should have
spent
or so years proving that the insect antenna

[END OF QUOTING]
There is one main difference,

however.

I think if you are still wondering about a “conspiracy” as to your not being allowed freedom and
Since there is a long knowledge-you
must have your antennae on backspace filled with gas between the mirrors, a laser wards. This is such old technology as to make me faint
resonating system is called an open resonator or with concern over your state of affairs. You are people
waveguide. We may still consider it a tuned circuit, of the hidden agendas and LIES.
Thank you for these extra hours of work but it is
however, since all the waves are put in phase by “tuning” or spacing the mirrors correctly for the desired time we get focused and stop dallying about. I refuse to
frequency, just as the metal antenna is “tuned” by allow you to develop anything that you think you need
setting the coil and condenser for the correct reactance to take PUBLIC. It is the current downfall of FREE
(Xc= X,) values to electrically match the wavelength of
AND WOMEN
Let us use caution and consideration of all
the radio frequency.
The red coherent beam of a “tuned” helium-neon
things, please. Salu and good evening.
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